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Sports

Murray State claims OVC championship
Racers hang on to down Austin Peay 73-70;
face N.C. State in NCAA Tournament
See stories on pages 8-9
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News In Brief
City students getting mini-break
-three days this week, Rogers says
Murray City Schools will dismiss Wednesday through Friday of
this
week, according to Bob Rogers, director of pupil personnel.
Rogers stated that students will be out Wednesday for teacher
inservice and Thursday and Friday for a mini-break. He added
that
students will also be out the week of April 11-16 for the regularly
scheduled spring break.
(lasses will dismiss at the regular time Tuesday and resume
Monday. March 21, he said.

House leaders stay with budget
FRANKFORT, Ky. ;AP ; — House Democrats leaders decided today to stick with the budget prepared by members of the Appropriations and Revenue Committee, abandoning Gov Wallace Wilkinson's
spending plans.
----•
Wilkinson said he was dismayed. by the news, but still intends to
press for General Assembly approval of his budget.
It was not the best news that I've had this morning," Wilkinson
said after emerging from a brief meeting with House leaders.
Wilkinson said he was particularly dismayed that the House committee intends to push a budget that includes no money for his two
major education initiatives and deletes much of the economic
development money from the Commerce Cabinet budget.
The Budget Review Subcommittee on Education had taken out
about $23 million from the budget proposed by W.914ison for an aid
program for the poorest school districts and the beginning of his
reward program for schools whose students improve.
The subcommittee had used some of that money to pay for further
reductions in class sizes in elementary grades, but most to increase
funding for higher education.
House Speaker Don Blandford said today that the House leadership
supports another plan to keep more of the money in elementary and
secondary education
The full Appropriations and Revenue Committee was scheduled to
put together its final spending plan during a day-long meeting today.
That budget meeting was originally scheduled for last Friday. but
was delayed after pleas from Wilkinson and warnings from Chairman Joe Clarke. D-Danville, that many committee members were
unhappy with the early drafts
Blandford said today that keeping more money in elementary and
secondary education will ease many of those concerns.
Wilkinson promised that the fight over the budget is not over,
though he declined to specify his strategy.
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Legislators, governor say Super Tuesday a super bust
FRANKFORT, gy.(API — The
voting machines were not even
back in storage last week before
legislators tried again to tinker
with the presidential primary.
Kentucky officials from Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson on down didn't
think much of the Super Tuesday
preferencedgbimary.
An effollIF in the General
Assembly to change the 1992

primary failed but is certain to
Estimates of the cost range
come up again before the next from $3 million to $4.5 million,
presidential election.
which Wilkinson said is too much
Wilkinson, who called Super money for a state that has as
Tuesday a "non-event" even many financial troubles as
before the polls opened last week, Kentucky.
said the biggest problem was
Wilkinson, whose support was
money.
considered crucial to the victory
"I think Super Tuesday was a by Tennessee Sen. Albert Gore Jr.
failure in terms of what it cost," in the Democratic primary, was
tilkinson said last week.
.not alone in his feeling the cost

Telling it :ike it is

(Cont'd on page 2)

Favorite sons
leading pack
of others in
Illinois race

ASHINGTON — American officials hope Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir is bringing a "yes" with him today to a U.S. proposal
to open Mideast negotiations by May I
JERISALEM — The army cut of • • -.line supplies to the West
Bank after Palestinian protesters se et. two fuel trucks and stoned others during a day of scattered v 'knee in the occupied
territories.
WASHINGTON — The reigning d
1980 was not so much the
Carter-Reagan campaign but the interminable hostage crisis in
Tehran. Now another presidential campaign is in high gear and a new
set of Americans is held captive In the Middle East.
WASHINGTON — The Bechtel Group, Inc., a giant construction
company that for years.quietly built billion-dollar projects in the Middle East, is receiving unwanted attention from a grand jury,investigation of Attorney General Edwin Meese's role _in_a failed_ '
Mideast pipeline deal.
NASH/NGTON — The decision by Gallaudet University trustees to
name a hearing-impaired president at the school for the deaf marks
the end of a tumultuous week of protests in which students say they
"changed the world."
SAN FRANC/WY) — Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis Jr. and Dean
Martin opened their 29-city "rat pack" tour before a sold-out audience of adoring fans, proving they can still doo-be-doo-be-do it with
the best.
WASHINGTON — Democratic presidential candidate Richard A.
Gephardt's plan for retaliatory trade policies comes face to face with
Its long-threatened demise this week following its sponsor's poor
showing on Super Tuesday.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger &
'Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urg
ed to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 6 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

(Cont'd on page 2)

EDDYVILLE, Ky.(API — Warnings about Kentucky's crowded
prisons aren't news to former prosecutor Bill Cunningham, who
grew up in the shadow of the Kentucky State Penitentiary and
learned about crime ttom the professionals behind its walls.
For Cunningham, known for his
unconventional views on topics
ranging from marijuana (legalize
and tax it to speed limits (sell
$100, 65 mph "speeding permits"
to good drivers), the warning
signs about Kentucky prisons
were posted long ago.
"What we have right now is a
criminal justice system that's just
totally overloaded," he says.
Corrections Secretary John
Wigginton says the state will probably run out of prison space
around the middle of this month,
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outweighed the benefits.
State Sen. John Rogers, who
supported Kansas Sen. Robert
Dole in the GOP primary, said the
primary should be moved again,
but not back to May or August.
"We've tried that, it doesn't
work," Rogers said.
Rogers said he would like to see

Prisons are an
'overloaded
boat,' former
prosecutor says

Elsewhere...

Murray State point guard Don Mann lets his feelings be known after the Racers downed Austin Peas 73.70 in
the championship game of the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Saturday night. MR', 21-9, will go
up
against Atlantic Coast Conference power North Carolina State in the NCAA Tournament on Friday. (See
related qtories on pages 8-10)

--r—Today's Index

• 35 CENTS

Mall photo b) Clay '.alter

CHICAGO ( AP — The race for
a trove of Democratic delegates
from Illinois has two favorite sons
leading Michael Dukakis, according to the latest polls. while the
Republican contest is looking like
another George Bush runaway.
One poll out today said Jesse
Jackson was pulling ahead of Paul
Simon in the battle of favorite
sons, while another showed Simon
maintaining his advantage. Both
showed Dukakis in third place,
trying to cut into the home state
support of his two Democratic
rivals and claim some of the
state's 187 Democratic delegates.
Bush, meanwhile, was a prohibitive favorite to add the state to
his list of Republican presidential
primary victories.
A poll published today in the
Chicago Tribune said 32 percent of
likely Democratic voters supported Jackion, 29 percent backed
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lottery could face difficult time in Senate
Forecast
Tonight, mostly cloudy and
cold. Low in the upper teens.
Clearing by morning. West
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday, mostly sunny and a
little warmer.
Extended FOrecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy conditions
Wednesday and Thursday and
skies becoming cloudy Friday
with a chance of rain.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

35.5.1
355.3

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP; — The
bill proposing a constitutional
amendment for a state lottery has
arrived in the Kentucky Senate
amid speculation that the measure
Will have a difficult time getting
out of an unfriendly committee.
The House passed House Bill 1
on Friday by a solid, but not overwhelming, vote of 63-35.
The bill was assigned to the
Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee,
where it needs the approval of four
of the committee's six members
But there is only one solid vote in
favor of the measure — that of
Chairman Gus Sheehan.
"It won't come out of my committee," said Sheehan, D Covington.

Similar concerns surfaced two
weeks ago when the lottery bill
was in the House State Govern-

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

merit Committee, but it came out
on an 11-9 vote last week after
House leaders determined it had
enough votes to pass on the floor
By all accounts the bill also has
enough support to pass the full
Senate

0

Two Senate committee
members, Sen. Nick Kafoglis, 0Bowling Green, and Nelson Allen,
D-Grepnup, are firmly opposed to
the bill.
Sen. Georgia Powers, DLouisville, said she is a "maybe."
"I have never voted for the lottery, but that doesn't mean that I
can't or won't," Powers said.
"Many people in my district voted
for the governor because of his
support of the lottery."
Sen Harold Haering, R Smyrna, the committee's only
Republican, said a lottery would
be "one of the biggest disappointments we've ever had" but is
undecided about how to vote on the
bill.
Sen. Danny Meyer, Sheehan's

one possible ally, said he had
received "a lot of bad mail" about
the lottery and would prefer to
avoid a vote entirely.
"They better not bring that (the
bill) up" In the committee,"
Meyer said.
That would be fine with
Sheehan.
"They could divert it to another
committee, it doesn't have to be in
my committee," Sheehan said. "I
hope they do."
Senate leaders said the bill is
where it belongs
"It's the committee of jurisdiction," said Senate President Pro
Tern John "Eck" Rose, who is
chairman of the panel that assigns
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Wilkinson's education concept
already being tried by other states

Big states after Super Tuesday
In the race for presidential delegates
0:Democrats
R=Republicans

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP — Gov.
Under Wilkinson's plan, KenHowever, Cohen said, an incenWallace Wilkinson has just two tucky would have a statewide intive program probably would proweeks to persuade the General centive plan in place by 1990.
duce the best result for a limited
Assembly to pay $10 million to set Schools would be judged by how
number of dollars "because those
up an incentive program that many students are performing up
limited resources are leveraging
would -reward teachers and to their academic potential. The
the rest of the resources in the
schools for academic staffs of schools that did well
system. Encouraging people to
improvement.
would receive cash bonuses.
find better- ways to use existing
"I guess you'd have to say it's
The problem Wilkinson faces
resources is not a bad idea at all."
R 102
may not be the idea itself but the untried, though there's lots of
Nrth Carolina's experiment with
PA
research evidence to show schooltime frame.
incentives is a small part of a
April 26
seven-year, $800 million plan to
"If you've got a disadvantage in based incentives make a lot of
D-178
improve schools.
Kentucky it's that you're trying to sense," said Mike Cohen, director
R
An elementary school in the
put this in without a pilot and of education programs for the NaNJ
North Carolina pilot project would
without time for people to adjust to tional Governors Association. "So
June 7
receive $70,000 more a year to help
the change," said John May, a to say it's untried is not to say it's
0-109
make the transition to schoolSouth Carolina education official. not thought through."
R 64
Also,
Wilkins
on
wants
21
benchbased
management, Dornan said.
"It's not that there's a problem
Trbune Graph,c by DavoriJanntz
mark schools — three in each of
By
•Michiga
contrast
n
. under Wilkinson's
Republic
with
the
validity
ans
complete
the
of
concept
d
,
Sources Democratic and Repubhcan Nat.onai Commatees
the state's seven congressional
delegate selection procedures rn January
plan, each, school district in Kenbecause it's a good approach."
districts — to begin experimenting
tucky would get $15,000 to $20,000,
The concept, which is already with new approaches to teaching
depending on enrollment, to pay
being tried in various ways in next fall.
for consultants or other help to
other states, is opposed by the
Under Wilkinson's plan, plot improvement strategy.
31,000-member Kentucky Educa- teachers would collect the cash
tion Association.
awards. In South Carolina. the
money-- goes- toward 'school improvements, such as air condiWASHINGTON tAPI — With tiqns in both states.
nearly impossible for any of the
tioners and computers.
Super Tuesday behind them, the
California Democratic Party
three leaders to gather enough
.A Massachusetts incentive plan
presidential candidates are look- Chairman Peter Kelly says the
wins between now and June to win (Cont'd from page I)
allows school staffs to decide
ing toward the next big Tuesday Super Tuesday result "almost
the nomination on the convenincoming bills to committees.
whether to take the bonuses or
The 13th annual Kentueiry-Little
on the calendar — -June 7, when guarantees that the race will come
tion's first ballot. Dukakis, the
Rose, D-Winchester, noted there spend them on the school.
Miss Pageant il1 be Sunday, May
the California and New Jersey down to California, and California
are other ways to bypass the comfront-runner, would need to win
All the plans are built on the, a at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
primaries offer the last big bloc of will have a say in picking the
mittee and get the bill to the floor. idea that the school is the most efmore .than 60 percent of the
State University_ Prepagea.nt acdelegates to be allocated before nominee."
The Senate could convene as a fective unit of change.
delegates remaining available.
tivities will be scheduled
the national conventions. In New JerVey, Democratic Sen.
committee of the whole to conBut Final Tuesday wins could
Implementing that notion will
throughout the day on May 21.
Bill
Bradley said, "New Jersey
sider the bill, or it could vote to require a radical shift in the
give any candidate an un_ The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
There are other big primaries in
suspend the rules and discharge education establishment's way oi
coming months, including Illinois, takes on real importance. We are, challengable advantage in the
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the
the bill to the floor without the thinking, said Phil Schlechty.
final stretch.
Pennsylvania and New York. But with California, the final two
Woodmen of the World Society,
committee's approval. Both executive-director of Gheens Pronone offers a larger one-day tests."
Murray, will sponsor the pageant
'If you can go into the convenCalifOrnia voters will select 205
manuevers are rarely used.
fessional Development Center 494 -activities.
delegate total than Final Tuesday.
Democratic delegates in the tion just coming off of (a win in I
Th& ages fqr the pageant divias it's been dubbed.
Also this week, House members teachers in Louisville.
New Jersey, it's momentum,''
"The fundamental issue con
sions are: Wee Miss. 3 to 5 years:
Montana and New Mexico also primary, and J09 more will be said Rep.
are
suppose
d
to
take
up the
James Florio, D-N.J.
chosen in post-primary meetings.
will hold primaries June 7.
budget, although the timetatfle is fronting the American educatior, Little Miss,6 to 8 years, Preteen,9
California independent pollster
Along
with
22
pre-selecte
d
"super
to 12 years: Junior Teen. 13 to 16
reform movement is: .ire we goFor Democrats, with
tentative.
Steve Teichner said results from
Massacnsetts Gov. Michael delegates," the state will send the
years, and Senior Teen, 17 to 19
ing to manage by results or
the two
The House Appropriations and
manage by programs?"
Dukakis, Jesse Jackson and Ten- largest single delegation to the potentia primaries also have the
years. These are all ages-as of
l to sway several hundred
Revenue Committee was supposconvention with 336 members.
June 30, 1988.
nessee Sen. Albert Gore bunched
The school incentiv
uncomm
itted
super delegates ed to put together a spending plan an effort to manage e plans are
New Jersey Demo`crats will
Persons wishing further inforin the lead, the late primaries on
by
results.
on Friday, but the meeting was "The difficulty is our
select 71 delegates in primary from around the nation. Those
mation concerning the pageant
opposite sides of the count
ow
delegates. members of Congress canceled after Gov. Wallace
voting. They'll join with 38 more
bureaucracies are set up for and application forms should send
loom as potential]
picked by party leaders, and nine and other party leaders, will go to
Wilkinson, Democratic leaders in management by program." a self-addressed stamped
legal
the national convention legally
On the RepQblican
, where a super delegates for a total of 118.
the chamber and committee Schlechty said.
size envelope 14 1-4 ). 91-4 to. .Kenuripledg
big SuperJTuesday victory last
ed.
members questioned whether a
To win the nomination, a
Increasingly, the education tucky Little Miss Pageant, B-3
week mad 'ice President George Dernbcratic candidate will need
bill could emerge.
establishment, governors and Fox Meadows Tr. Cl, 1304 South
In 1984, Walter Mondale and
Bush his party's likely choice, the 2,082 delegates. Dukakis now
leads Gary Hart battled for the
16th St.. Murray, Ky. 42071.
House Speaker Don Blandford legislatures are embracing the
June 7 primaries are expected to the field with 460, followed
idea of placing responsibility for"
by Democratic nomination right up
The-deadline to enter is April 30.
said
a
budget
decision will be
be much less crucial.
Jackson with 424 and Gore with until the California arid New
results
1988.
directly
on
teacher
s
and
made on Monday.
A day after Super Tuesday, both
353. Missouri Rep. Richard Jersey primaries.
principals. said John Dornan.
Dukakis and Gore announced they Gephardt totals 145 delegates,
president of the Public School
Hart won in Calfornia, but Monwould soon make campaign stops followed by Illinois Sen. Paul
Forum of North Carolina
dale — who took New Jersey and
in New Jersey and California. Simon with 36.
Dornan's group is coordinating
several smaller states that day —
Jackson, too, is building organizaSome party leaders say it will be emerged the overall victor.
a North Carolina experiment in
restructuring schools. The pilot
program, started in three counties
One woman sustained minor Inyear after more than a decade as
might as well squeeze what good ((bard from page I)
last year, allows teams of teachers
juries
Ma two-car collision Friday
commonwealth's attorney for Livwe can out of it and get it off the Kentucky hold its presidential to do everything from coorthe
at
intersection of North 16th
ingston. Lyon, Caldwell and Trigg
(Cont'd from page I)
boat."
primary in November 1991, the dinating class schedules to
Street and the Kentucky 121
counties
, favors a state referenCunningham has also suggested year before the next presidential deciding the school budget.
forcing contempt of court decrees
Bypass. according to a report
dum on prison construction, sayletting good drivers pay for a general election.
Already. staff morale is up in
and the transfer of more state
from
the Murray Police
ing that voters he has talked to
special permit to exceed 55 mph
That way, Rogers said, Ken- the participating schools. Dornan
prisoners to local jails.
Department.
would
be
willing
to pay for a better
on Kentucky highways. The tucky would replace Iowa and said.
Cunningham, who chose to
The accident occurred at apsystem.
reinstated 65 mph limit is New Hampshire as the focus of
Wilkinson's proposals are comreturn to private law practice this
proxima
tely 12.45 p m when a
"I think that if we were to come
dangerous for somemotorists, he presidential attention, although it peting for precious dollars with
north-bound car on 16th Street.
up with a referendum and say Are
contends, and even those who would conflict with current raises for university employees
driven by Peggy A Farmer, 51.
you in favor of a tax on soft drinks,
drive more safely should have to Democratic party rules.
and school programs started by
1212
Melrose, pulled into the path
or whatever it is, in order to build
pay to drive at the higher speed.
"We might get a few of the ma- the legislature, including a
of a west-bound car, driven by Jon
(Cont'd from page I)
five new prisons?' ... I think first
Cunningham's 11 years as pro- jor players in here ... and make a timetable for reducing class size
Charles Peterson, of Indiana. Pa..
Simon and 20 percent said they
of all, you'd be surprised at the
secutor included two death penal- little extra money," Rogers said. in the early grades.
accordi
ng to the report
would vote for Dukakis. Rep.
chances it would pass."
ty convictions and hundreds of
The program also faces
Rogers' idea holds some attracFarmer told police that she did
Richard Gephardt of Missouri was
other cases originating in his tion, but others believe the resistance from legislators and
Overcrowded prisons and the
not see the approaching vehicle
the choice of 5 percent and Sen. law against
home town's maximum security presidential primary should be educators who say it won't work
marijuana are two
A passenger in the Peterson
Albert Gore Jr. of Tennessee had
prison.
held in May. along with the state's because of under-funded schools
sides of the same coin in Cunnvehicle,
Carolyn Peterson. 50, was
the backing of 4 percent.
The 43-year-old Cunningham got primary.
and under-prepared teachers.
ingham's view. Although he is
treated
and released at the
The poll, conducted by Peter against marijua
his first education in the criminal
"Telling people to improve and
That opinion is shared by many
na. the former
Murray -Calloway County
Hart Research Associates, interjustice system while growing up county clerks across the state.
not providing resources to make
prosecutor does not think the law
Hospital Another passenger,
viewed 500 likely voters on Friday
across the street from the Ed"The concept of Super Tuesday that improvement possible is very
against it is working.
James
Peterson, 14, was not inand Saturday and had a margin of
dyville prison. He earned the was good for the visibility of the difficult," Schlechty said.
"The system is so overloaded
jured, the report indicated
error of 5 percentage points.
respect of prison administrators South, but in terms of Kentucky
we can no longer as a society
An ABC News-Washington Post
and correctional offficers. said playing a major role, I do not think
make everything against the law,
poll published today in the
Barry N. Banister, administrative we reaped the benefits we thought
make everything a crime, simply
newspaper gave Simon the lead
assistan
t at the penitentiary.
we would," said Elliott County
because it's not good for you," he
with 42 percent support to
"The feeling among the Clerk Daisy Howard, president of
said. "We didn't do it with cigaretJackson's 33 percent. Dukakis had
employees I'm sure was that he the clerks' associatiOn. *
tes, we're not doing It with booze."
14 percent, Gore 4 percent and
backed us 1 1 0 percent on
State Sen. David Karem of
Kentucky is the fourth-largest
Gephardt 3 percent.
everything," Banister said. "1 Louisville disagreed with the rest
marijuana-producing state behind
Barring a major upset, Bush
think the employees, most of and thought Super Tuesday perCalifornia, Hawaii and Oregon,
was expected to pick up the lion's
whom are from Lyon County formed up to expectations.
according to the National
share of the 92 GOP delegates at Organiz
anyway, were aware that he was a
"I think you could make the
ation for the Reform of
stake on Tuesday and deliver
local boy, so to speak. had a argument it did everything it ws
Marijuana Laws. The estimated
another blow to Senate Minority
knowlege of the history of the in- supposed to do.' Karem said.
value of the Kentucky production
Leader Bob Dole's fading can- in
stitution and was behind us in
Karem, who supported
1986 was $1.1 billion, according
didacy. The Tribune poll showed
every way."
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
to NORML. making it the largest
Bush the choice of 62 percent of cash
Cunningham often served as bat Dukakis, said the Southern
crop in the state. Kentucky
GOP voters, compared to just 28 trooper
boy for baseball teams that would
primaries proved,Gore a viable
s and National Guard
percent for Dole.
come to the prison to play. The candidate in the' region, weeded
helicopters have joined forces to
As it became more apparent search
convicts then, he said, tended to be out some pretenders and focused
for alnd destroy marijuana,
that the vice president was locking
somewhat older and less violent attenion on the South.
which is often cultivated in small
up his party's presidential
than today's.
Although Kentucky did not get
patches or among legal crops.
nomination, he became the target
"I saw them at a very early age the attention some might have likof more criticism from
But Cunningham maintains the as people who had done wrong," ed, Karem said, "you're
just not
Republican and Democratic
police manpower, court time and
he said. "Not necessarily as peo- going to compete against Texas.
rivals.
cell space devoted to marijuana ple to be avoided or people not to Florida and Georgia."
"He certainly has a lot of bagare all wasted resources.
be dealt with. I saw the more
Senate President Pro Tern John
gage," Jackson said of Bush
"We're like a boat that's humane side of them."
"Eck" Rose of Winchester said it
"I'd like George Bush to tell us
wallowing near the waterline and
is too early to judge Super Tueswhether(Panamanian Gen.
we just keep loading on without
day in Kentucky.
Manuel) Noriega was on his
ever taking anything off," he said.
Rose, who did not have a
payroll when he was CIA direc"Well, let's take marijuana off.
favorite in the Democratic race,
tor," said Dole.
We might as well control it, we
said he will have to wait and see
The Murray Fire Department
who wins the nominations and
responded to a car fire Friday at
what role, if any. Kentucky
approximately 10:48 a.m. at J&J
played.
Apartments on U.S. 641 North, acWhile many politicians didn't
cording to a report from the
especially like the Super Tuesday
department
idea for Kentucky, ordinary voters
The car suffered severe damage
didn't seem too attracted either.
from the fire which started in the
Among Democrats, only 317,968
engine area, a spokesperson said.
of the 1,302,067 eligible voters
Fire department personnel also
bothered to cast ballots, according
responded to the Main Street
to unofficial returns. That works
out to be 24.4 percent.
Chevys, Fords, Cadillacs, Mercedes, BMW's,Porsches, other imports, Youth Center. 205 N Fourth St.,
State Rep. Freed Curd, J)-Murray, speaks on a proposed piece of legisla
Friday at approximately 7:51 p.m.
Among Republicans, turnout
tion during a recent session of the House of Representatives. The
etc. Also trucks, vans, furniture, homes, much more. For information A
game machine apparently exwas even worse, about 22.1 perGeneral Assembly is in its final month of action and Curd encourages his
phone 1-216-453- 3t/00 Ext. A7537
perienced an electrical short, the
el9ISMAFAI04
cent. Of the 549,631 eligible GOP
constituents to keep in touch with him in Frankfort by calling toll free,
report indicated.
voters, 121,537 cast ballots,
1-1100-872-7181.
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Super Tuesday's over, but `Final Tuesday'
lies ahead and may be potentially decisive

13th Little Miss
pageant scheduled
.for.Sundays May 22

Lottery...

Woman sustains
minor injuries in
local accident

Super bust...

Prisons...

Illinois...

Government talk

Fire department,
answers car fire

Who Else Wants To
Buy Gov't Seized
Autos Low As $100
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PERSPECTIVE
Commonwealth Comment
By Michael D. Ward

TV trials not very realistic
Question: I watch a lot of trial
shows on television. It seems to me
like a lot of lawyers are making
speeches when they should be asking questions. Are these trial
scenes on television realistic.
Answer: No, they are not very
realistic.
A television program or movie
dealing with courtroom scenes has
to be exceptionally good to keep the
attention of most lawyers. That is
because such shows are written
and portrayed purely for entertainment purposes first, and adherence
to the proper rules of arocedure
second.
One of the most.flagrant violations of the rules of procedure is for
a television lawyer who is questioning a witness on the stand to state
the position of the 6ent more than
ask a question. In other words,
their question to the witness is
more like a closing argument.
On direct examination in the real
world — that is when a lawyer calls
a witness on behalf of their client
— leading questions are not allow ed. Leading questions are simply
those which suggest the answer.
What is and what isn't a leading
question sometimes is a very close
issue and judges may have a hard
time deciding. Many of the direct
questions on television are blatantly leading and are actually
speeches "So the real reason you
took the gun and shot the man when
he entered the door was because
you thought he was about to
burglarize.,your house. Isn't that
true?"
That lawyer has just made his
closing argument to the jury. The
proper question should simply be
"Why did you shoot the man when
he came in the door?"

It should be pointed out that in
Kentucky at least, leading questions are not only allowed but are
expected when a lawyer is examining the other party's witness on
cross-examination.
The purpose of this is clear.
Unless a lawyer can subject a person to leading questions, it would be
very difficult if not impossible to
adequately cross-examine their
testimony. Of course, the most
unrealistic part of the entertainment trials of television and
movies, is the witness who breaks
down just before, the end of the
show under devastating crossexamination of able counsel and
admits to the crime.

Mayfield beat Lone Oak to win
First Regional Boys' High School
Basketball Tournament at Sports
Arena, Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
A new Calloway County Jail at
North Third and Walnut Streets,
Murray. will soon be ready for occupancy, according to an announcement made at a meeting of
Calloway County Fiscal Court
with Judge Hall McCuiston
presiding.
Sgt. Joe Pat Glass is now serving with Infantry in Vietnam.
Susan Nance, daughter of Mrs.
John Nance and senior at Murray
High School, has been awardeci a
scholarship by Music. Department
of Murray Woman's-Club.
Fred Fields, public relations
director of Land Between the
Lakes, spoke at a meeting of Theta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club. He was introduced by Cloia
Campbell.
Thirty years ago
Memorial Baptist Church is
planning a two-story education
building which will cost between
75 and 85 thousand dollars, according to Rev. T.A. Thacker, church
sip pastor. .
Charles Donnie Evitts of Coldwater community was killed
March 13 in an automobile accident near Hopkinsville.
Recent births reported at MurMurray
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TV preachers get all the compassion
"If I had it all to do over again,"
Slats Grobnik said, "I think I'd
have become one of those TV
preachers."
I've never thought of you as having deep religious convictions.
"Nah, that's not why," he said.
Ah, then it's the money that interests you. All those little old
ladies sending in contributions.
"Yeah, that would be OK. I like
the Rolex watch and a private jet
as much as the next guy. But
there's something even better
than that."

Yes, I do remember seeing that.
"Well?"
Well what?
"Who do we know that ever gets
a hug from his wife when she finds
Such as?
out he's been messing around?"
"Well, I was watching this guy
Now that you mention it, rcan't
Jimmy Swaggart on TV, with his think of anyone.
lips trembling and his nose runn"You bet you can't. If I did
ing, crying his eyes out and blub- something like that, the only thing
bering about how he. had sinned my wife would hug me with would
because he was with a hooker in a be a piece of piano wire when I had
motel."
my back turned." • '
Yes, a sad and humiliating
But if you explained that you
In real life, this occurs about as
display.;
realize it was a sin and you repent,
often as the healthy birth of
"Sad? What was so sad abdut she might be understanding.
quintuplets.
it?"
"Oh, sure. Guys do that all the
However, skillful lawyers do
Well, the poor man had to stand time. A guy comes home and the
quite often break down or weaken
up before a nationwide TV au- wife yells: "My friend Gladys saw
substantially the credibility of dience and confess that he had you going into the Beddy Bye
testimony through artful cross!` been guilty of a weakness of the -Motel with a hooker when you
e)camination. It is just as effective flesh.
were suppose to be bowling.' And
in the minds of the jury, but maybe
"Yeah, but then did you see_ the husband says: 'Oh, Lordy, the
not as dramatic as occurs on n7. what happened next?"
devil made me do it. But I repent,
More typical, however, in the
No, my eyes were blurred with so let us pray together. Now,
course of a trial, even the good tears of compassion.
what's for dinner?'"
lawyers are satisfied with the
"Then I'll tell you what happenIt's possible. The devil works
"cumulative effect" of cross- ed. His wife walked o'er and gives considerable mischief.
examination. That is an important
him a big hug."
"Sure. Then the wife says: 'OK,
concession from this witness, an inconsistency of that one, until over
tOrayIbrie,
the course of the trial the other party's case is undermined.

you tell the judge tg-devil made
you go to the motel. But my
lawyer is going to tell the judge
that I want the house, the furnishings, the car, the kids, your
paycheck, and you can go get a
room at the YMCA, you creep."
I suppose that Swaggart's wife
is more understanding than most.
"Yeah, and so was Tammy. The
way Tammy acted, you'd think little Jimmy hadn't done anything
more than get caught peeking at a
copy of Penthouse. Hey, you know
what my wife told me after we got
married?"
As I recall, she said you'd have
to-take more than one bath a week.
"Besides that. She said that
because she loved me so much,
and I was such.a great guy, if she
ever found out I was playing
around, she'd wait until I was
sleeping before she let me have it
with an ice pick because she
wouldn't want me to suffer."
She's always had a kindly
nature.
"And remember what happened
to lover boy Charlie with the skinny moustache when his wife found
out about him and Pearl the
waitress.?"
Yes, he had that unfortunate
accident.
"Accident? Who ever heard of
woman accidentally spilling a pot
of hot coffee on her husband at 3
o'clock in the morning when he's
in bed sleeping. And remember

where she spilled it? He 4ialked
like a duck for about a year."
But you must keep in mind that
these TV clergymen and their
followers believe in redemption
through prayer.
"Yeah, I noticed that. Jimmy
and Tammy say there are praying
for Swaggart, even though he blew
the whistle on Jimmy. He even
said little Jimmy was some kind of
wart."
I believe he said that Bakker
was a cancer on the body of Christ.
"Right. So if little Jimmy was a
cancer, what's that make
Swaggart?"
In fairness to Swaggart, he says
he did not actually have sex with
the harlot. He simply sat there in
his jogging suit watching her do
something or other.
"Okay, we'll give him credit for
that. Maybe he's not a cancer, but
just some kind of a peeping eye."
- Fair enough. But I still think it is
touching that his wife would be
that forgiving. As Swaggart said
of her on TV: "God never gave a
man a better helpmate, a companion to stand beside him."
"Yeah, but if my wife ever catches me, I'm gonna pray that I
have a wonderful helpmate, a
companion to stand beside me."
And I'm sure your wife will do
exactly that.
"Wife? I'm talking about a
lawyer who knows the judge."

ti

There. is some good courtroom
drama on television, however. And
perhaps some of these programs
whet the appetite of the public for
more information about our criminal justice system. tf it serves
that purpose then the smaller incongruities and errors in procedure
can be overlooked.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
A new postoffice building for
Murray will be erected on a place
to be announced A site being con.
sidered is on the
y of Mrs.
estn t Street.
Birdie Parker o
Murray High Sc ool won honors
at Kentucky State Speech League
Drama Festival. Mark Etherton is
director. Students winning include
Laura Shinners. Robyn Burke,
Michelle Harris. Mark Austin.
Kayne Beasley, Richard Simon,
Donna Bailey, Kim Alley, Lyn
Lyon, Greg Schmaltz, Mary Hina
and Debbie Geurin.

PAGE

ray Hospital include a gin to Mr.
and Mrs. O.B. Boone Jr., a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Hiter and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. B.D. Sins.
Prof. A. Carman of Murray has
been named as a member of
American Jersey Cattle Club.
Forty years ago
W.B. Moser was named as principal of Murray High School at a
meeting of Murray Board of
Education, according to W.Z
Carter, superintendent. He
replaces Ed Filbeck who died
Nov. 8, 1947.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Buchanan.
March 5.
A Mothers' Club has been
organized at New Concord High
School. Officers are Mrs. Kerby
Jennings. Mrs. Charles Stubblefield. Mrs. Edward Curd and
Mrs. Milburn Evans.
Mrs. E.S. Diuguid Sr. was
honored at a party in celebration
of her 92nd birthday on March 9 at
her home.
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Coming up: a serving of political hot potato
NEW YORK AP — The White
House, business groups and some
candidates, such as George Bush,
just won't let go of the matter, and
so it is seems destined to grow into
a major issue.
Issues are created by differences of opinion strongly held,
and on this there are many opinions. It is controversial,
debatable, emotional. It can be
construed as a battle of haves versus have-nots, rich vs. poor.
The question: Should the capital
gains tax, which was raised in the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, be reduced — perhaps to a rate even lower
than before?
Central to the issue is another
question: Can revenues be raised
by cutting the capital gains tax, as
the White House and Bush
suggest?
Backers of a cut cite U.S.
Treasury statistics in support of
their view. They point to steady increases in revenues since the tax
was cut from 49 percent to 28 percent in 1979, and then to 20 percent
in 1981.
In 1978, when the 49 percent
maximum rate was still in effect,
tax revenue amounted to $9.1
billion. In 1984, latest year for
which figures are available, the
total was $19.6 billion.
Sharp as these statistical differences are, some critics maintain they are not as significant as
they seem. Stock market prices,
they point out, have risen sharply
over the years They say it is this
that accounts for the rise.
Why should lower taxes raise
revenues? Because, say defenders
of a lower tax, those taxpayers
with capital gains wouldn't be

afraid to take them. Until those
gains are realized, they observe,
Uncle Sam gets nothing at all.
The crux of their argument is
that those with big gains in
securities or other investments,
Including housing, decline to sell
because of the 28 percent tax
liability. If it were half that, they
say, sellers would be more active.
They contend that while this added activity would be taxed at a
lower rate, the government would
earn more revenue because of the
greater volume. Estimates vary,
but conceivably these gains could
be sizable.
David Burton of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce estimates
a reduction to 15 percent would
produce at least $3.5 billion more
each year. Harvard economist
Lawrence Lindsey puts the added
revenue at'$31 billion over three
years.
One of the most formidable
arguments against the reduction
is that t) might produce a spurt of
selling in the first couple of years,
but that the benefits to Uncle Sam
would be decidedly less dramatic
after that.
In short, say these critics, the
cut itself rather than the rate of
tax is the important thing. They
agree that many taxpayers would
take advantage of the cut to take
postponed capital gains, but that
afterward the impact would erode.
Defenders also contend that the
country — not just those with
capital gains — needs lower rates
In order to spur investment in new
businesses, new jobs and new
technology — which, of courses
would enlarge the revenue•
producing sector.
They indicate that as matters

stand a goodly amount of potential
venture capital is tied up in old
enterprises, left there by owners
who cannot afford to pay — or who
choose to defer paying — the taxes
that would become due.
Potentially the hottest dispute of
all is the contention that a lower
capital gains tax benefits the rich
and does very little, at least immediately, for the poor. It could be
a dispute loaded with more pas-

sion than content.
Prof. Lindsey states that 80 per,
cent of the $31 billion he refers to
would be paid by taxpayers with
incomes greater than $100,000. Inherent in that statement, however,
is that most of the tax benefits
would go to them also.
The subject is at the heart of at
least two bills in Congress. Over
the next few months, it could
become a political hot potato.
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MURRAY TODAY
Newborns and.
_dismissals are
listed by hospital
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,
March 11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
McDaniel baby boy, parents,
Vanessa and Randy. Rt. 2, Box 75,
Murray;
Paschall baby girl, parents,
Melana and Tillman, Rt. 2, Box
214, Pu
r, Tenn.
smissals
Claude axter, 1615 Catalina,
Murr
rS. Elizabeth Brewer
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 181,
Henry, Tenn.;
Roy Bynum, 2107 Coldwater
Rd., Murray; Jerry Chapman, Rt.
1, Box 732, Dexter; Mrs. MareIle
Fariess, 1311 Vine St., Murray:
J.C. Foster, Rt. 1, Box 34, Hazel;
Miss Amanda Hester, Box 34,
Kirksey; Darrel Ivins, Rt. 2, Box
821, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Robert Lax, Box 25, New Concord; Mrs. Lane Mott, Rt. 1, Box
217, Farmington; Mrs. Joan Stout
and baby girl. Rt. 2. Box 79C. Springville, Tenn.;
James Turner, Rt. 5, Box 381,
Murray; Joe Underwood, Box
2228, Puryear, Tenn.; Aaron
Weatherly, Rt. 2, Box 269, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Bobbie West, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Bessie Perry, 208 Spruce St.,
Murray; Mrs. Pauline Hester (expired) Rt. 1, Benton.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Cavitt baby girl, mother. Tina.
101 Spruce St., Murray;
Walker baby boy, parents.
Patricia and Harry. Rt. 1, Box 401.
Hollow Rock, Tenn.
Dismissals
Paul Copeland, 1626 West Main
St., Apt. 2, Murray; Mrs. Lore
Duncan, Rt. 1, Box 464, Dexter;
Adam Ragsdale, Rt. 1, Box 146,
Dexter;
Mrs. Florence Rains, 501 Vine
St., Murray; Mrs. Mable Rogers,
1639 Farmer Ave., Murray;
William Seale, 407 North Seventh
St., Murray;
Eugene Snyder, Rt. 3, Box 148,
Paris, Tenn.; Gary Taylor Sr., Rt.
4, Box 123, Murray; Johnny Wyatt,
Box 86, New Concord;
Robert Mason Canady ( expired )
Rt. 5, Box 246, Murray.
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Local couple married for 44 years
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Hicks Sr.
observed their 44th wedding anniversary on Friday. March 11, at
their home on Camelot Drive in
Kingswood Subdivision, Murray.
Mrs. Hicks, the former Marie
Jeannette Bargar, was born in
Baltimore, Md.. the daughter ,of
the late Alfred W. Bargar and
Marian Ayers Bargar. She is'a
graduate of Glen Burnie High
School and Murray State University, graduating Magna Cum Laude
with a B.A. in business.
Mr. Hicks, known locally as
"Hoppie" or "Lou," was born in
Paducah, the son of the late Amp
F. Hicks Sr. and Letha Mansker
Hicks. He is a graduate of
Tilghman High School and Murray
State University, holding B.S. and
'M.A. degrees.
The couple was married in: Linthicum Heights. !bid., March, 11,
1944, at the Linthicum Heights
Methodist Church. They now are
both members of First United
Methodist Church, Murray, and
serve in lay capacities of the
church.
.
Mrs. Hicks presently is
associated with Century-21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors as a broker-sales
associate. Mr Hicks is a retired
and
military person with 23 years service in the Army. Military service
bies are bridge, family visitations
has afforded the couple the oppor- and friends.
tunity of extensive travel. Other
Their two children are Louis E.
than travel, their principal hobHicks Jr. of Covington and Mrs.

Airs. Louis E. Hick,

Mr.

Celebrates third birthday

Jeannette Hicks Stevens of Vai:•-:
caville. Calif: . They have four
granddaughtel-s and one
grandson

Bradley Joe Thorn. son of Paul and Patsy Thorn of 703 South
Ninth St.,
Murray. celebrated his third birthday on Thursday. Feb. Di.
Bradley
has two brothers. Ronny and Micheal. and one sister, Kellie
Thorn, all of
Murray. His grandparents are Toy Grooms of West ieyy
Nursing
Home, Mirtray, and the late Mrs. Morine Grooms, and Mrs.
Tommie
Turner of Dexter and the late Tom Thorn.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
Ft tti TUESDAY MARI II in. luss

FERN TERRACE EVENT - Each month Fern Terrace Lodge at ISAS
Stadium View Dr.. Murray, sponsors a "Celebrity Jack's Pot." %inners
In February were, top photo, from left, Pearl Skinner, Clotile Pool and
Reba Fuqua, each winning $10, with Glade Dodd, administrator in the
back. Linda Prescott, right, in bottom photo. was presented her winning
check of $100 by Jerry Kalberer, assistant administrator. Sonia ti. Seale
is activity coordinator at Fern Terrace.
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5,067 different first names
registered for the 45,530 births
registered as of March 1, 1988.
The top 20 names for girls were
Jessica, Amanda. Brittany,
Sarah, Jennifer. Amber. Heather.
Megan, Khyla. Samantha, Emily,
Tiffany. Elizabeth, Whitney.
Stephanie. Rachel, Kimberly.
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PopLilar names of Kentucky's babies released
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Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire celebrated her second birthday with a party at Pizza Villa on Saturday. March 5. Her birthday was on Monday.
March 7. She is the daughter of Jim and Linda Shropshire of Murray.
Pizza and cake were served to N guests. Her "Bert and Ernie" cake was
made by Shelley Bradshaw. Her grandparents are Mrs. Mary Majors
and the late William Majors and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Shropshire, all of
Murray. Her great-grandmother is Mrs. Ray Belle Langdon of Murray.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API Kentucky's baby cribs were full of
newborn Ashleys and Joshuas in
1987, but parents were also cuddling little Chances, Havens,
Cheyennes and Romans.
Joshua and Ashley were the
most popular names for newborns
in Kentucky in 1987, but there were

Are you an emplu v i,, i
looking for employees
who
Are punctual
•Are responsible
'Work well with others
•Work well under pressurr
' 1 ii experience

Laura and Rebecca.
With a few exceptions. boys'
names are a bit more traditional
than those for girls.
The top 20 names for boys were
Christopher, James, Michael.
Matthew, Justin. Brandon,
William, David, Robert, John, Andrew, Joseph, Jonathan, Daniel.
Timothy, Jeremy. Ryan. Anthony
and Eric.
Beyond the ordinary, parents
also used some imagination in
choosing children's names.
There were place names: Asia.
Boston. Brooklyn, Charleston.

Cleveland. India, Iran, Kenya,
Orlando. Paris, Woodford and
Yuma.
There were names perhaps
reflecting the dreams parents had
for their children: Bishop.
Chancellor, Colonel. Master. Noble, Coritessa, Prince and
Princess.
Time and weather were also
popular: January, April, June,
September, Autumn, Summer,
Easter, Rainbow. Rainy. Stormy,
Sunny and Windy.
(('ont'd on page5)
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Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Sunday, March 13.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Jason Yarbrough, Rt. 8, Crittenden Lane, Mayfield; Paul
Holland Jr., Rt. 6, Box 114,
Murray;
Mrs. Julie McKendree and baby
girl, Hilldale Apts., Rt. 1, Box 151,
Hardin: Mrs. Lore Kennedy, 104D
King Burt Ct., Clarksville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Neta Smotherman, 555
Street Joseph Dr., New Madrid,

tut
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Chestnut St.
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you'll also want some tune for
reading, research, or creative endeavors.

McBee-Wallace wedding planned

Community events listed
Tuesday, March 15
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Visitation at 6:45 p.m.
---Memorial Baptist Church will
have a churchwide skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
---Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Monday, March 14
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at club house.
---Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
---North Calloway Elementary
School will have its skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
---Refresher Class for parents who
have attended previous prepared
childbirth classes will be at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
-- -AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
information call 759-4069, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Monday, March 14
Murray Hairdressers Association will meet at 7 p.m. in Community Rhoom of North Branch of
Peopifp'sank.
---Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at home of Mrs.
Clell Peterson.
- ---

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Tammy McBee and Tony Wallace,
both of Murray, have been
announced.
Miss McBee is the daughter of
Mrs. Ann Heath of Paducah and
Eddie Heath of Boaz.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Florence Jones of Mayfield, the
late Harmon Heath of Mayfield,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Platte
Riley of Paducah.
Mr. Wallace is the son of Sammy Wallace of Dover, Tenn., and
the late Mrs. Wilma Wallace.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Vesta
Wallace of Clarksville, Tenn., and
the late Columbus Wallace, and of
Mrs. Nellie Mae Lane of Dover
and the late Bert Lane. The bride-elect is employed at
Farmers Home Administration,
Murray.
The groom-elect is employed at
Air Products and Chemicals,
Calvert City.
.A private wedding is planned.
An open reception wll be Saturday. April 16, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House, South
Seventh and Vine Streets, Murray.
All Felatives and friendsare invited to attend the reception.

Names...
(Cont'd from page 4)
There were also famous names:
Boone, Kennedy, Lincoln, McCartney, Moses, Nero, Noah and
Reagan.
Television was a popular source
of names, especially soap operas:
Alexis, Blake, C,agney, Fallon,
Lance and Mallory.
Will these names shape personalities: Classie, Colour, Faith,
Hope and Charity?
There are also names that will
cause teachers to stumble: Ab
dulrahman, Chanquintaya,
Jimette, Koolene, Rustiray and
Tobiegail.
Some Kentucky children seem
destined to meet: Rhett and
Scarlett, Brie and Colby, Garfield
and Odie, Liberty and Justice,
Harmony and Melody.

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m.
in Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
---Breastfeeding class will start at
5 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Senior Citizens' Center at Dexter from 9 to 11 a.m, and at

Tuesday, March 15
Events at First Baptist Church
will be Mothers' Day Out at 9

(Cont'd on page 6)
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Tammy McBee and
Thnv Wallace to marry

(Cont'd from page 4)

UDC hears
Dr. Heim
Dr. Keith Heim, head of Special
Collections at Pogue Library,
Murray State University, was
guest speaker at the February
meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy held at the
home of Mrs. John J. Livesay.
The speaker talked about
"Confederate Finance," outlining
he tremendous difficulties the
.south face in setting up a structure
to finance its war agains the
Union.
Heim said "when taxation and
loans proved inadequate to raise
the huge amoumts of money needed, Secretary of the Treasury
Memminger resorted to printing
paper money. As states began to
print quantities of money as well
Dr. Keith Heim, left in top picture, spoke at February meeting of J.N. and as goods became scarce,
VS illianis Chapter of I nited Daughters of Confederacy. He was introduc- runaway inflation resulted. Prices
in 1865 rose to 92 times those cured h Mrs. Ed Dais, right. Also present, in bottom photo, were, from
left. seated, Mrs. Kim McEarlen and daughter. Mary Muse McFarlen, rent at the beginning of the war."
The speaker said "with the
and SIN. Milliam Barker. standing. Hrs. Nilliarn Major, Mrs. Leonard
1aughn. Sirs. Homer Lancaster. Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Inez defeat of the confederacy. bonds
tlatiton. Mrs. Glen Hodges and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker. Not pictured and currency became worthless
and payment of any portion of the
is Mrs. John J. Lies*.
public debt was prohibited by the
15th Amendment. The effects upon
the South were disastrous both for
industry and commerce and for
the infividual and were felt for
many years. Although Memminger has often been blamed for
the collapse of the wartime financial structure, it seems unlikely
that, given the circumstances,
anyone could have succeeded
where he failed."
Mrs. Ed Davis, president,
presided and opened the meetinvN
trith pledges to the flags and introduced Dr. Heim.
Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker gave
the devotion.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Livesay and Mrs. Glen
Hodges, cohostesses. to 14
members and Dr. Heim.
The chapter wil meet Wednesday. March 16, at 1:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs': Davis. 1513 Chaucer,
Murray. Mrs Marvin McFarlen
will be hostess. Tim Langford will
speak about "History of Columbus, Ky."
111

Pier 1
Bridal
Registry

(
"walk

000

U.S- Air Center

I)iel
Center
'IFI

Mo.; Frederick Shute, G.P. 4, Box
16, Hardin;
Christopher Hilt, 104 Fairview,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Lu Ann
Drumheller, 1623 Loch Lomond,
Murray;
Mrs. Nadine Scluvader, Rt. 1,
Box 690, Dexter; George Weaks,
211 South 15th St., Murray; Mrs.
Bonnie Douglas, Southside Manor,
D3, Murray;
Mrs. Ina Boyd, 1609 Loch Lombond, Murray; Mrs. Lexie Hicks,
Rt. 1, Box 154, Dexter; Paul Dee
Jones, Box 86, Kirksey;
Mrs. Connie Adams, HC Box 4,
New Concord; Mrs. Lottie Haley,
704 Riley Ct., Murray; Virgil E.
Stewart (expired) Rt. 2, Box 165,
Puryear, Tenn.

Call Diet Center today and
we'll
really
give
you
something to sing about. You
can lose up to 10 pounds in the
first two weeks and be up to 25
pounds lighter in time for summer! At Diet Center you do it
without hunger, shots, drugs
or buying special foods. Call
today for a free, no-obligation
consultation

7534)020

Coupon Good March 14th & 15th

1

I *Please Present Coupon with Clothing.

Carpet
Cleaning
20% off
•

With Coupon Through March 31

North 12th
Story Ave. Excludes Delivery Service 603 Main

13th main

753-2552

The SHOWTIME Starpower Free Preview
is coming this reekend from
Murray Cable vision!

THE SHOWTIAU
STARPOWIR WEEKEND
PRII PHIVAIW
ItS a tree look at the great new programming
Coming your my on SHOWTIME STARPOWER
WEEKENDS

7
or nin:
eovatiier Fnol
yFou
tEEtt:
x7psnyea
ts
t7:1-on HBO* not this
SHOWTINIE WEEKEttS are starpowered with
exclusive blockbuster entertainment And this

SHOWTIME

Friday, March 11

Saturday, March 12

Sunday, March 13

7:00 Ruthless People
9:00 'It's Garry Shandling's
Shocv9:30 Super Dave
10.00 Top Gun

7 00 Star Trek IV
The Voyage Home
q 00 Motown/ on SHOWTIME
Michael Jackson
10 00 Raw Deal

7 00 Tough GLiA
9 00 Crocodile Dundee
vo,

.111.11Pe .110110. SNI104.7.•

rye...

Catch it all this weekend on
CABLE CHANNEL 42!
Order SHOWTIME During Our Starpower Weekend
and Save $10.00 On Installation.

CABLE

Dist Hours:
M-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:00
Sat. 10:00 to NOON
1210 Johnson Blvd.

:shirts
85°
:5 For
$3.80
.1 Slacks or Sweaters , $1.59

FREE PREVIEW!

During the FREE SHOWTIME STARPOWER
WEEKENDS PREVIEW yOu U see exclusive hit

First Day
of Spring

Brides & Grooms To Be
Ginger Compton
Overbey - Kenny Overbey
Tressa Brewer - Joe RO4S
Dee Dee Miller - Mark Cahoon
Linda Hartline - Joe Beale Orr
Catherine flick - Jeff Clark
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Nance-Bradshaw wedding April 16
The approaching marriage of
Miss Marisa Kaye Nance to
Timothy Gale Bradshaw, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Bradshaw of
Murray, has been announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Shropshire of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Nance of Big Rock,
Tenn.
Miss Nance is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Majors and
the late William Majors, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Shropshire, and the late
Pascal Nance. She is the greatgranddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edley Nance and Mrs. MaybeIle
Langdon.
Mr. Bradshaw is the grandson of
Mrs. Ruby Byrum of Texas, the
late Kymble Bradshaw, and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Lone Foy.
The bride -elect is a 1984
graduate of Murray High School.
She is employed at Pizza Villa of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1983
graduate of Murray High Schtkil
and is employed by Murray Auto
Parts.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday. April 16, at 7
p.m. in a candlelight ceremony at
Murray Nazarene Church, Doran
Road, Murray.
A reception will follow in the
Community Room of the North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Marisa ka.ve Nance and
Timothy Gale Bradshaw lb marry
at Murray Nazarene Church

DATEBOOK
Cancer Group plans meeting
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, March 15, at 2 p.m. in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Ignorance is not Bliss" will
be the theme of the discussion. This is for cancer patients, their family
and friends to provide information, support and.resource material. For
information contact Nancy Rose, Ftletiv, at 753-5131, ext. 132, or Gale Cornelison, L.S.W., at ext. 148.

(Cont'd from page 3)
Tuesday, March 15
Holmes Brothers Grocery at
Brewers from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m
Blood pressure checks, diabetes
and anemic screenings and colorectal cancer kits will be offered.
--- Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in Board Room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
- -- Living with Diabetes will mee at
2 p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
---Murray Christian Women's Club
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
-- -Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an open
meeting with Donald Maley as
featured speaker at 7:30 p.m at
club house.
---Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
in Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
---"Hazel Homemakers Club will
meet at 10 a.m. at Mom's Country
Kitchen, Hazel.
-- -Jim Welch, a representative of
Kentucky Center for Veterans Affairs, will be at National Guard
Armory from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
---Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
--- A Social Security representative

James Ryan Canner born
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Conner of Benton are the parents of a son, James
Ryan, weighing six pounds 12 ounces, born on Sunday. Feb. 7, at 4:45
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have a daughter.
Laranda. 6. The mother is the former Dodie Atkins. Grandparents include James H. and Bettye Conner and Charles and Willodean Estes of
Benton. and Ted and Judy Atkins of Hardin.. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. Augusta Conner.

James Mitchell Rowe born
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Rowe of Rt. 4, Mayfield, are the parents of a son.
James Mitchell, born on Monday, Feb. 22, at Murray-Calloway Count,
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Clapp of Rt.
4.
Mayfield; and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe of Fancy Farm.

Peter
Gott, M D

Doctor's advice
causes conflicts
By Peter H Gott. MI)

It's available whether II&R Block prepares
your tax return or not.
For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-9204
Open 9-6 weekdays 9-5 Sat.

PROGRAM TUESDAY - Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club
will hear a program by Donald Maley of Paducah at an open
meeting on
Tuesday, March 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. All intereste
d persons
are invited, according to Barbara .ashcraft. chairman
. At the February.
meeting, members of the Murray State Dance Company
performed.
director Karen Balzer introduced the group and related
the history of
dance at Murray State. The Dance Company has been
invited to perform at the National Collegiate Dance Festival in
Jacksonville, Fla..
this spring. Pictured, from left, back row, Mark Lamb,
Melissa Denney,
Keith Embry, Dina Ritchie, Jennifer Bates, foreground,
Karen Balzer,
Deborah Gamblim, Kim Lough and Sara Assad. February
hostesses
were Edith Nothinger, Neva Grey Allbritten, Louise
Weathely, Nancy
Schempp and Jan Wilson.

LOOK...
r ilat
47141

Ir

NO BIFOCALS!
With the Varilux progressive tens, vov 11 see. nat urallv at
all distances, not just close-up and far awai and without a
bifocal line to say you aren't as young as you used to he.
Varilux is the original and best progressive lens ever
designed. And Southern Optical is Kentucky's only
authorized laboratory for Vat-flux progressive lenses. Our
genuine Varilux progressive lenses are just one of the many
special features.you'll find at Southern Optic al.1We've got
the quality and Selection of frames and lenses you're
looking for. So for your real value in better vision,
visit Southern Opti altoday.

goutiugut Optical

DEAR DR GOTT Because I am a
diabetic. I have a bleeding retina My
eye doctor says not to exercise My
family doctor wants me to jog two or
three miles a day to lase 15 pounds
Who is right"
DEAR READER You should insist
that your doctors reach an agreement
and give you specific advice. I suspect
that some sort of compromise is in order Your eye doctor probably meant
for you to avoid strenuous exercise.
such as lifting and straining, that
could increase the blood pressure in
the retinal tissues, thereby causing
further bleeding I am sure that your
ophthalmologist would agree with
your physician that moderate exercise is good for you Walking, swimming. biking and gardening are activities that should be suitable, without
worsening your visual problems
Again, check with your doctors for
guidance
DEAR DR GOTT What can be
done for my problem tongue' It /is
swollen much of the time and is shiny
and bumpy, painful at the edges Ina
has deep crevices My gums and lips
also are swollen
DEAR READER I suspect that you
may have a mouth infection and
tongue inflammation called glossa's
Check with your dentist to see if antibiotic therapy would help you
DEAR DR GOTT I had a vasectomy three years ago My testicles still
are very sensitive and bother me This
constant pain is very distressing Can
anything be done'
DEAR READER: Patients some-

To give you more information. I'm
sending you a copy of my Health Report, CONTRACEPTION AN UPDATE Other readers who would like
a copy should send $I and their name
and address to PO Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT About three
months ago. my thumb started to
twitch Then my whole hand started
to shake The neurologist says it's
Parkinson s, but my hand still shakes
What will happen next'
DEAR READER Parkinson's disease. a progressive disorder caused
by damage to brain cells often begins
as a characteristic, involuntary. repetitive finger motion called 'pillrolling " Later symptoms include diminished facial expression. difficulty
waking and constant tremor Levi).dopa. a medicine to balance certain
compounds in the brain, is often useful in treating Parkinson's disease. al,
lowing patients to retain independence and lead normal lives Although
this medicine may be appropriate tar
you. it should be administered under
the guidance of a neurologist

Southern Baptist
contributions
are on decline
NASHVILLE, Tenn (API Southern Baptist home and
foreign mission boards report that
contributions to their denomination's program for world hunger
relief in 1087 declined for the second year in a row.
Sums given fell to $8.9 million, a
decline of 2.3 percent.

Monday—Saturday
March 1 4th-1 9th

I he new Eagle Premier has more passenger
roorn'than Cadillac Seville or Audi NEW
More standard horsepower than Ford
Mustang I.X or Pontiac Grand Am.
A smaller turning circle than Iltn-hev2M-',4 or
Ford F.,s-tGi
Mote cargo volume than Rolls-littyte Silver
Spirit or BMW 7rvo.
It comes witk afully in
suspensittp
while Chevrolet Camaro 1.2$ IRO( and Saah4110)
Turbo do not.
Plus, it's backed by ,7-war AMIE-mile
p.iwvrtriinI'ruttstis'n Plare• Which is mut h ktnger
than anything offered by Ford. Jaguar, or Alta
lit'oleo
Introducing the 1SO4 Eagle Premier. A Pslorth
American-built car with European sophistication
and handling.

Ladies' Spring Skirts

Sale

$1825

Ladies' Spring Blazers

Sale $345°

WHOLESALE STORES INC.

real vallic in betict vision.
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Highway Hi • North
75 3-0421-

times experience testicular pain after
vasectomy This discomfort can be
constant or intermittent for several
months I suggest that you talk to the
surgeon who performed the operation Although the pain probably will
disappear with time. I think that you
should be checked to make sure that
no infection or other complication is

present

Use II&R Block's Rapid Refund Program.

FOR BLOCK

Wednesday, March 16
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
- -Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
- --Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

Ladies' bridge with Kathryn
Outland as hostess will be at 9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
- -- Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
--- Murray City Schools will not
Senior citizens' activities will be
have-classes, bat in-service day
at Dexter Center at 9:30 a.m.: at
will be conducted.
Hazel and Willis Centers from 10
•
---a.m. to 2 p.m.; and at Ellis Center
Libraries at Murray State
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
University will be open from 8
--- a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
-- - Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Events at First Baptist Church
10:30 a.m. and 1 . 30 p.m. at
will include Bible Study at 9:45
Homeplace-1850.
a.m.: Exercise Class at 10:45
- -- a.m. Fellowship,Supper at 5130
Libraries at Murray State
p.m : businessmeet and youth
University will be open from 8 . fellowshi
p at 6:30 p.m.: Adult
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Choir at,7:45.p.m.
---Wednesday, March 16
Events at Memorial Baptist
J.N. Williams Chapter of United Chuch
will include
Daughters of the Confederacy will
business/prayer meeting, Youth
meet at 1:30 p.m. in the home of Bible Study,
GAs and RAs at 7
Mrs. Ed Davis.
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at
p.m.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
- - -open from 19 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acEvents . at First United
tivities by senior citizens.
Methodist Church will include
--- covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
Health Express of Murray- and
Staff-Parish Committee at 7
Calloway County Hospital will be p.m.
at Brown's Market from 9 to 11
-a.m. and at Duncan's Market from
Events at St: Leo's Catholic
12:30 to 2:30 p.m., both on Church
will include Communion
Highway 94 East. Blood pressure Service
at 12:15 p.m.; Romans 8
checks, diabetes and anemia studs' at
1 p.m. in Gleason Hall.
screenings and cob -rectal cancer High
School Conference Group
kits will be offered.
meeting at 5.30 p.m in Gleason
- - -Hall. Vespers and Communion
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2 service at 7 p m
p.m in third floor classroom of

DR.Gorr

WHY WAIT
Orit
2 ,11,16.
FOR YOUR
v
nt
oriO TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!
IT'S FAST!

Tuesday, March 13
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
- - -Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
- - -AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
--Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Home-place Family
Restaurant.
- --Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly I Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Hall

''mv

I, .3

14

East South & 5th Sts.
Mayfield, Ky
247-2757
P4osietii,"1411.1
,
liego"S101"11,00100.10001011
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Comedian Cosby is big winner in Pe 'pie's Choice Awards Show
LOS ANGELES (API — Comedian Bill Cosby won four People's
Choice Awards and the movie

"Fatal Attraction" won three
from an admiring public that also
bestowed honors on Cybill

(peaty

cc
57

By Abigail

4‘t

Van Buren

Shoplifting Conviction Has
Student Down in the Dumps
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago, I CHILD TODAY?"
made the most stupid mistake of my
Just once, I would like to see one
life. I was arrested for shoplifting that says, "HAVE YOU HUGGED
from a K-mart department store. I YOUR PARENTIS) TODAY?"
appeared in court and was fined
It seems to me that a parent could
$200 on a misdemeanor charge. use a hug every once in a while.
Very few people know about this.
Please print this-and sign me ...
Since then, I've graduated from
ALICE T.
college in. social work. I am presently unemployed, and social work
DEAR ALICE: Why only a
jobs are hard to come by. But my parent? Everybody could use a
kituatipn •makes it worse. I'm afraid hug once in a while.
\
to fill out a job application. When)
see a question concerning -convicDEAR ABBY: As a registered
tions," I leave it blank. The guilt I nurse in a large county hospital
carry is so enormous, I have even emergency room, I have seen this
considered suicide My life is ruined. "it can't happen to me" ,attitude
What can I do if I am unemploya- over and over again.
ble? How I wish I would have
I heard those words screamed by
thought out the devastating conse- a young father who had had "a few
quences before I committed such a beers" just before he wrapped his
stupid act.
car around a telephone pole and
I've enrolled in a nursing pro- sent his 4-year-old son to the
gram recently I answered "No" on morgue.
the application concerning convic"This can't happen to Us". both
tions I called my state licensing families cried as a 14-year-old girl
board and explained my situation. lay dying, and her 15-year-old
They advised me to inform the boyfriend was paralyzed from
the
school, and answer "Yes" .to
neck down. lie had been'driving 120
couple of questions on the nursing mph on the
interstate when his car
board examipations. But they was caught
by the end of a semiadded it would not be cause for trailer
truck. Cocaine was found in
denying me a license.
the car.
Abby, I can't bring myself to
(Jr the day we lost a battle to save
inform the school. I am not a had
a beautiful 6-month-old baby who
person. In fact, most people would had
been thrown out of the car
say that I am an outstanding young
during a "minor" accident. Mowoman -11 have many awards to
ments before, she had been lying
prove it Yet 1 feel worthless and
comfortably in her mother's arms,
depressed How can I get out of this
.while the infant car seat was sitting
nightmare?
DEPRESSED IX)WN SOUTH empty in the back seat.
I could go on and on, but I think
DEAR DEPRESSED: You you get the idea. Abby, please keep
need counseling in order to telling your readers not to dnnk and
forgive yourself. We all make drive, to use seat belts and car seats
stupid mistakes when we are — and don't use drugs! Terrible
young, but it's not the end of the things can and do happen to them.
world. I checked with the direc- They are your readers, but they end
tor of the nursing school and up being our patients.
LINDA M., RN.,
she said if you tell your counPOMPANO BEACH,FLA.
selor, they will not throw you
out because of this one blemish
DEAR LINDA: Maybe we
on your record. You can rise
above it and succeed in your saved a life or two today.
chosen field. Now, go for it — Thanks for caring enough to put
and good luck. And if any more your thoughts on paper.
suicidal thoughts should surMoat teen-agers do not know the
face, call your suicide prevention hotline. The people there facts about drugs, AIDS, how to
prevent unwanted pregnancy and how
are wonderfully helpful. .
I., handle the pain of growing up. les
all in Abby•N new, updated. expanded

DEAR ABBY I never dreamed I booklet, "What Every Teen Should
would ever write to you, but here Know.- To order, send your name and
address. clearly printed, plus check or
goes.
money order for $3.50 ($4 in Canada)
Everywhere I go, I see bumper to:
her Abby'. Teen Booklet. P.O. Box
stickers on people's cavil that say, 447, Mount Morris,
Ill. 61054. Postage
"HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR and handling are included.

Shepherd, Dolly Parton and
Whitney Houston.
"This is particularly special for
me," said Miss Shepherd, named
favorite female television performer for her role in ABC's
"Moonlighting" despite a shortened role last year due to her
pregnancy with twins.
'When you're out of the
limelight, you're pregnant with
twins and gain 45 pounds and you
go through this enormous change,
it always goes through the back of
your mind, 'Are they going to
forget?'
"It's really nice to know they
didn't forget."
The public chose the winners in
the 14th annual People's Choice
Awards, broadcast Sunday night
by CBS-TV.
Winners were determined by a
Gallup poll of 5,000 people older
than 12.

Cosby was named.favorite male
what makes it so special. It's just
TV performer for the fourth cona cross section of people who have
secutive year and favorite allnothing to do with the industry."
around male entertainer for the
Clint Eastwood was chosen allthird. He also won a new award —
time favorite movie star, an
all-time favorite TV star — while
award presented by Jimmy
his top-rated NBC-TV series, "The
Stewart.
Cosby Show," won its fourth comMiss Parton won favorite alledy program award.
around female entertainer, and
NBC's "L.A. Law" was the
favorite female performer in a
favorite TV dramatic program.
new TV program for ABC's
"Three Men and A Baby" won
"Dolly."
for comedy movie and "Fatal At"It's always nice to be recogniztraction" for dramatic motion piced," she said backstage. "This has
ture. Its leads, Michael Douglas
been a hard year and I've been
and Glenn Close, were picked top
working really hard on this TV
motion picture performers.
show. It's really nice to know the
"I want to thank you as my
people are on my side."
favorite father, and a supporter,"
Kenny Rogers won his eighth
Douglas told his father, Kirk
award as male musical perDouglas; whip presented thee• -former, tying with Cosby, Burt
award.
4 --Reynolds and Barbara Mandrell
"I got so nervous when I got up I as an eight-time winner of an indidn't thank the people," Miss dividual category.
Close said afterward. "And that's.,
In other awards, Oprah Winfrey

dethroned Johnny Carson as
favorite television talk show host,
Miss Houston was the favorite
female musical performer, the
group Bon Jovi was chosen
favorite rock group, and Barbra
Streisand was the favorite all-time
musical star.
John Ritter was the favorite
male performer in a new television program for ABC's "Hooperman," while Kirk Cameron of
ABC's "Growing Pains" and
Keshia Knight-Pulliam of "The
Cosby Show'' tied for favorite
young TV performer.
The top new TV dramatic program was "thirtysomething" on
ABC, while NBC's "A Different
World" and "My Two Dads" tied
in the new TV comedy category.
In a new category, the all-time
favorite song was "Somewhere
My Love (Lara's Theme)" from
the 1965 film, "Dr. Zhivago."

Stocks closed lower, dollar fell in Tokyo
TOKYO (AP — Stocks closed
lower and the dollar fell further
against the yen in Tokyo today as
traders' expectations for U.S.
trade figures for January grew
more pessimistic.
After opening at 127.35 yen, the
dollar closed at 127.23 yen, down
0.57 yen from its close of 127.80 yen
on Friday, when it fell -0.40 yen.
The dollar traded in a narrow
range between 127.20 yen and
127.37 yen today.
On the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
the Nikkei Stock Average of 225
selected issues closed at 25,433.51
points, down 110.22 points, or 0.43
percent, from Friday's close.,
Volume in the first section was 954T million shares, nearly half that of
Friday's session.
An exchange dealer at a major
commercial bank in Tokyo said
the market was turning its atten-

Joe Biden back
in hospital
WASHINGTON (API — Sen.
Joseph R. Biden Jr. is back in the
hospital for tests to determine if he
has a blood clot in his leg, one
month after he underwent surgery
to repair an aneurysm in a blood
vessel.
The Delaware Democrat checked into Walter Reed ArmsMedical Center on Sunday night.
"We're going to give him a good
looking over," said spokesman
Pete Esker. "We're looking to see
If there's a blood clot in one of his
legs, and we want to make sure
that if there is, it is not moving
toward the heart or the brain."
Esker said Biden was relaxing
and talking to his wife, Jill, shortly
after entering the haOpital, and
said there was no immediate condition report on the 45-year-old
senator.

tion to the release of U.S. merchandise trade figures for
January, due to be released
Thursday.
"It is hard to say how much impact the U.S. trade figures are
having, but compared with the end
of last week we're seeing a trend
, toward a stronger yen," the dealer
said.
Other dealers mentioned
speculation that the U.S. trade
deficit would be larger than
previously expected.
Traders in the stock market also
were waiting for the U.S. trade
figures, said an analyst with a major brokerage.
"Trading was not so heavy in

the first section, aside from some
heavy industrials, steel, and electricals," said the analyst, who requested anonymity.
"We are -following what is hap-

pening in New York, but thr
market is still strong, and what we
are seeing here are adjustments,"
said a dealer, also speaking on
condition of anonymity.

COUPON
Paducah's

Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 LARGE 16" PIZZAS '
2 TOPPINGS
2(1) LITER PEPSI
2-4-U
Plus 100% Moz/arella
Cheese On Each Pizza

9.
9

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who what where questions
about your new city'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative it s my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Pick Up Only .
Expires 3-3188

Village
Pizza

3 LOCATIONS
Kentucky, 125 S. 3rd St.
Oaks Mall Bet Broadway liKentat

Central Shopping
Center
Murray

759-9600

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

442-1212 442-95(10 JI

That's par for the course.
Just as you have said for years, God really

does play golf on Sunday morning. He doesn't
abandon you Monday through Saturday either
So why should you ignore Him on His day?
God is anywhere you need Him at any.
time. Can you say the same? Are you there

Sunday when He needs you? The next time you
pray for a birdie putt to drop, ask yourself
where you were the last time He needed you?
Try a new course next Sunday. Try the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). It could
be the best round of your life

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David(' Roos, Minister
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Martin lifts Murray State to 73-70 win over Austin Peay
All-OVC-forward scores 22;
MSU makes NCAA tourney

•

By('LA %k ALM:R
Sports Editor
MURRAY ST.73
With a cold-shooting Don Mann
and a red hot Austin Peay team
AUSTIN PEAY 70
threatening the Racers' title
Mt RRAt% sTATI:
Martin 6-1n 10-1222 Ogden 5-5 0.3 10. SIAS 4 9,3 7
hopes, forward Jeff Martin took
:1 Mann 2-16 4.6 10 King 3-4 0.0$. Foster 2-40-04
matters into his own hands and McClatchey I 1 0-1 2 Brooks 3-4 0-06
Totals 129-61 17-29 73
lifted Murray State to a 73-70 win
AUSTIA PEAS
over the Governors in the cham- Ham, 10-17 0-0 20
%Aare 2-4 0-0 4 Sumpter 613
7
14
11.
Smith
1-2
0-0
2. Nasals 2.12 0 1 5 Raye 2 4
pionship game of the Ohio Valley
1 3 5 Brooks 3-12 5-5 13 Johnson 1 2 0-0 2
Conference Tournament Saturday
Totals 27-66 13-1070
Halftime score—Austin Peay 37. Murray St
night.
35 3-point goals—Austin Peay 3-15 'Brooks 2.9
The OVC Player of the Year Rawls 1-5. Harns0-10. Murray St 4-11 k Mann 2.7
2-2. Marlin 0-21 Fouled out—Smith Rave
scored eight of his 22 points in the King
Rebounds—Austin Peay 45 , Sumpter 19, Mur.
final 6:22 as Murray State held off ray St 41 ,Sias 12 , Assists—Austi
n Pray 17
• RAV,Is 5k. Murray St 9 , Mann 6
Total
a second-half explosion from fouls—Austin
Peay 26
Murray St
20
Austin Peay to earn an automatic Technical—Austin Pray bench Murray
St
bench
hid to the NCAA Tournament.
Aitendanee
Murray State oyercame a 37-35
halftime deficit with a stellar perAndre Harris hit on a baseline
formance from sophomore forjumper
to close the gap, but Linzie
ward Chris Ogden to take a 45-37
Foster
converted
a layup, giving
'lead off a pair of Mann free throws
MSC a 63-59 advantage.
"after a technical foul was whistled
The Govs tied the game back up
on Austin Peay coach Lake Kelly.
when Brooks fed Sumpter for an
Ogden scored the first eight
easy jump shot and hit two free
points of the half with two layups,
throws of his own at the 4:03 mark.
a short jumper and a tip-in.
Mann found Martin for a eight"I guess I was going to the
footer and Martin found the nets
boards harder," Ogden said of his
again on a six-footer to push the
.-.econd-half heroics. "I was doing
RAcsr lead to 67-63. The tefisns exwhat I always (107Thirliatt-waschanged buckets and an 'Xiithony
bouncing my way I guess."
Harris tip-in brought Peay to
The Racers, 21-9, pumped the
within 69-67.
iead up to 55-43 off another Mann
Mann, who finished the game at
charity toss only to see the Gover- a
dismal 2-for-16 from the floor,
nors storm back, taking advancanned his second 3-pointer with
tage of an MSC shooting slump
1:20 left that pushed the Racer
and several miscues.
lead up to 72-67, but Brooks was
Vincent Brooks canned a
perfect on a trey at the other end.
.-. -pointer to trim the, margin to
cutting the lead to 72-70 with 1:02
7-55 with 11 :53 remaining and.
left.
after both teams went ice cold for
MSC worked 40 seconds off the
nearly five minutes, center Barry
:-:umpter canned a pair of free clock before Martin went up for a
throws to tie the game at the 7:05 short jumper outside the lane. The
All-America candidate was off the
mark.
Racer head coach Steve Newton mark, however, and the Goys
said he didn't think his squad was brought the ball downcourt before
celebrating too early — the Goys calling timeout with 15 seconds
left.
just turned up the heat.
"I think the credit goes to Austin
Austin Peay opted to go for the
Peay," Newton said. "They just 3-pointer and the win, but Brooks'
made a run at us. We expected one shot from the top of the key rolled
and we just hoped we could hold out and Carl Sias grabbed the re..hem off with our good zone bound with two ticks remaining.
defense."
The MSI: center was fouled imDefense and Martin's offense.
mediately and sank the front end
Martin began his personal at- of the one-and-one to give MSC its
tack with a pair of free throws to first OVC Tournament title since
put the Racers back on top at 1964.
59-57. He added two more to give
Sias missed a free throw earlier
Murray's Jeff Martin goes up for a shot between Austin Peay's Andre Harris 25) and Barry Sumpter
(II) durMSC a four-point cushion.
(Cont'd on page 9)
ing the OVC championship game Saturday night.
malt photo

Newton leads
Racers, puts
myth to rest

Nice guys don't always finish
last.
Racer head coach Steve Newton
can attest to that after seeing his
club whip the rest of the Ohio
Valley Conference into submission'
this year after being picked to
finish in the lower half of the
league.
MSC, buried in the No. 5 slot in
the coaches' poll, ran away with
the conference regular.season title, cruising to a 13.1 record that
included its first-ever perfect road
schedule. going 7-0.
Newton said he figured his team
could win the OVC all along, but
the ease in which it was done
caught him off guard.
"I guess I'm a little surprised."
he said after his team downed
Austin Peay 73-70 Saturday night
to win the OVC Tournament in
front of 5,050. "I thought we'd have
to win them at home and split on
the road.But the Racers got out of the
. OVC virtually unscathed consider:
trig where they were supposed to
-finish. And they did it with not only
the OVC's Coach of the Year and
Player of the Year, but with the
class and dignity this league sees
too little of •
Jeff Martin, the league's
premier player. speaks of team
achievements and shies away
from discussing his personal accomplishments He finished the
season as the nation's fourth.
leading scorer at 26 2 points per
game and added the tournament
MVP to his long list of credentials
for an NBA career. Still, he said
that helping Murray State to its
first NCAA Tournament since 1969
was his greatest moment in blue
and gold.
Martin was a class individual to
bt
lbsikpr
begin with but being around
Newton for three years hasn't hurt
either.
Nfewton, in his third year as
head coach after assisting former
prepared at halftime. I felt that in the
coach Ron Greene for seven
first half I didn't go to the boards strong.
seasons, guided his team to the
so in the second, I just wanted to go to the championship from the ground
up
glass stronger.
and with dignity and good judg"I didn't do anything different. I just
ment, rising above and beyond
did things a lot harder."
,MSU's limitations and the conThe hard-hat attitude was a big factor
ference standard for class.
in propelling the Racers into their first
While Newton is in his third year
NCAA Tournament appearance since Cal
at the helm, make no mistake
Luther's .1968-69 Racers dropped a first.
about it. This team is all his and
round contest to Marquette.
not his predecessor's
"We talked to them at halftime about it
It was Newton who recruited
and told them to get to the boards."
Martin and All-OVC guard Don
Newton said. "He just took charge the
Mann, the main cogs in the Murfirst four possessions
ray State machine It was Newton
(Cont'd on page 10)
(Cont'd on page 10)

Ogden answers coach's plea with second-half surge
..MSU Sophomore combats Goys' twin towers
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Murray State's Chris Ogden found
himself disappointed inside the Racer
locker room at halftime of Saturday
night's Ohio Valley Conference championship game.
The sophomore forward had suffered
through a miserable two-point effort
against Eastern Kentucky in Murray
State's 76-60 semifinal win on Friday. And
now, he found himself scoreless after 20
minutes in the championship and his

team down 37-35 to Austin Peay To make
matters worse, NISli's leading rebounder
had seen APSU's twin towers. Andre Harris and Barry Sumpter. combine to bang
out 20 points.
He heard MSC' head coach Steve
Newton challenge the Racers' inside
players to step forward and take charge.
And that's exactly what the 6-foot-7,
220-pounder did.
Ogden scored the first eight points of
the second half with powerful inside plays
and his defensive pounding with the

seven-foot Sumpter helped MSC hold the
Govs scoreless for the first four minutes
of the final stanza.
Only after Ogden sat down with his
third personal foul at the 15:07 mark did
Peay put themselves back into the game.
but the Governors could never quite over.
come their slow start.
For the game. Ogden was five-of-five
from the floor, the last goal being a
crucial power move with 2:49 left in the
game to give the Racers a four-point advantage. He also pulled down nine
rebounds.
"In the first half. I didn't feel that I had
contributed," Ogden said. "I got mentally

First Region Tournament

Marshals 'Cross' off Hickman's title hopes
- By DANIEL T. PARKER
Marshall 57
Asst. Sports Editor
The Marshall County Marshals "Cross' -ed the
Hickman 5()
final name from the list of opponents barring their
path to state tournament play S.11,4rday night at
First Region Illos• Itamplop‘hIp
al fira5exif ounti High ,
5 hoot
Graves County High School, as seriThfr forward Mike
Marshall caiwilly
13 Its 40 5'
Cross led the Marshals to their second straight First
Hk'kma1l(Oufly
15 24 'I,'
Marshall
—
Mike
10
Cross
Cotrran
Mitch
13
Aaron Beth 9 Dan HA; •
. Region title in a 57-50 victory over Hickman County
'swim@ [Angell A, Jeff Stokes 3 Matt Blossom 0 Heath tiunigan 0
in the finals of the regional tournament.
Hickman — Bruce Lane 19 Micheal Alexander 17 /trent
Barnett 6
George Yarbro 4. Eugene Alexander 4 Robert Emerson 0 Jame,
Cross came off the bench to pour in 10 secondMathis 0
Field goals — Ma-hi/Ian 22 34 Hickman 22,53 Free throws — Alarsnall
quarter points as tile Marshals posted a Comeback
9 IL Hickman 1 ,2 Rebound'
,— Marshall IT Ffir k man 15 Turnover,
Marshall I Hickman 6
over the Falcons 5.nd finished with a team-high
Records — MarShall 25-2 Hickman 24 5
16-point tally as the regipp's top-ranked squad held
off the determined No. 2 bated Falcons throughout
at 13-13.
the second half.
George'Yarbro put Hickman back on top with 51
"Michael Cross was great boost tonight to our
seconds left on a juniper from the lane, and Marshall
team." Marshall County's Allan Hatcher said after
lost the ball out of bounds to allow Hickman to
taking the Marshals to the state championship for
preserve their 15-13 first quarter lead
the third time in his five years at the school.
Cross then tied the game with his first basket at the
But Hatcher pointed out the Marshals had a wide
start of the second quarter and the Marshals regainrange of heroics to point to at different junctures of
ed the lead on two more Cothran free throws as
the game. "That's why. we're a hasketball team,"
Barnett picked up his -third foul and went to
Hatcher said. "We don't have just one or two inHickman's bench.
dividual players./When one guy gets cut off, the
The Falcons tied the game at 17 on Lane's jumper,
others step in arid -contribute."
however, and regained a 20-17 lead when Lane conAfter Marshall opened with a 3-pointer from
nected from 3.point range.
sophomore guard Aaron Beth and a Donnie Langhi
But Marshall's rugged Cross sank an outside
bucket from underneath for a 5-0 lead, Hickman
jumper with four minutes left, then hit again from
overcame the five-point gap later in the quarter on a
outside at the 3:40 mark to put the Marshals on top
bucket from beneath by Brent Barnett and a 3-point
by 21-20.
shot by game-high scorer Bruce Lane, tying the
Michael Alexander's putback put Hickman back
game at 9-9 with 3:12 left in the period.
on top. but Jeff Stokes scored on a press-beating
Marshall walked and Barnett scored again to push
layup and was fouled with 3:06 left in the half, sinkthe Falcons in front. Marshall tied the game on a
ing the free throw for a two-point Marshall lead.
fast-break layup from Mitch Cothran, Hickman went
Alexander tied the game on a driving bucket with
back on top on a Michael Alexander putback, and
2:02 left and was fouled, but missed the free throw.
Cothran sank two free throws to tie the game again
(Cont'd on page 10)

d

Marshall Countv 's Mike Cross (31) faces Hickman's Bruce Lane during Saturday's First Region
champion
ship game. Roth were team-high scorers in Marshall's 57-50 victor,.

Staff photo by MAW' T Parte,
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Kentucky looks for 'magic from the outset' in NCAA
'Cat
s overcome sluggish start to get past Georgia 62-57

By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
BATON ROUGE, La. — From here on in, it will have to be magic
from the outset.
Kentucky overcame a sluggish start Sunday to beat Georgia 62-57
for the Southeastern Conference tournament championship, adding
that title to the regular season round-robin crown.
"We just did not come to play. We did not have ourselves at what
we call our magic level," said Kentucky Coach Eddie Sutton.
Kentucky, 25-5, locked up the automatic bid to the NCAA playoffs
with the tournament victory, adding that to the unofficially automatic
bid that goes to the SEC regular season champion.
The Wildcats meet Southern University, 24-6, of the Southwestern
Athletic Conferrace in an opening-round game of the Southeast
Regional on Friday at Cincinnati.
UK is seeded second in the Southeast region, behind Oklahoma,
champions of the Big Eight conference.
Sutton said he doesn't expect the NCAA playoffs to be much tougher
than the conference tournament.
"I'd just as soon be playing the Syracuses and Indianas as arif team
In the SEC," he said.
"I would think that in the field of 64, there ar8 50 teams that can
beat us. They'i-c not all strong enough to reel off six wins and win the

championship, but any one of them can be tough for one game.
"But I also think we are one of about 25 or so teams that have
a
legitimate chance to be in the Final Four." Georgia, 19-15, did not receive an invitation to the playoffs,
although
Auburn, Vanderbilt, Florida and Louisiana State Univeisity did.
LSI,T's 16-13 record is the worst in the 64-team field.
Georgia and Tennessee did accept bids to the National Invitational
Tournament field, where they will compete in intrastate games
in first
round action.
Georgia, 19-15, plays Georgia Southern, 24-6, on Thursday and
Tennessee, 16-12, plays OVC member Middle Tennessee State,
21-10, Friday night.
The Wildcats rallied from a five-point halftime deficit to
beat Louisiana State 86-80 in Saturday's semifinals and rallied from a
32-27
halftime deficit against Georgia in the championship game.
"I think our players thought they won the conference tourney
yesterday against LSU," Sutton said.
Rex Chapman scored 23 points to lead Kentucky scoring on
Sunday,
including four free throws in the final 16 seconds. He was named
the
tournament's Most Valuable Player.
After 12 lead changes Sunday, Georgia led 57-56 on a basket
by
Patrick Hamilton with 1:23 left in the game.
Sutton called a timeout with 1:16 remaining and set up a play
using

All-OVC forward...
(('ont'd from page 8)
in the year that cost Murray State
a chance at overtime against
Western Kentucky. The senior
center said that he wasn't having
flashbacks — this time around, he
was just trying to win one for his
mother who was watching from
Alexandria, La.
"Honestly, all that was going
through my mind was that I was
going to make it for my mother,"
Sias said. "I dedicated this game
to her"
The win was Murray State's 10th
in a row. MSU won the OVC's
regular season title with a 13-1
mark The sole loss was a home
game to Austin Peay, 17-13.
MSC placed Sias and Mann on
the all-tournament te)rn while
Martin was selected as the tournament's Most Valuable Player by
the working media
For Martin, who guided a team
that was predicted to finish fifth in
the preseason to a conference
championship, the automatic
berth to the NCAA was the icing on
the cake
"Of all my accomplishments,
winning this tournament and going to the NCAA is my biggest
one," he said
MSU placed four players in double figures as Sias closed with 11
points and Ogden and Mann had 10
each Sias recorded his first-ever
back-to-back double digit scoring
performances in the tournament
Although Mann said that he was
beginning to wonder if he would
ever get out of the slump that
haunted him for most of the con.
test, he was confident in taking the
3-pointer in crunch time.
"1 was very confident. I put all

my other shots that I had missed
behind me and went up with it,"
the junior guard said. "I didn't
hesitate. I think that was what did
it
Newton said that he was comfortable with Mann taking the shot
down the stretch and encouraged
his floor leader to continue to put
the ball up at halftime.
"He struggled, but he kept his
head up," Newton said. "We told
Don not to worry about if his shots
were falling. We told him to just
keep getting good shots."
Martin, who hit on six of 18 shots
from the floor, complimented the
bench for picking up not only
Mann's slack, but his as well.
"I didn't think I'd shoot that
poorly and win," he said.
"On a night that we didn't shoot
very well as a team, we were able
to escape with some big plays by
Martin and Mann," Newton said.
"They responded late in the
game."
MSU hit 42.6 percent for the contest while the Goys connected on
Just over 40 percent of their shots
from the floor. MSU held Austin
Peay to 28.6 percent shooting in
the second half, marking the second straight game the Racers
held the opposition under 30 percent in the final stanza
Newton said he likes the way his
team is playing as he heads into
his first NCAA Tournament as
head coach.
"I think we're peaking,"
Newton said. "Everybody is playing intense basketball and our
defense is carrying us.
-They've been the miracle kids
all year long. Now they're the
%1St forward Chris Ogden goes up for a shot in first-half action of .Saturmiracle men .. they've grown up " da 's O%(' championship
Stalt photo by rlay %talker
game.

Chapman as a decoy to get Winston Bennett open under the basket.
Bennett scored the go-ahead points, and Chapman sealed the victory
with his four free throws.
"It was nip-and-tuck, nip-and-tuck right to the end, right until Bennett got that ball inside," Georgia Coach Hugh Durham said.
"We came down and Toney Mack shot from the left side and it
didn't go in. From there on it was their game to lose.''
It was the 16th title in 27 conference tournaments for the Wildcats,
who also captured their 37th conference crown during the regular
season.
Bennett scored 14 points and Ed Davender 13.
Willie Anderson led Georgia with 18. Patrick Hamilton had 12 and
Mack 11.
Georgia's hopes of gaining a tie vanished with 13 seconds left in the
game when Anderson, under no defensive pressure, bounced the ball
off his knee and was called for a walking violation.
Chapman was immediately fouled, and put the game out of reach.
Mack and Milt Blakley each missed 3-point attempts for Georgia in
the last four seconds.
Kentucky had advanced to the finals with victories over Mississippi
and Louisiana State; Georgia reached the title game by stopping
Mississippi State, Auburn and Florida.
The loss snapped a four-game winning strealefor Georgia, which
had advanced to the SEC final for only the third time after finishing
second in 1981 and winning the title in 1983. r

Crum: Cards in prime
shape for post-season
MEMPHIS,Tenn.( AP ) — Louisville Coach Denny Crum says his Cardinals' defensive game is in prime shape going into the NCAA playoffs
and the squad is playing solid team basketball.
The Cardinals ended the regular season at the top of the Metro Conference and won the league's tournament by defeating Memphis State
81-73 on Sunday. Louisville advanced to the championship game with an
89-57 victory over South Carolina.
"They were our best two back-to-back defensive games of the
season," Crum said at the Mid-South Coliseum in Memphis.
Louisville's defense caused the Tigers to miss shots they ordinarily
make, while the Cardinals registered 21 assists, Crum said.
"Defense was the key to the game and getting 21 assists shows that
you're playing well together and that really pleases me," he said.
Memphis State and Florida State are also going to the National collegiate Athletic Association playoffs, and Tiger Coach Larry Finch says
that shows the Metro Conference is in good shape.
"I'm elated for the Metro. Having three teams in the NCAA shows the
balance in our league," Finch said.
The Metro playoff victories put Louisville at 22-10 for the season, while
Memphis State is 19-11 and Florida State is 19-10.
Louisville will meet Oregon State in the first round of the Southeast
Regionals of the NCAA, while Memphis State will face Baylor in the
Midwest and Florida State will play Iowa in the_West.
Finch said Memphis State's selection to the NCAA playoffs helped
take some of the sting out of the loss to Louisville.
"There was a time this year that people did not think we had a prayer
at even being close to reaching the NCAA," Finch said.
But he said his squad, which is heavy with young players, managed to
finish with a decent season.
"These young guys have scratched and clawed and grabbed and pulled their way right back into it. And I'd like to say I'm proud of them," he
said.
Memphis State moved to the championship round of the Metro tournlment by beating Southern Mississippi 97-84 and defeating Florida State
81-74.
Louisville led throughout most of the championship match with the
Tigers, breaking for intermission with a 36-31 advantage and taking
charge in the second half to run up a lead of 17 points, 66-49 with just
under six minutes left in the game.
Memphis State stayed in the contest on the outside shooting of John
McLaughlin, who hit four 3-pointers in the final 3:22 of play.
McLaughlin led Memphis State with 21 points, while Herbert Crook
paced Louisville with 24 points and earned MVP honors for t
tournament.
Louisville also got 18 points from Kenny Payne and 17 from Pervis
Ellison. Memphis State got 14 points from Dwight Boyd and 10 each from
Rodney Douglas and Elliot Perry.

N(1:-%:-% Tourna ment

No hope cooking this year; Murray plays N.C. State in opener
Prom AP.Stan Reports
KANSAS CITY. Mo.
There'll be no home cooking in this year's
NCAA basketball tournament.
"The process was just excellent this year," committee chairman Arnie Ferrin said Sunday "We've had some years when we were filling
things in as we came down the hallway to be at this news conference. But
I believe it's the cleanest bracket we've had in my five years on the
committee "
"I think everyone is happy," said Jim Delany, commissioner of the
Ohio Valley Conference and a member of the nine-man panel that unveiled the 64-team bracket after four days of closed-door meetings. "It was a
tough four days "
The OVC's representative, Murray State University was seeded 14th
in the Midwest. The Racers, 21-9, travel to Lincoln, Neb., to take on N C.
State. 24-7.
"I'm really not surprised," Murray State coach Steve Newton said "I
knew we'd play a high seed. We're just happy we get to play."
As expected, the top four teams in the Associated Press poll captured
the No. 1 seeds in the tour regionals — Temple in the East, Purdue in the
Midwest. Arizona in the West and Oklahoma in -the Southeast. But, in
something Of a surprise. Notre Dame and North Carolina both will be far
away when first-round games are played this weekend on their home
floors.
Notre Dame, one of twolndependents in the field, will be at Chapel
Hill, N.C. to battle SML' in the East Regional. North Carolina travels to
Salt Lake City for a meeting with North Texas State in the West.
Teams playing first and second-round games on their home floor in recent years has been one of the most stinging controversies the committee has weathered.
"We do not have any home-court advantages. It's as simple as that,"
Ferrin said. "In addition, we tried to eliminate conferences playing
against any conference member before their regional. We tried to
eliminate any replays of late-season games, whether independents or
conference members. Because the process went smoothly, we were able
to look at all those details."
The inevitable complaints arose from 20-victory teams that were left
out, notably Arkansas-Little Rock, 24-6, Georgia Southern, 24-6, and New
Mexico, 20-13, all of whom accepted invitations to the NIT. The poorest
record in the NCAA field betongs to Louisiana State, 16-13.
"LSU played 14 games against top 50 opponents, a very difficult
schedule," Ferrin said. "We base at-large candidacies on won-lbss
record, strength of schedule and strength of opponent schedule. And
when your strength of schedule is that good. ..."
(f.
The Big East leads the conferences with six tournament teams, tying
the Big Ten record. The Big Ten has five tournament entries, the first
time in four years it did not field six. The Big Eight, Atlantic Coast and
Southeastern Conference also had five.
"In my five years on the committee, this is the toughest bracket we've
ever put together because of parity," said Ferrin.
First-round action begins Thursday at eight sites in the richest tournament in NCAA history. A bid is worth an estimated $230.000, not counting
travel and per diem expenses, which the NCAA provides. Teams advan.
(Cont'd on,page 10)
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Basketball
EASTERN t'ONFEREN4'92
Atlantic Dii talon
86
L
Pct.
Boston
44 19
6944
Washington
26 34
433
New York
26 35
426
Philadelphia
26 35
426
New Jersey
16 45
262
Central 104% talon
Detroit
41 20
672
Atlanta
37 23
617
Chicago
35 26
574
Milwaukee
587
34 26
Indiana
30 31
492
Cleveland
484
30 32
ESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
86
L Pet,
•
x Dallas
41 19 683
I ienver
37 24
607
Houston
36 24
600
Utah
541
33 28
San Antonio
22 37
373

Sacramento

GB
1611
17
17
27
3Is
6
615
11
11

GB
415
5
ttil
1511

TOURNAMENTS
AtlantierfOast Conference
Cluunpionship
Duke 6:5 North Carolina 61
Big East Conference
Cbampionship
SN racuse 85. Villanos a Si.
Big Eight Conference
Championship
Oklahoma 68 Kansas St 83
Metro Athletic Conference

The Top Twenty teams in the final
Associated Press college basketball poll
with first-place votes in parentheses total
points.basedon
20-19-151. records through Match 13 and last week's
ranking
Record Pts ['vs
1
29- 1 1187
1 Temple o 51
33-2 1123
2 Arizona o 8 o
3
3 Purdue , 1
2
27-3 1059
4
30- 3 1063
4 Oklahoma
.6
919
25- 6
5 Duke
6_Kentu:r9Y
915
25- 5
6
734
24-6
7 North Caroliria
9
721
23- 6
5
Pittsburgh
686 13
25- 8
9 Syracuse
6015 10
24- 7
10 Michigan
.45 12
26• 4
11 Bradley

How the Associated Press Top Twenty college basketball teams fared for the week ending March 13'
1 Temple .29-1. beat St Joseph's 79-67.
beat Rhode Island 68-63
2 Purdue . 27•3 . lost to Ohio State 71-60,
beat Minnesota 93-66
3 Arizona .31-21 beat California 88-64 .
beat Stanford 97-83. beat Oregon State 93-67
4 Oklahoma , 30-3 . beat Colorado 99-66.
beat Missouri 102-99. beat Kansas State
6S-53
5 Pittsburgh 23-6 beat Connecticut 75-58.
lost to Virminovas 72-69
6 Kentucky 25-5 beat Mississippi 9,2-64
beat Louisiana State 46-80. beat Georgia
62-57 in SEC Championship
7 Nevada-Las Vegas o 27-5 beat Fullerton
State 61-56 lost to Cal-Irvine
8 Duke .25-6. beat Virginia 60-48. beat
North Carolina State 73-71. beat North
Carolina 65-61
I. North Carolina .24-6 , beat Wake Forest
43-62 beat Maryland 74-64 lost to Duke

SAT' RIMY'S GANES
BOYS
tit Region
11.4rshall Co 57 Ht. k man Co 50 I F
2Ind Region
Madisonville 67. Christian Co. 51 IF o

3rd Region
Apollo litt Owensboro 60 201' 1F o
5th Region
LaRue Co KS Hart Co 54,F'

eh Rectos
Lou ['NP 9,5, Lob Valley 83 OT F
7th Region
Lou Ballard PO Jeffersontown 70 F
fith Medic,
Coy Holmes 69 Ca m pbeli Co 53 F
10411 Region
Maysville II Montgomery Co 72 F
Itth Region
Laurel Co 68 McCreary Cent 55 IF o
1369 Region
Clay Co 73 Knox Cent 69 o F
tolth Region
Btu khorn 79 Knott Cent 7701''F.
tth Region

is 43
Pacific 131i Won
6-1... A Lakers
40 12
Portland
39 21
Seattle
13 29
Phoenix
17 44
Golden State
16 44
L A Clippers
12 47
x-clinched playoff berth

295 ZVI
803
650
532
279
267
203

94
164
32
324
.76

Saturday's Gaines
Detroit 104. Cleveland 100
New York 108. Utah 105
Chicago 112, San Antonio 92
Dallas 110, Los Angeles Lakers 101
Sunday's Games
Boston 117. Atlanta 100
Philadelphut 104 Washington 96
Denver 108, Indiana 100
Milwaukee 117, Phoenix 107
Houston 125. Golden State 112
Portland 121. Los Angeles Clippers 100
Seattle 115. New Jersey 102

Championship
Louisville St. Memphis St 73
Pacific 19 Conference
Championship
Arizona 93 Oregon St 67
Southeastern Conference
Championship
Kentucky 82 Georgia 57
Southwest Conference
Championship
Southern Meth 75 Baylor 64

12 Nev -Las Vegas
13 Wyoming
14 N Carolina State
15 Loyola, Calif
16 Illinois
17 Iowa
18 Xavier. Ohio
19 Brigham Young
20 Kansas State

533
27- 5
7
446 14
26- 5
24- 7
418 11
27- 3
115 16
229 302 19
22- 9
1.98 15
26- 3
166 20
25. 5
142 17
122
22- 8

Others receiving votes
Indiana 66
Southern Methodist 60
DePaul 44
Louisville 36. Georgia Tech 35. Texas-El
Paso 31. Missouri' 26. Villanova 24. Seton
Hall 21. Baylor 8. Georgetown 8. Rhode
Island 7. Kansas 6. Arkansae4. Utah State
3. Boise State 2. Florida 2. La Salle 1, New
Mexico 1, North Carolla A&T 1. Southwest
Missouri State 1. Vanderbilt 1

65-41
10 Michigan .24-7. lost to No 19 Illinois
85-74. beat Ohio State 95-76
11 North Carolina State 24.7i beat Clem
son 79-72, lost to Duke 73-71
12 Bradley , 26-4 . beat Illinois State 83•59
13 Syracuse .25-8. beat Boston College
67-53. beat Seton Hall 68-63 beat 5'Lllanova
85-68
14 Wyoming '26-5' beat San Diego St
83-76 beat Colorado State 60-58. beat TexasEl Paso 79-75
15 Iowa 122-9 beat Wisconsin 103-70 lost
to Indiana 116-89
16 Loyola Calif o 77-3. beat Santa Clara
104-96
17 Brigham Young .25-5. beat Hawaii
76-74, lost to Texas-El Paao 66-63
18 Georgia Tech 21-9' lost to Maryland
84-67
19 Illinois , 22-9. beat No 10 Michigan
85-74 beat Northwestern 79-74
20 Xavier Ohio o 26-3' beat Loyola Ill
117-79 beat Detroit 122-96

Phelps 74 Sheldon Clark 63 o •
lath Region
Rowan Co 62. Mu:men -58 o
GIRLS
ith Region
Warren E 53 Todd Co Cent 52
Allen Co •Scottsvtlle 57. Cumberland

US Regime
E Hanim 60 Nelson Co 53
Marion Co W. Hart Co 40
lith Region
Lou Southern 56. Lou Holy Cross 32'F'
7th Region
Lou Manual 58. L01.1 Ballard 50

Stkiterion
Bonin E 80 Henry Co 42
'Carroll Co 73, Scott Co 545

I Itli Reeks
Western Hills $11 Richmond Model 47
Lex Bryan Station 65, Jessamine Co 46
Lan Catholic 56, Richmond Madison 40
Lex Henry Clay 57 Franklin Co 34

130 Reifies
Clay Co 58 Cawood 56
Knox Cent 57 Bell Co 56

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed

'Double Wrapped
*Galvanized Shell
'Quiet Sound
'Original Equipment Type

1988

Oklahoma's Tubbs has everything he wants... almost
By The Associated Press
With 30 victories, the Big Eight Conference tournament title and the
No. 1 seeding in the NCAA Southeast Regional, Oklahoma Coach Billy
Tubbs almost has everything he wants.
"You've got to be happy with it," Tubbs said Sunday after his fowthranked Sooners defeated Kansas State 88-83 in the final of the Big Eight
tournament. "I thought we would be playing Texas A&I. That's the team
we wanted to play.
"But they aren't in the tournament, they aren't even in Division I. So
you don't always get to play who you want to."
Instead, Oklahoma will face Tennessee-Chattanooga in a first-round
NCAA tournament game.
Stacey King scored 34 points to give Oklahoma the league's automatic
bid to the NCAA tournament.
Kansas State, 22-8, received an at-large invitation for postseason play
and will meet LaSalle in the first round of the Midwest Regional. The
Wildcats handed Oklahoma one of its three regular-season losses.
In other conference championship games Sunday, No. 8 Duke defeated
No. 9 North Carolina 6.5-61 in the Atlantic Coast: No. 6 Kentucky beat
Georgia 62-57 in the Southeastern; No. 13 Syracuse routed Villanova
85-68 in the Big East: Southern Methodist downed Baylor 75-64 in the
Southwest; No. 3 Arizona routed Oregon State 93-6; in the Pacific-10:
and Louisville beat Memphis State 81-73 in the Metro.
Tournament winners Saturday were No. 14 Wyoming (Western
Athieticl, No. 20 Xavier of Ohio (Midwestern Collegiate), Boston
University (ECAC North Atlantic), Utah State (Pacific Coast Athletic
Association), Eastern Michigan (Mid-American 1, Murray State (Ohio
Valley), Texas-San Antonio (Trans America), and Bioise-ktate 'Big
ky).
CONFERENCE TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic(bast
No.8 Duke 65, No. North Carolina 61
Danny Ferry's follow shot with 1:25 left and Quin Snyder's two free
throws wikti four seconds remaining led Duke, 24-6, over North Carolina
and gave the Blue Devils their second ACC tournament title in three
seasons.
Big East
No. 13 Syracuse 85. Villanova 68
Syracuse, last year's runner-up in the NCAA tournament, won its second Big East tournament title behind 25 points by Stephen Thompson
and 24 by Sherman Douglas.
Metro
Louisville 81, Memphis St. 73
Herbert Crook scored 24 points as Louisville won its second Metro
tournament in three years:
Pacific-10
No. 3 Arizona 93, Oregon St. 67
Sean Elliot scored 20 points and Anthony Cook added 19 for the
Wildcats 31-2, while Oregon State fell to 20-10. Arizona's 31 itictOiles
broke the Pac-10 record of 30 set by UCLA in 1972-73.
Southwest
75, Baylor 64
Kato Armstrong scored 23 points as Southern Methodist won its first

Big Sky
Boise St.63, Montana St. 61
Chris Childs' layup with three seconds left gave Boise State, the
regular-season titlist, its first spot in the NCAA tournament since 1976.
ECAC Noth Atlantic
Boston C. 79, Niagara 68
Tony DaCosta scored 26 points for the Terriers, 26-7, who finished second behind Siena during the regular season.
Mid-American
E. Michigan 94, Ohio 80
Grant Logg had 29 points and 12 rebounds to lead Eastern Michigan,
22-7, while Ohio finished the season 15-14.
Midwestern Collegiate
No. 20 Xavier, Ohio 122, Detroit 96
Byron Larkin scored 38 points as Xavier won its conference tournament for the third straight year. The Musketeers, 26-3, have won 15
straight games.
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
. Utah St. 86, L'C Irvine 79
Kevin Nixon scored 19 points for Utah State. 21-9. while UC lniine fell
to 16-14.
Trans America
Texas-San Antonio 76,(ia. Southern
OT
Frank Hampton scored 16 of his 18 points in the second half as TexasSan Antonio earned its first NCAA tournament berth
Western Athletic
No. 14 Wyoming 79. Texas-El Paso 75
Eric Leckner scored M points, including four late in the game, as
Wyoming won the WAC for the second straight year

Hotel accommodations listed
Based on a check of lodging
availabilty in Lincoln, Neb , by the
MSU Alumni Affairs Office, as of
Monday morning, the only rooms
available were at the Travel
Lodge, 14021 466-2341, at 33rd St.
and Cornhusker 'about five
minutes from Devaney Sports
Center). Dillon Inn is expecting to
have rooms available. That phone
number is 14021 474-2080.
The Holiday Inn Holidome in
Omaha also has rooms available
Its number is 1402) 393-3960.

Other motels that are full, but
have waiting lists in the event of
cancellations are
The Cornhusker. 402)
474-7474;
The Hilton, 475-40I1i Clayton
House. 476-0333, Holiday Inn N.E.,
464-3171. Airport Holiday- Inn.
475-4971; Village Motor Inn (Best
Westerrft 46-4-9111; Residence_
Inn, 483-4900; Town House,
475-3000: Airport Inn -ifiest
Western, 475-9541: Great Plains
Motel, 476-3253: and Super Eight
Hotel, 4674488,

'Newton leads Racers, puts myth to rest...
(Cont'd from page 8)
who built the supporting cast to
relieve some of the pressure off
his two stars.
It was also Newton who shaped4
very talented offensive team into
the OVC's best defensive squad.
Placing the emphasis on defense
is probably the single-most important coaching move that Newton
made to propel his team to the top
of the conference.
And, Newton stood by Mann and
junior forward Linzie Foster when
they had disciplinary problems
prior to the season. Newton said he
believes in giving his players the
benefit of a doubt and he and Mike
Strickland suspended the players
for the Racers' first seven games.
While Lorenzo Doyle, who was
also involved in the dormitory incident leading to the suspensions.
has since worked his way off the
team with further problems, Mann
and Foster have given Newton no
trouble and plenty of results.
In short, Newton and his staff,
Mark Bernson and Charles Cunningham, have built a solid foundation for a team that could
dominate the OVC for at least one

NCAA...
(Cont'd from page 9)‘
'
cing to the Final Four April 2-4 in
Kansas City will receive more
than $1.15 million.
Defending champion Indiana.
19-9, which had been thought to be
on the cutting edge, was among 34
teams given at-large bids along
with the 30 automatic qualifiers
who won their conferences or conference tournaments.

more season.
And all the while. Newton shuns
the praises and credits his staff
and players, calling the Coach of
the Year award a "staff honor"
and the OVC title a "team effort."
The tournament title certainly
was the epitome of team basket-

ball. When Mann went cold see
related story), Terence Brooks
came off the bench to spark the
Racers in the first half, scoring six
points and grabbing three rebounds in just six minutes.
Sophomore forward Chris
Ogden opened the second half by

powering his way to the first eight
points and putting the Racers in
the lead to stay
As Newton says, it takes a team
effort to reach a goal as high as
dominating a conference.. and
disproving the myth that nice guys
finish last

Ogden answers coach's plea...
(Cont'd from page 8)
But, during the crucial part of
the game. with teammate Carl
Sias standing at the free throw line
with 0:02 left. Ogden found
himself, like everyone else, at
Racer Arena, a spectator.

"I was just praying that Carl hit to Murray State and former high
the shots." Ogden said "He miss- school teammate Paul King He
ed the second, but he hit the first game King a double -high-fiveone, and that was the one that - and with a big smile said. "We're
counted."
going to the big show!"
Thanks in part to a five-star perLater, during the celebration
that followed. Ogden was talking formance from No '40

A.

Marshals 'Cross' off Hickman...
(('onrd from page 8)
and Cross got his own rebound at
the other end and put the shot back
in for a 26-24 lead.
Hickman's Alexander was called for charging with 38 seconds
left in the half and Cross knocked
in his 10th point of the quarter by
getting his own rebound again and
sinking the putback just before the
buzzer.
Marshall scored the first two
buckets of the second half, including another Cross score, to
take a 32-24 lead, and Hickman
was never able to regain the lead.
Marshall carried their eightpoint lead into the fourth quarter,
where Hickman quickly cut the
lead to 42-40 before Cothran nailed
a 3-point shot

Hickman's Eugene Alexander
scored for the Falcons, but Langhl
scored from'underneath, rebounded a Falcon miss and scored again
to post Marshall to a 49-42 edge
Trailing 51-44, Lane brought the
Falcons back into contention with
back-to-back 3-point shots for a
51-50 difference with 1:51 left in
the game, but Marshall's Cross
took an Aaron Beth pass
underneath and scored another
crucial bucket to push the gap out
to three points.
Hickman then tossed up an airball from 3-point range that sailed
out of bounds with 51 seconds left
The Falcons fouled Cross, who
sank both shots with 35 seconds to
play for a 55-50 edge and Hickman
lost all chances of a comeback by

stepping out of bounds with a rebound at the 0 15 mark. Cothran
sank two more free throws for the
57-50 final
"I knew' it was going to be
tough," Hatcher said, complimenting Hickman first-year coach
Todd Johnson on his 24-5 season
and noting that the Marshals and
Falcons had not met duritig the
regular season. -I used toWthink
you didn't have to play all the
teams in the region," Hatcher
said "I may have to change my
thinking about that, now "
The Marshals:' 25-2, will play
Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park
from the Sixth Region in first.
round Sweet Sixteen play on
Wednesday.

Baseball
•

$21.95*

Premium Muffler $29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell 'Whisper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88*

Installation avSilable at an additional cost.

FOR CAR
INSURA NCE
Preferred drivers deserve
preferred rates Check
out Our MEDALIST AUTO
POLICY

*Most American cars and pickups Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed Si 25 extra.

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

had
Purdom Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)

407

Maple

Southside

753 445 1

Ct Sq

'Breds root on Racers; split with Hawaii Pacific
staff keport

The Murray State
Thoroughbreds left the practice
field and the Hawaiian sunshine
early on Saturday afternoon, saw
the Racers win the Ohio Valley
Conference basketball title, then
went out Sunday and handed the
Hawaii Pacific Sea Warriors only
their second loss of the season in a
doubleheader split, losing 7-5 and
winning 4-2.
"We had a lounge full of nothing
but Murray State people cheering
for the Racers," a Thoroughbred
spokesman said of Saturday

753-6001

State Auto
Insurance
I Companies

X

night's OVC championship game
against Austin Peay. Due to the
time difference, the night game
was cablecast in Hawaii early in
the afternoon, cutting into the
Thoroughbreds' practice time.
On Sunday, Van Golmont checked the Sea Warriors on three hits
In the nightcap, raising his record
to 2-0 on the year with offensive
support from Dan McNamara and
Gary Keepes
McNamara went 3-for-4 at the
plate, drilling two doubles and a
triple and driving in two runs,

while Keepes was 2-for-4 with a
double and RBI
The Thoroughbreds dropped the
first game as Rich Garner's
record slipped to 0-3 despite Murray out-hitting the Sea Warriors
9-8. David East went 3-for-3 and
Willie Wilder 2-for-3 with a double
and RBI for Murray in the loss.
The Thoroughbreds, 2-4 overall,
play Hawaii Pacific again today at
2:00 Pacific time (6:00 locally).
On Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday the.'Breds will play the
University of Hawaii in night
games.

NOTICF

MAZDA
TRUCKS
,
••••••.

200 N. 4th St.

SWC tournament and set a school record with its 27th victory against six
losses.
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•••••
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Bulls from UK testing program top quality
1ihe1se6a4.9.-1,
Most visitors to Kentucky seem
to assume that it is populated only
by horsemen and that almost
anybody can answer any question
about almost any horse that ever
lived.
While there are those persons
who, from a sense of humor or
otherwise, might undertake to
answer. those questions with
whatever comes to mind, there are
also those Kentuckians who frankly admit they don't know much
about horses but might like to know
a little more.
This is for those persons, some of
whom might have heard at one
time or another about the importance of colostrum to a newborn
foal but have no idea what it is.
Mare's First Milk
Colostrum is the mare's first
milk after the birth of a foal, and
it is 'extremely important to the
rrealaTof the newborn foal. Unlike
newborn humans, foal is without
protective antibodies, acquire4
from its mother, in its blood. The
equine placenta win not allow
direct passage of antibodies from
the mother's bloodstream to the
foal's.
Instead, the foal acquires its
passive immunity by absorbing an-

Three years ago, Joe Burton of
Pulaski County bought a herd bull
tibodies from the mare's first milk, from the Central Bull Test Station
by way of the digestive system. The Sale. Now, the son of that bull is
effective transfer of the antibodies gaining weight faster than any of
to the foal occurs during the first 24 the other 100 bulls currently on the
to 48 hours after the birth of the same test.
"That shows that quality profoal, after which time the antibodies diminish significantly in duces quality," said Carla Nichols,
the milk as does also the foal's University of Kentucky Extension
animal scientist who coordinates
ability to absorb them.
Veterinarians and
horse the UK's bull testing program.
Using a tested bull will increase
breeders have learned how to take'
advantage of this mechanism to the calf weaning weights at least 20
maximum, by boosting the mare's pounds over using "just a bull," she
antibodies with vaccines a few said.
Beef producers who want to proweeks before foaling to assure the
duce bigger, better doing calves
highest level of antibodies.
This is one of many advances in and make more money from their
breeding and care of horses made operations should consider buying
in recent years, all of which have one of the bulls offered through
contributed to the breeding of UK's bull testing programs,
stronger and better performing Nichols said.
Beef producers will have the
animals.
An entire specialized field of
veterinary practice has grown up
around horses1 especially in Kentucky, and within it several more'
specific specialties including
Adult beef cows nursing young
pediatrics, the treatment of baby
calves while grazing grass or
horses.
If you're a new horse owner, you small grain pastures in late winter
may be in for a pleasant surprise or early spring are especially
when you discover how much is susceptible to an extremely acute
known about horses and how to disorder known as "grass tetany."
According to Duane Miksch, an
maintain their health.
Extension veterinarian with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, 'affected cattle can
veterinarian can observe the body die suddenly and in fact are frecondition of breeding animals, quently found dead before the
review feeding practices and make disorder is discovered.
Although in some seasons, Kenrecommendations that would result
in a higher calving percentage and tucky farmers experience losses
a shorter calving season," Miksch due to -grass tetany from
November to April, cows are more
said.
Examining bulls for breeding susceptible in the later winter and
soundness is becoming more com- early spring when they graze
mon. Miksch said.
heavily on the new growth of grass
"The cattle industry is focusing and refuse other feed offered to
attention nationally on increasing them. • .
productivity through having
"Each loss is especially damaganimals examined for breeding ing, because it is invariably a big,
soundness," he said.
sleek cow with a healthy young
As a result of the increased ern- calf that dies," Miksch said.
phasesiin reproduction, 23 Ken- "Grass tetany is a result of a
tucky veterinarians participated in
magnesium deficiency in the
an in-depth breeding soundness cow".
workshop in December. Another 50
Weather and soil fertility seem
attended an F:xtension-sponsored to be factors, he said. Grass tetany
beef health conference at Cave Ci- occurs When soil temperature is
ty, he said.
between 40 and 60 degrees and
And a group of veterinarians, often during changeOle weather.
The Society for The riogenology, is
High levels of nitrogen, potassium
devoted to improving techniques of and moisture in the soil increase
measuring breeding soundness. the incidence, because they ap
The group assembles and evaluates
parently decrease the level of
various measurements of breeding
magnesium found in plants
soundness and distributes the infornaturally.
mation to their members, he said
Symptoms -of the disorder

selection of bulls to choose from
April 2, when about 70 bulls tested
at the Central Bull Testing Station
at Eden Shale will be sold at the
Bluegrass 02 stockyards in Lexington. The sale begins at 12 noon
local time.
"We will have bulls representing
10 breeds sold at the sale: Angus,
Charolais, Chianina, Chiangus,
Limousin, Polled Hereford, Simmental, Shorthorn, Santa Gertrudis
and Salers," she said.
Each of these bulls will have
been on test for 140 days and all

svjg
HOME
APPUANCES

were born between January 15 and
April 15 last year. As with the bulls
to be sold at Hopkinsville, the Eden
Shale bulls have complete performance records for the buyer to
consider.
"Last year, the average price for
one of the Eden Shale bulls was
$1,600 with the range from.$900 to
$3,000," she said.
Both sales are sponsored by the
University
of
Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service and
the Kentucky Beef Cattle
Association.

DON'T BUY JUST ANOTHER BULL!!
KY ON-FARM TESTED BULL SALE
March 18, 1988
1:00 p.m. CST
-

CHRISTIAN COUNTY LIVESTOCK MARKE
T
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
SELI.NG 42 BULLS
Angus, Brangus, Polled

Hereford, Shorthorn, Simmental
AUCTIONEER: TOM GAMMON
This Sale wasFormerly held-in Princeton.
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
Kentucky Beef Cattle Association
606/278-9415

Nursing cows susceptible to disorder

Cheek hulls before turning into herd
Beef - cattle producers can increases their chances of making a
profit by making sure their bulls
are sound before they are turned in
with the herd.
- Veterinary reserch has shown
that cattle producers who use only
hulls that have passed a breeding
soundness evaluation enjoy an
average $17 per cow increase in
profit." said Duane Miksch, Exten,:ion•Oeteginarian with the Univer'say of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Miksch is headquartered at West Kentucky
Research and Education Center in
Princeton.
Other research. Miksch said,
found that 20 percent of the bulls
examined fail to pass the breeding
soundness examihation.
Conscientious cattlemen will
have their bulls tested by a
veterinarian for soundness at least
once each year The veterinarian
hould examine the bulls for
breeding soundness in March or
April. The veterinarian should also
test the cows for pregnancy again
in the _fa,
"During each of these visits, the

choice of more than 110 tested bulls
to be sold at the two auction of
tested bulls this spring, Nichols
said.
"Forty-two bulls tested on farms
will be sold at the Christian County
Livestock
Market
in
Hopkinsville, 1 p.m. local time,
March 18," she said.
The bulls, representing Brarigus,
Shorthorn, Simmental, Angus and Polled Herefords are of breeding
age, with most between two and
three years of age, Nichols said.
They all are more than 1,000
pounds, have a frame score of 4.5
or better and have passed both a
breeding soundness test and an
overall soundness test.
"Last year, bulls sold at the sale
averaged $1,400 each — just a little more than an untested bull,"
Nichols said.
Beef producers will have a larger

ly begin with nervousness and
then progress to a stilted gait,
staggering, convulsions, coma and
death. It always requires immediate veterinary treatment.
Miksch said about two-thirds of
cows treated intravenously with
magnesium and calcium compounds recover.
"However, to prevent relapses,
treated cows should be removed
from the pasture. They should be
fed hay and grain plus two ounces
of magnesium oxide daily for at
least a week," Miksch said.
LIVE FISH
for
STOCKING PONDS

1:14As_b
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1988 "Demo"S Jimmy 4X4, 2.8 V-6, A IT,
P.S., P.B., Timerline pkg. 3114-1.11t Prices
Too Low to Advertise. Offer Good 'Til Tuesday at 5,00 p.m. Selection to Choose From.

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Drive

TRUCKS•TRAILERS.BUSES, INC.

11:00-Noon
Ca/ 753-5378

March 17

8:00-5:30
8:00•Noon Sat — 502-753-1372
Jack Foley — Bon Mix — Don McCord
3 min. So. on 641

DR
Ken Jacobs Bowing Green

502-642•2555

Southern States

It's ypur
choice

Ahirlpovil Refrigerator
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.1th 3
Wash Holm. Options • 2 Water levels • Easy-

W••4•40•118641144.13U1100e411 1.1.1411•1•tew;lotor Dm%
week&•
(*,I'soviuci.e iyhr"
••J•aill AMY,Gros.•I ....ow 1•••
riming •••••••
eft•••••••3%.••• • • •
,-555ra,
Ophor

• ProvishY,

ice 0,4aket•
ft,fi,-.1,

(-Vona, IC EMAGIC Automatic
• •Tierpr
TeNtU•ed Steel Doors•
• ivi-•
Me-a' Pa,* ••.,(•••,

Microwave
"luriP("11 Oven
k I l•••

Model
1•018500XS
with MICROCOMPUTER
touch

•••

Once rootworms attack your crop, the damage is done

L.S. BAN • 15G
insecticide applied at plant prevents rootworms from devaffating
your stand. LORSBAN 15G also provides superior control of cutworms. And it won't hurt germinating seed Stop in for full details on
LORSBAN 15G...the rootworm insecticide that controls
cutworms, too

control

$25620
Whoripool Mod*, 1.10700X8N Electric Dryer
•l rrin I oed capaoty •4 Drying Cycles •
,,perature Settings •Tough DuRAWHITE
•,•uoi • push to Start Button *Special KNIT
l,Or' I

c.t

$268"
Whirlpool N0d4 CeeSI FrIbeter • • •
I.. A ,115• Tr
•, •
.• • StO•a9e
i•- • `,..••
1 • `,

•

Setting • In
Cu t cap.fc
tem

1,,• I
• Oelros'
Rep•O•Telr••••••)• • Large r3

• Balanced Wave cooking Sys
•Pat••••••••0

-•••

,
opo.

5% Above Dealer Cost On All Appliances, TV's
& VCR's In Stock
'These Prices Do Not
Include Delivery

S.S.C. CALLOWAY SERVICE
MURRAY, KY.
PHONE (502) 753-1423

*Financing Available WI
90 Days Same As Cash

*Financing Subject To
Credit Approval

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th
753-0595
Owned & Operated by Larry & Connie Jones

KIRWAN.15G

Lorsban
15G

granular insecticide

DOW

• Tr ademafIK of The Dow Chetnical Company

.1•11••••••••••••••
•

QualityforEveryone
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CLASSIFIED
2

Notice

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m.-12 noon

2

Not-ice

CATFISH fingerlings, 26
cents each Murray Bait
Company, 94 East

FIND
IT
FAST
in the
classified

Missed
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fr.
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

2

Notice

Murray Ledger & Times
Notice

2

GLASS repair and re
placement work for
home, business and
auto Window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, tempered safety
glass, plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
tops and shelving. Also
storm windows dna
doors repaired. Patio
door glass, store fronts
M&G Complete Glass
Co., phone 502 753 0180
JO AN'S Varieties has
name brand childrens
and junior spring ar
rivals, ladies
springwear and chil
dren and ladies bathing
suits at 40% off! Acic
washed jeans anc
overalls, 9 months 7
years. Layaways
available. Jo An's
Varieties on the square
753.9569.

THE Gold Nugget.
south side of square.
Mayfield. Ky 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old. It
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell

Carolyn's
Corner

Insurance
753-4199

. Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's
'New & used furniture

•Antiques
*Glass &

Brass

•& more'
Financing Atrallablo
753.6575

Notice

2

-tree /orsi claim veinier."

TRANSFER your IIMM
home movies to video
tape. S3 SO per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246

ATTENTION: EMPLOYERS

Lost and

Found

REWARD offered
Girl's class ring lost in
area of Seven Seas Sat.,
3 5 88 Ring echo style
containing green center
stone with 2 clear stones
on each sides Livingston
Central lettering sur
rounds the green stone
Initials JAT inside, year
mark 1988. Any info call
928 4541 after 4P M
Help Wanted
6
CERTIFIED Medication
Aide 3 11, 40 hours
weekly. ,Seeking caring,
.
neat individual Call for
appointment
Fern
Terrace Lodge, 753 7109
E 0.E
COMPANY ROAD
Excellent
DRIVER
pay, fringes and bonus
plan for experienced
drivers Late model
equipment Drivers
home each week with
few exceptions. Celebr
ity Freight Systems.
Inc
Paducah, Ky .
1 800 468 5940. 502 4/3
0105
UP TO 57 AW
HOUR. We need 20
money motivated in
dividuals for eXtiting
new local promotion
Full or part time days
or evenings, all
welcome
No ex
perience necessary, we
train Clear speaking
voice and goo° reading
ability a must Apply
now for immediate
work - Southside Shop
ping Center. 616 S 12th
St , Suite 103
10A M 4P M
EMPLOYMENT op
portunities in your area
Call 395 8351
EDERAL, State &
Civil Service Jobs 519
646 to 169,891 Year
Now Hiring! Cali Jo
Line 1 518 459 3611. Ext.
f973 for info 24H R

rARN

PUBLIC RELATIONS
POSITION AVAILABLE
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a
part-time position available for an assistant
in the public relations department. This
position is responsible for producing written and photographic marketing and communications material such as newsletters,
news releases, and other publications for inhouse and community information.
Qualified applicants must have a B.S.
degree in communications, journalism or
related field or two years experience in the
same or similar position. Competitive
salary plus benefits package.

•
•

opE

7

• AO!k 5%e

pressure• _,
HIRE AN OLDER WORKER—
IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
Call ,,our iocai Senior L:itze' center
Department for Employment Serv ,ces
formation and referrals

NATIONAL HIRE THE OLDER
WORKER WEEK MARCH 13-19

Contact:

5

Lost and Found
1 YEAR old Beagle
named Q.J., 2 year old
black Icingrhaired
mixed breed named
Blackie; both males
Lost East Green Plain
Church
Reward 492
8878 or 753 5018

unrier:1 by Cabinet tor
Human Rf/fiCWICSS
Dopertrnont tor

Department for
Employment Services
753-0977
Calloway County
Senior Citizens
753-0929

. Richard Storts, Personnel
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar St.
Murray,'KY 42071
(502) '753-5131 ext. 113

,y% ADE A MISTAKE,CHUCK ..
I ADMIT IT_ LUCY IS Ti-IE
WORST PLAYER I'VE EVER SEEN!
YOU GOTTA TAKE HER BACK ..

5

Emoloym•nt

Sof,wet
.krb T reining Partners/op Aal
cooboorm•
rire *sot
...War., C121101•Cfi
•••J t••• •wcra••• Ares
De.o...,..•••ei

I KNOW YOU TRADED HER TO
ME FOR MARCIE AND A PIZZA
BUT NOW I LUANNA CALL TI4E
DEAL OFF..LJADDYA SAY,CHUCK?

Lighting Sales/nen
Janitorial Salesmen
Industrial Salesmen
Chemical Salesmen
Women Sales People
Retired Sales People
Your trustorrrer•
thr prmelhort•
▪ 11
LAgrat bulbs
boom..
•
roILIT tar ..tr• UtObSiko
p•rt am.
inquarre
Mat Ina•rson.-...t oar. poop:.

I ALREADY ATE
TI-IE PIZZA

USAir
141042 brimeriar Lamp
•••• tbrIoremo. IA

6

Help Wanted

6

Help

IMMEDIATE opening
RN Director of Nursing
Experienced body man, needed
for 118 bed fact'
experienced painter. ity Experien
ce preferred
experienced frame but not absolutel
y neces
man
We offer first sary Mut
have strong
cfass equipment, first supervis
ory
manage
class benefits (induct
ment and nursing skills
ing retirement t and Excellen
t benefits &
profit sharing plan
chance for advancement
Apply in person ask for Apply
in person at
Steve, 7 30A M
5P.M , Oakview Manor, Hwy *2
211 Memorial Dr
East Calvert City K y
Paris, TN. Joe Mahan E
0 E MFHV
Ford. Inc
t'IGHT DELIVERY
9 Situation Wanted
CASH PAID DAILY
1' PEOPLE
TTT do
Local deliveries. cc
onomy vehicle and neat h ouse cleaning
437 4811
appearance a nust
CHRISTIAN family WTI
Apply now for immedi
cio mowing light haul
ate work
Southside mg
and house cleaning
Shopping Center. 616 S
Prices reasonable 492
12th St . Suite 103
8899.
10A M 4P M
NEED a lob7 4 openings GENERAL house and
now You may qualify office cleaning 6 years
Re
illyou do not have e xperience
GED or your high ferences 759 1578
school diploma. t2) you j will keep and care for
have been out of school a lady in my home in
Hazel Experienced
9 months or more.
you are .between ages 16 Good references 492
8510.
& 21 We are a FOE
This project is funded P SITION Wanted
WT1T-Sif with Me sick or
by the Western K
Private Industry elderly in Mayfield
Couhcil
JTPA
Cali Paris Murray, Beritarl
J.T folt.A Out Of School or Paducah Will bye\ in
or sit days Have 25
753 9378 between 8 30
. years experience 753
12 .00 5 days a week
3594
NOV, hiring Govern
rysent lobs, skilled and
,
unskilled For current
list of lobs & application 10 Business Opportunity
call 16021 995 0682 *II
4 BAN shop Can be used
1323
as 2 seperate businesses
On approximately-1 acre
of and Gas heat Good
investment 437 .1366

Full-Time or
Part-Time

Instruction

1 1

TYPESETTER

INSTRUCTION

TRACTOR-TRAILER
65
••••0•0

Experience necessary
Paid vacation, insurance. and retvt
ment benefits
Send resume to
P.O. 1040-L,
Murray, Ky.

•CC LA...canoe
•
co yen rows
.r.oung
•0114.0••••••0440
•r
4,4
•

11111

ALLJANCE
7540111110G CI IMF NS..
.I 111•J•014 •14
CAA Telt CMS

42071

TRAvEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLiNE RESERvaTiomisT
.
,
. tart local!) full time part
time Train on live airline
computers Home study and
resident trarting Financial
aid available Job placement
assistance National Hdqtrs
Liahthouse l't
i I lHifl *4 HUM
•
•

14

.

I
,•r•troor

PI ..•

Want to But

WANT
TO BUY
Dark Fire Cured

Y1 1ãll!'

INTO THE HOUSE, WOULD YOU
RISK YOUR LIFE TO SAVE ME?

EXCU5E
ME

Tobacco Base

ME

A

REPHRASE
THAT

Can:
492-8366
After 5 p.m.

"Bob and Ruthl Come On in
Have you
met Russell and Bill our I 5 children/
0

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
2AV45 5 -0-4

WHAT KIND OF CAMOUFLAGE
15 T HAT, BEETLE?!

URBAN
WARFARE

. r4t

_
14#

BA.teratilIPAP
'
KM •.19 ...key.

BLONDER
WHEN WILL THIS
HAMMEN TO ME

LrFf

ACROSS
1 Disgrace's
6 at for
portrait
11 Fragment
12 Worships
14 Spanish
article
15 Kind of collar
17 Attic
18 High.
mountain
20 Shoulder
wrap
23 Ocean
24 Cozy corner
26 Vapid
28 Silver symbol
29 Clean by
brushing
31 Rival
33 Afternoon
parties
35 Kind of
cheese
36 In defiance of

39 Small sewing
cases
42 Running
43 Coveralls
45 Actual being
46 Rubber tree
48 Goes by
water
50 Guido s high
note
51 Submerge
53 Household
pets
55 Near
56 Regard
59 Grieves
61 Campground
sights
62 Squander

FA—
C—Tti
OTW
COOiL
EASE

•

I Pursue
2 Either
3 Employ
4 Permits
5 Narrow
openings

6 Father
7 Hypothetical
force
8 The sun
9 God of love
10 Loss
11 Resources
8
9
10

13 Platform
16 Small
informal
letter
19 Bards
21 Crippled
22 Avoid
1
2
3
4
8
7
25 Retains
27 Make happy
11
12
30 Buckets
ill 32 Entertain
14
15
17
34 Portico
36 Extinguish
18
11
collog
2O5521 ill
2355
37 Join
le Heroic event
24
ill
26
2t1
40 "Fantasy
41 Chairs
29555w
3'
44 Shuts noisily
47 Heraldry
33
35
grafted
1111
49 Halt
38
39
40 41
52 Range of
knowledge
42
43
44
54 Petition
45
57 Latin
iii
485w
4e
coniunction
58 Manuscript
505
5
abbr
S1
53
60 Hasp
III
attendant
ill
59

555

111

FiesT 7RuCK IS DUE HERE
IN AN NOLA COLONEL ONDRO
4,44/•.•

P A r17
ETA

1-V
POS
YA
IDS
RN
WALT
SERE
LEE
LIE
ITALY
R
EF
TA
MILLER
AI SES
T
SAIL
SNARE
LOW
ROAD
EGAD
ERIE
TURN
ET1111
LAP
ROO
US,
E
SEEP
IOGRE
SOS
ILLS
P 0 E'T

DOWN

55555iii

THE PHANTOM

Answer to Previous Puzzle

mil

Kill
555
555
ism SUN ill

.MII
ISSUS

Want to Buy

JUNK cars and trucks
Ask for Larry 753 3633
WANTED
Standing
timber We use horses,
no Skidder Call Ken
Glasco 615 232 6425
15

Articles for Sale
22,000 BTU air con
ditioner 1 5,000 BTU air
conditioner and upright
freezer 155 cu ft All
good condition 759 9556

1

16 Home Furnishings
HIDE A BED 525
Washer and dryer $SO
each 2 Kitchen tables,
SIO each Call 753 0008
NE1Al Matching couch
and chair Two metal
frame twin beds with
box springs and mat
tress Will take best
offer 751 7862
RATTAN Furniture
Papasan cha.r and stool
wpm navy cushions
c.hairs wi'th oiue
cushions and tables
with glass tops Call
'753-3867 atter 5P M
19 Farm Equipment
FOR C) 800 Tractor 7
pieces of equipment
Cali 435 4258'
20

SportS Equipment
GOLF cart 4 wheeler_
wit,- new batteries and
tra r 51000 753 5744

Musical
PIECE Ludwig Drum
Set
Black Cortex
Brand new hardware
Lots of extras Excel
lent condition 11 500
firm Cali '59 41:3
22

-

LEARN TO DRIVE

Needed

3-

GARFIELD, IF A BURGLAR BROKE

14

Wanted

24 ' Miscellaneous •
10 CHANNE"... Hand
held programmable
scanner car antenna
5125 4 Channel Crystal
scanner and recharger
575 Call Mark 753 2337
TRIF-raira
wheels', lugs, caps
st,ms wilh 243 60R 15
,• ,te ietter I.,es
Nationai x T Renegalf
5500 3 Prom Dress..s
sizes 8 11 and 20 Cm:
753 5382 after 5P M
T 5 CARAT thamona
earrings tor sale prac
ticalty—lbrand new Call
Scott Wilson at 753 0586
DRE
SSES suitable for
.
either pageant or prom
Size 10 floor length pink
with sequin top ,Size 8
black and gold tea
length strapless Both
Purchased and worn one
time in Nashville Call
759 1775 'day' or '53
9 1 8 4
n i grits &
weekends'
ALUMINUM extension
ladders 14 539 99 16
547 99 20 559 99 24
574 99 28 599 99 Wallin
Hardware. Downtown
Paris
ALUMINUM topper
red F it', full size iong
wheel base truck
753

nog aft& ie AA"

,

FINGERLING Channel
Catfish 12 cents each
Call 382 2766 to circler
March 11 18 after 6P M
Fish will be available
March 19th
r1REVV000 For sale
437 466.7
.
FIREWOOD seasoned
Oa%
Delivered and
stacked or you pick up
Charles Barnett 751
_
5476
FIREWOOD fOr sale
Also tree removing 30
years experience 434
2758 or 436 2562
FOLEY bell saw, 1 man
saw mill, gOon conch
tiOn CalL 753 7988 after
5P M
GILSON log slitter SHP
Briggs & Stratton ma
tor, 13 ton capacity. belt
drive, excellent rondi
ton
753 7783 after
• 5P NI
GbLO 8000 winch with
controls 30 gallitin hot
water heater. new
Westinghouse dryer
7594608
•
KEROSUN Kerosene
heater 17,000 BTU, SIO
Eastwood Antique
dresser, 1150 Chair, $75.
Colored 18" RCA TV.
550. 2 Prom dresses,
size 9, 540 each Call
753 5494 after-5P M
LARG , large large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield.
, Ky 562 247 7831
LAWNMOWER.-1
bites. overstuffed
Couch, 1 end tables,
coffee table, platform
rocker, overstuffed
chair Call 759 1482
LAWNMOWER Battery
520 99 Wallin Hardware
downtown Paris, TN
MARINE Batteries 24
Series 85 amp 53999. 27
Series 105 amp 549 99
Wallin Hardware
downtown Paris, TN '
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove Resort.
55000 Serious offers
only 753 6298
SEASONED firewood,
550 2 ricks, delivered
436 2778
SERVICE' all brands of
chain saws Also, 3 and
4 wheelers Stokes
Tractor, Industrial
Road
SPLIT firewood, mulch,
and slabs Call 435 4530
TILLERS, 5HP Briggs
and Stratton engine,
chain drive, 5289 99 in
carton - Wallin Hardware, Downtown, Paris.
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24

Miscellaneous

26

TV

Radio

38

28 Mobile Homes for Rent

2r

NORTHWIND Mobile
LEASE TO OWN
console TV with remote, Home Park on North
$53 a month Murray 16th Street now has
trailer lots for rent
Rental & Sales 753 8201
753 9866
LEASE TO OWN 19
TRAILER for rent Calf
color TV, $18 a month
Dill's Trailer Court
Murray Rental & Sales
759 1577
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a 30 Business Rentals
month
Murray Rental
17 x 80 BUILDING for
& Sales 753 8201
25 Business Services
Central
LEASE TO OWN 170 retail business.
tET your tax refund watt stereo system, heat & A/C & an
insulated ceiling Pan
faster! We're equipped only $53 per month
to transmit to IRS by Murray Rental & Sales, eled walls & carpeted at
Dixieland Shopping
computer
Refunds 753 8201
Center on Chestnut,
issued in average of 18
directly adjacent to
days last year We can 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
transmit if I do the 12.35 MOBILE home, MSU campus Call 753
3018
preparation, you or 1974, nice condition
SMALL Building ideal
another preparer
Now 759 4608
for office or small
preparing individual, 1470 CUSTOM built
'1343 business
Reasonable
farm, business and Fleetwood Broadmore,
rent Across from MSU
partnerships
Call BR Call 498 8937 or 437
campus Call 753,2967
Joyce Noel Tax Service 4,495
489 2440 for appoint
rnent, information or 1971 ATLANTIC, 12x65
good condition, $3800
rates
Call 753 2519 or 759 1929
On Court Square
INCOME TAX
9150.00 a month.
PREPARATION Joyce
1981 14)(72 CLAYTON
Wright, Ernie Goodg
Deposit Required.
mobile
home, 1 bed
ion 753 4089. 753 6251 by
Call 753-1916.
appointment 26 years room, 1 bath, large
Ask for Ted Delaney.
kitchen, large living
combined experience
MIKE Hodge's Tax room with fireplace
Central electric heat 31
Service offering elec
Want to Rent
Ironic filing
Refunds and air, washer and
1
OR
3 bedroom home
processed in average of dryer hook up, partially
furnished
In trailer with basement, need by
18 days 11 years ex
May 1st Calf 759 4809
Southside park in town $10,000
perience
firm Must see to ap
Shopping Center, 759
32 Apts for Rent
prec late 436 2173 after
1425
1 BEDROOM duplex
6P M
TV
apartment Stove anc
Radio
26
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
refrigerator furnished
19
ZENITH Systems
BEDROOM house Available now $135 per
i Portable Color TV
month plus deposit
witt remote Very good trailer in New Concord
435 4181
Cali 753 48/5 days
condition $150 25" $75 per month
evenings
SYLVANIA
GT Matic 436 2427
Console color TV nice
OR 3 BR, furnished or / BEDROOM apart
cabinet, grea) color, unfurnished, some new ment, refrigerator,
dishwasher, stove,
furniture, natural gas
$175 Call 759 1515
garbage disposal in
electric, air con
15" QUASAR color con
Shady Oaks Northwood $245 per
sole works good, $75 Call ditioned
month 759 4.406
753 5209
8a m Sp m 7599924
Nor
MUR Cal apts
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4981
NOW renting 1 and 1
bedroom apartments
Call Embassy Apart
ments at 753 3530
TAKING applications
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts
Hardin, Ky
Seated Lyn McKinney
Equal Housing
Left Tine Overby Darnell
Opportunity
(formerly of Westskitel &
Terri Roberts
34 Houses for Rent
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove Re
creational Resort on
Ky Lake Year round
camping & recreational
facilities For informa
?ion, 437 16
RUBBE bed ma s for
ALL makes of pick up
trucks Stokes Tractor
753 1319

AKC Registered female
Bassett, 14 mob. old
Call 437 4360 after'3P M
Public Sales

41

Lyn & Tern's
Special:

Tina's Special:
VaVoom Perm
!Absolutely No Curl
6 Woe* Rarml

Haircut '8
Perm '32
Highlights '28

$20

Apr

4

Headlines
Dliiiieland Center

753-0882

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS
For

MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER
In the Almo-Hardin Area
Apply dt the

Murray Ledger & Times

in person.

Homes for

46

Bic;
Yard

Motorcycles

1979 GS 1000 Suzuski,
ex cond. Books at $1500,
will take $1200 Call
753 7300 anytime
49

Sales
Every Wed.
806 Coldwater Rd.
5-Points
6 a.m. till ?

Moving
Sale

43

Real Ejtate

kOP`PERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide sefation of
quality homes, all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 151 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make but
ing & selling Real
Estate easy!for you.
SALE or Trade Water
front cabin, year
around water, 2400 sq
ft , boat dock Mid -110's.
753 3672 after 5P.M.
TIME SHARE Condo
Florida, minutes from
Disney World 2 bed
room, 2 bath, LR/DR,
kitchen Call for details,
502 821 4151
BOB Haley says. I've
got buyers I need
sellers List your pro
perty with me Call me
at 489 2266 or Roberts
BEDROOM 7 bath,
Realty 753 1651
gas heat, air, 6 miles N
'of' Murray Call 1 554
44 Lots for Sale
0951
1 1'? ACRE on 700, 1/1
3 BEDROOM house 204
mile oft 121, new well,
S 13th St gas heat, elec
tric air No pets 1300 per new septic system, new
12.16 building 759 4608
month Call 753 4862
LAKEVIEW lets af
To Tease beautiful 3 /Pine
Bluff Shores
bedroom 2 bath, brick
Call
house in Panorama Priced to sell
Shores Fireplace and 753 8723.
many other extras Call 3 5 ACRES, lake access
1 mile from Panorama
901 479 7604 after 4p m
Shores on Hwy 280, 1.
mile from lake Perfect
36 For Rent or Lease
'building spot Lots of
DENT to Own a Heavy
Oak and Pine trees
Duty Washer and $10,000 362 8609
Dryer. $18 per week
BEAUTIFUL lakeside
Call Movie World at
lot on Ky Lake, would
'53 4663
make an excellent
building or mobile home
site
Lot has grassy
Key Miniclearing surrounded by
Warehouses
trees Will sell cheap
Call after 6P M 502 227
Hwy. 121 South
4203
zes Nor,tx., N., •
COUNTRY living on
753-5442 II roe *newer
this 365 acre lot only 3
7334074. 7334•011
miles south of town Lot
includes well & septic
37 Livestock-Supplies
tank Nice 20 x 31 shop
Call 759 4554 anytime
BAY horse with saddle,
blanket, briddle Two
46 Homes for Sale
wheel trailer 4 x7' with
tilt bed '52 Chevy truck
BEDROOM house in
for restore Call 436 5648
country (8 miles north
REGISTERED Ram
on Hwy 121): Will
bouillet sheep
Also. consider trade for nice
geese 753 4106
mobile home $8000
SIMMENTAL and Call 753 9866
Simbrah bulls Per
1 BEDROOM, 2 bath
formence & semen brick home near Ben
tested
Excellent qual
Phone 527 9932
ton
ity $650 & up Cadiz,
after SP M
Ky 522 8794
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath
house & 31 1/2 acres of
38 Pets Supplies
land 1/ mile off Hwy
CUTE AKC Registered 280 on Forrest Rd Call
Bassett puppies
7 436 5318
weeks old, only 3 left
New house
FOR sale
Call 753 8448
located in Merrywood
PEKINESE puppies
Subdivision lust off of
Beautiful! Blond, dark
Benton Bypass to
brown & a rare true
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
parti color. May see
baths, double garage
sire & dame Ready by
with electric opener,
April 1st Home raised
built in bookcase, large
$175 & up Payments
wood deck, plus over 800
available
Phone 435
si4 ft. of storage area
4398 Murray Come See
Call 527 919? for
an
SHIM TZU Puppies aPpointment
adorable, tiny bundles
of fur Have many to
choose from- Spotted A.
solid Wormed & havi
had all shots Ready
April 1st
$ 180
Payments available
Phone 435 4398 Murray
Come see anytime

Used

Cars

1976 DELTA 88 Olds P.S ,
P B AM/FM radio, de
pendable. $600 Call after
5p.m 753-6211.
1978 CAPRICE Classic,
loaded with 68,000
original miles, original
owner Call 753 2900 or
753 5702 after 5P.M
1979 CUTLASS station
wagon. V-8, power seats,
power windows & locks.
Good condition $1100.
Call 492-8956.
Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?

Wednesday
509 S. 7th
8 a.m.?
Furniture, lots of
Clothes. windows &
doors. Stour windows,
paperback books
lots of misc

Sale

2 BEDROOM, kitchen
remodeled, 75x 150 lot, 2
car detached garage,
505 S 9th St Reasona
bly priced & will sell
some furniture Call
759 9958
47

Building For Rent

Shape up for Spring with a special from
Headlines new employees

Pets -Supplies

Miirray Ledger & Times

Hiiiit F

G.,. Al

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC.
502-753-2617
1979 WHITE Firebird
good condition. Call
after 4P.M. 753 0444.
1980 MONTE Carlo,
power & air, AM/FM
cassette, sport wheels,
1/2 vinyl top, good
tires, excellent condi
tion, 79,xxx miles,
$1695. Call 489 2733
anytime
1981 MAZDA 626 auto
matic, A/C, $1400 or
best offer. Call after
5P M 437 4313
1982 OLDS Toronado
753 6308
1982 PONTIAC Trans
Am, white, fully equip
ped. new tires, low
miles. Sharp car. 753
6 4 3 7. or 7 5 3 9 6 9 6
anytime.
1984 HORIZON, auto
matic & air condition
ing 40,000 miles. Call
492 8884
1984 MAXIMA, extra
clean $6,800. Call 753
1266, after 5P M. call
753 3,493
1985 CADILLAC De
ville, 53,000 miles, extra
nice
759 1084 after
5P M
1985 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM FM, tilt. Extra
nice! $6800 • Call /titer
5P M 753 5279.
1986 BLACK Grand Am,
PS, PB, PW, tilt,
AM/FM, extra 'clean,
new tires S7300. 489
2704 after 6P M

50

Used

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Sx`e
tver4

i5A

Used

We provide coverage wherever you live

753-8181

•

1

Control
753_ 7588

Roy t Or °nal. Sob Cornplison

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Ditching - Sevier Repair
Septic Tank Repair

753-6952

Oikna Steele],

753-6156

For LIFE
INSURANCE can:

' "

Rant the
753-8201

CENTER
. IT,

tools you

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU

,., .,..
'.illk
:
..
„"

COUNTY
1110SPITAI
803 Poplat
Murray, KY 420 7 1

753-4703

•

.iulte R-100 1. INA

211 Main

Ik$
-

Mt

a
NATIONWIDE

INSURANCE
Witionwode lite Insurance Company Columbus, ON.

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
- Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

753-8407

e4

MICHELIN

Sat.-Sun., 12 noon • 5 p.m.

753-5131, Ext. 175

I/ale 5il111.4
The 'National Hotel
753 E.5011

need.

121 By-Pasts

and 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

N

top.

•Pin

Murray-Made Window!,
Siding-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters.
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today? :
efjJtitIll 4 1A15•& is.suglill%'

NILJIIRAY
CA1111NAN.

,Behind

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

1977 FORD F 100, 307,
AT, p s . 50.000 miles
Call 753 7271
1983 Dodge pick up,
Will trade for
loaded
older model truck. Call
489 2308 after 5P M.

Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Greg's Vinyl Tops
984 1
Center Dr off 641

old Boston Tea Party I
M F 85
•Simulated convertible
stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck reds and tailgate guards

RENTAL SALES

Hours:

County or City

753

PalsOn

t
.ili

Cret

753-5131

•nd Calloway County

753-1489

in all areas of Calloway County.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Tram, and Cor,lor deolor
for sakes end sorelc• in rnurray

Trucks

Where the Easter Bunny finds lots of
qoodies to fill baskets or wishes. Select
from plants, cut flowers, balloons, stuffPd animals, candy, & gift items.
Coll early for special orders.

=

•

ING
.AN0' 6 0'' •
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

802 0.4mitnur

Phone
753-2571

7uclikeae

Ckl‘.. AL-Ade

Neale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470

CARROLL

Spouse Abuse

BECAUSE SO MUD IS RIDING
ON YOUR TlIltS

Homeowners and Farmowners Coverage

A R P4
'pp A

1%/1
ivourray
Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

is committed to quality

NTS

Police
911

911

•

50

Services Offered

-...•••111114

Om*,Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pans, FN

1987 MAZDA 3/3 3 door
hatchback, excellent
condition Call 753 5041
55 BEL AIR Deluxe
All original. Make offer
Call 753 2973 after 5P.M
'Is MAZDA pick up cab
plus, 12,000 miles, $6500
'73 Jensen Healey con
vert., 31,000 miles, $3500.
'81 550 Maxim Yamaha,
3800 miles, S1250 753 6306
NEW informationf
Jeeps, cars, 4x4s seized
in drug raids Buy from
$100 Call for facts
today (602) 842 1051 ext
1323
PED HOT bargainsr
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes repo'd
Surplus • Your area.
Buyers guide.
111805 687 6000 Ext. S
8155.

53

Carraway
Farms

Dan Taylor

901-042-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris

Services Offered

53

SHEETROCK finishing,
APPLIANCE
Parker,
MAX W
SERVICE, Kenmore, Attorney at Law. For- new or repair 4342811
Westinghouse, mer county attorney; SUREWAY Tree
Whirlpool. 27 years former district judge. Service- Topping, prun
experience. Parts and Office, 104 N. 4th St, ing, tree removal Ae
service. Bobby Hopper, Murray, 753-3153; rial bucket tru
Bob's Appliance Ser
insured for
Home, 753 7900.
vice, 202 S. 5th St. MOBILE HOME ection. Stu
Business 753-4872, 436damage.
Specialist, Repair, with no la
5848 (home).
leveling, underpinning, Free estimates. No
REPAIR:
APPLIANCE
5484.
obligations_
753
51
Campers
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Factory authorized for wiring, washing, TRAILER owners.
1975 29 HOLIDAY fifth
Tappan, Kelvinator and hurricane straps.
759- Does your trailer roof
wheel, very good condi
Brown Service on gas 4850.
need sealing? Free
tion. $5500. Call 901 642
and electric ranges,
PRE ENGINEERED estimates. Call Kenneth
8365.
microwaves, dis
Woodframe Buildings at 436 2326.
hwa.shers, re
WET BASEMENT? We
52. Boats -Motors
frigerators, etc. Earl for commercial or farm
use
Also churches, make wet basements
17' DUO Roamer, Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
stables, arenas, dry. Work completely
5341_
120 HPin
garages. Call today guaranteed. Call or
board/outboard. 14' BREAKING and disc
901
642-1080. Custom write ,Morgan Con
Traveler, 20HP Johnson
ing gardens. Yard Ian
struction Co. Rt, 2, Box
Trolling, depth. 436 2261
dscaping. Leveling Metal Buildings.
409A, Paducah, Ky
after 5P.M.
driveways and
QUALITY construction 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
bushhogging 436 5430
1980 LOWE aluminum
repairs and alterations. WHEELCHAIR bound
or 753 0659
Bass boat, 70HP MariFree estimates Call G or handicapped? If you
ner motor, trolling mo
BRICK block and con
& A 436-2617
contract to purchase a
for and 2 depth finders. crete driveways,
Boat, motor and trailer
sidewalks, patios, house ROCIZY COLSON Home Murray City home
ready to go! Call 436foundations, chimneys. Repair. Roofing, siding, currently under re ,
5830 after 5P.M.
New and repair. 27 painting, plumbing, novation, the deSign will
be mcfdified to' Air
years experience. Free concrete, Free es
1983 Baia 19'
estimates. Large or timates. Call 474 2307 or comodate your ne .
Chevrolet, V 8 Mercury
Offer good until March
outdrive, tandum- small jobs. Charles 753 6973.
ROOFING: 10 years 21, 1988 Call 753 3875
Barnett 753-5476.
trailer. Call 753 5744.
WILL do 'plumb.ng inroofing for this corm
CONCRETE drive
1985 LASER Bass boat,
stallation & repairs. All
ways, patios, carpentry munity; 15 years ex
150HP Mariner motor
Free es
and block work. CALL perience. Call me at guaranteed
with electronic & troll436.2212- Bob Myers timates. Phone 492 8899
502-492 8160.
ing motor, $8,000. 753or 753-1308
3938 after 5P.M.
FENCE sales at Sears Roofing Contractors.
now. Call Sears 753 2310 SAWDUST, loaded
1985 PROCRAFT 15
55 Feed and Seed
for free estimate for single•axle truck $10
Bass boat, 60HP Mer
Shomaker Lumber Co.,
your needs.
cury with power trim &
tilt. Mercury trolling
FOR most any type Hwy. 22 N, McKenzie,
The New N.K.
motor & depth finder.
driveway white rock Tn., 901-352-5777.
Stauffer Pride &
Like new. 7511775.
also, any type gravel, SEWING Machine Re
dirt and sand call Roger pair. All makes and
W7-11.77 sell or trade
N.K. Seed Corn
Hudson, 753 4545 or models. Home & In
boats, motors, trailers,
Also, Alfalfa, Clover,
dustrial. Bag closing
753-6763.
parts or most anything
marine. Paris, In, 901GUTTERING by Sears. Machines. Also scissor
0. Grass and Timothy.
642-3332.
Sears continuous gut sharpening. 40 yrs.
Garden Seeds
ters installed for your.„.experience. All work
53. Services Offered
specifications. Call guaranteed. Kenneth
Sears 753'2310 for free Barnhill, 753 2674,
Al ENTERPRISES ofStella, Ky
estimate.
fering brick and block
driveway and patio HAMILTON dultured
marble and tile. 643 Old WILL haul white rock,
work. Carpentry work
riff raff, dirt, sand,
121 S. Neale Rd
of all phases Also, Benton Rd. 753-9400.
natural. and LP gas
INSULATION blown in gravel & fetilizer. Call
753-5522
work. Free estimates. by Sears. TVA ap• Chuck Williams 759 1354
436 5355.
proved. Save on those
A 1 TREE Service and
high heating and cool
Your
removal
stump
ing bills. Call Sears
professional tree ser
753 2310 for free
vice All types, remo- estimate.
val, topping, feeding. LEE'S CARPET
Free estimates. 50' CLEANING. For all
bucket truck and chip
your carpet & upholst
per. Call 753 0906.
ery cleaning. For a frliel'
All Types Of
ALL types of gravel estimate call 753-5827
hauled. Also, slabs and
Satisfied references.
Custom Woodworking
mulch. Reasonable. 435
LICENSED electrician,
4 2 9 1 , 4 3 7 4 4 0 2 or residential and
com753-0467.
mercial. Air conditionKitchen & Bath Cabinets
GENERAL repair, ing. Sales and service
•Drop by & sae our showroom
plumbing, roofing, yard
Gas installation and
MURRAY
409 SUNBURY
work, tree work and
repair for natural and
wood $25 a rick. 4362642
LP Fred's Repair 753*******************
or 436 5895.
7203

Now It's

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

Services Offered

53

1965 CHEVY 1/2 toh
truck, 6 cyl., 3 spd. Runs
great in primer need
paint. $600 8a.rn SP•mi
759 9924
1972 CHEVY pick uo„
late model motor, extra
sharp $2900 Call after
6P M 759 4582

Farm Bureau Insurance

ti C,I

Trucks

.. •

Tire & Wheel Alignment, Inc.

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050

•Cornputarlt4/414 Wheal Allgnmonl
•Cornputerliod Whore, &slanting
1105 Pogue

Murray. Ky.

-

Also dating violence

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

V.
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Florene Shoemaker
Mrs. Florene Shoemaker, 74, of
1409 Dudley Dr., Murray, died
Sunday at 6:40 p.m. at the home of
a daughter, Mrs. Kerney Riley,
Madison, Tenn. Her death fo wed an extended illness.
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, Adolphus
Lassiter, on Jan. 22, 1949, and her
second husband, George
Shoemaker, on Aug. 28, 1983.
Mrs. Shoemaker was a member
of First Baptist Church and of the
Alpha and Theta Departments of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Born Nov. 7, 1913, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Norton Foster and Lydia
Wilson Foster.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Kerney (Betty Bailey,
Madison, and Mrs. John (Linda )
Grimes, Jasper, Ala.: one son,
Mark Lassiter and wife, Jenna,

Toledo, Ohio; three sisters, Mrs.
Lurlene Taylor, Hazel, Mrs.
Manon Key, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Fay Sanders, Lexington;
three brothers, Joe Tom Foster,
Rt. 8, Murray, and James Hester
Foster and Hugh Foster, Rt. 1,
Hazel; several grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Dr. Henry Franklin Paschall and
Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove
Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
where friends may call after 6
p.m. tonight (Monday ).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Memorial Fund of
First Baptist Church,"Murray;
American Cancer Society; or
Alive Hospice of Nashville, Tenn.

•

Mason Canady
Mason Canady, 66, of Rt. 5Murtwo daughters, Mrs. Brooks
ray, -died Saturday at 8 p.m. at (Carolyn) Darnell and Mrs. JimMurray-Calloway County
my- (Theresa I Knight, Murray;
Hospital.
one son, Jackie Canady, Paducah;
He had retired from autanobile .seven grandchildren; four greatbusiness here and was a member
grandchildren.
of Pleasant Valley Church of
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
Christ.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
One son, Robert Mitchell
Funera Home. John Dale is ofCanady, died July 10, 1952. Born ficiati l
ng. Jerry Bolls is directing
March 27, 1921, in Calloway Counthe song service.
ty, he was the son of the late
Shelton Canady and Ruth GarPallbearers are Earl Steele, Ed
rison Canady.
Hendon, Allen Bucy, Wendell
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Allbritten, _Cassel] Garrison and
Mildred Elkins Canady, to whom
Bobby Wilson. Burial will follow in'
he was married on May 16, 1942;
Hicks Cemetery.

Mrs. Pauline Cox Hester
Final rites for Mrs. Pauline Cox
Hester were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Terry Mathis officiated.
Burial was in Provine Cemetery
in Marshall County.
Mrs. Hester, 81, Murray, died
Friday at 11:53 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. he

was a retired employee of Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Hesta Lyles and
Mrs. Louise P. Mathis, Benton;
one son, Howard Cox, Mayfield;
two sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Copeland, Paducah, and Mrs.
Rosie Henderson, Carbondale.
Ill.; eight grandchildren; 14 greatgrandchildren.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

Mrs. Verna Smith VanCleave,,
Mrs. Verna VanCleave, 68, Rt. 4.
Benton, died Saturday afternoon
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Born Feb. 14, 1920, in Kentucky,
she was the daughter of the late
John Henry Smith and Annis
Dubette Smith.
Survivors are her husband, Hatford T. VanCleave; two sons,
Thomas Hafford VanCleave, Sterling Heights, Mich., and Richard
Keith VanCleave, Lansing, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Opal McDonald,
LaPorte, Texas; one brother,

%irgil Eaker
Stewart
Virgil Eaker Stewart, 98, a
former resident of Murray and
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a
member of First United Methodist
'Church. Murray.
His wife, Mrs. Eva May Waterfield, preceded him in death. Born
June 30, 1889, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Jimmy Warren Stewart and
Maude Humphreys Stewart.
He is survived by,one sister,
Mrs. Ruth Paschall, Clinton,
Tenn.; two brothers, Perry
Stewart and Finney Stewart,
Puryear, Tenn.; two sisters-inlaw, Mrs. Jackie Waterfield. Murray, and Mrs. Marian Berry, Fort
Myers, Fla.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. (Thurchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Pallbearers will be J.L.
Paschall, Jimmy Joe Stewart,
Fred Gallimore. Joe Hal Stewart,
James Hugh Stewart and Winford
Paschall.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
Monday.

Witnesses to
testify in lengthy
Waldheim trial

Book publishing
11.7

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous (lose
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exaon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of 10 a.m.
+0.66
Goodyear
2034.9$
I.B.M.
451/4 + 14
higersoll Rand
2,4%6 25A
Jerrie°
28 + 1/4
Kmart
311/1
Kreger
24% .%
JCPenneN
Penaalt
+%
210/2 une
Quaker Oats
7%B 71/BA
Sears
42 -%
TeMiC0
44% +1
Time Inc.
/
4
U.S.Tobseco
71% ./
1
4
Wal-Mart
23 +3
/
4
Wendy's
49-¼
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKv
753-3366

56s/4
1147/5
Ws
14%B

•T/s
-3/6
-1
/
4
15A

29%
.44% ./
1
4
53 .%
45% +1/4
37% one
45% Ns
31)% -1
/
2
29% +1
/
4
-%
6.03

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Randall A. Hutchens
announces the
Opening of his new office
for the
General Practice of Law

Only those who get into scrapes
Robert Smith, Murray; one grand- with their eyes open
can find the
son, Jeffrey VanCleave, Sterling safe way
out.
Heights.
— Logan Pearsall Smith
Services will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
South faced today's problem with
Rev. Elvis Emerson will officiate.
his eyes wide open. Unfortunately
Pallbearers will be William
he chose a solution with his eyes
Smith, Pal Howard, John Howard,
half-closed.
Manon Junior VanCleave,
East overtook the club king and
Lawrence Barrett and John fired
back the six. West won and led
Durham.
a third round, and South recognized
Burial will follow in Marshall the dangers of
ruffrng low Surely
County Memory Gardens.
East would overruff, so South
Friends may call at the funeral avoided the immedi
ate danger by
home after 5 p.m. today ruffing high This
half-measure
( Monday I.
avoided a quick trump loser but it

Five injured in van accident

Printing and publishing
Value of U.S. shipments, by category for 1987
In blikons of dollars
Greeting
cards
3.0
Business
forms
7.8
Periodicals
17.1

WASHINGTON (AP
— A
British producer says he has lined
up 70 witnesses, including some
who served with Kurt Waldheim in
World War II, to give evidence at a
televised "trial" of allegations the
Austrian president was involved in
Nazi atrocities.
The list includes some of
Waldheim's subordinates and
superiors when he was an officer
in the German army from 1939 to
1945, says Jack Saltman, who is
producing the show for broadcast
on U.S. and overseas television in
June.
"It took a lot of persuasion to get
some of them to do it," Saltman
said in a recent interview.

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. API(
— Two teen-age girls were killed
and five other persons were injured when the van iii which they
were riding overturned, police
said.
The five, all' from eithr
Nashville or Hermitage. Tenn..
were on their way home Sunday
from a high school outing in Ohio,
when the accident occurred on Interstate 65 in Elizabethtown,
police said..
Jennifer Goodwin, 14, and
Michelle M. Morgan, 15. both of
Hermitage, Tenn., died of mulitiple injuries at the scene, according to Dr. William H. Lee, the
Hardin County coroner.
Tina Dotson. 15. was flown by
helicopter to Humana HospitalUniversity of Louisville, where
she was listed today in critical
condition in the intensive care
unit.
Jewell Fay Goodwin. 36. the
driver of the van and mother of
Jennifer Goodivin, was in stable

condition today at Hardin
Memorial Hospital in
Elizabethtown, a• spokeswoman
said.
Treated and released Sunday
from Hardin Memorial were •Cindy Carter, 14; Jilda Joe Wingo, 17
and Nancy L. Roberson. 35, the
spokeswoman said.
Police said the accident occurred at 2:20 p.m. EST about five
miles south of Elizabethtown when
Jewell Goodwin, driving a rented
van, swerved to avoid another
vehicle and ran off the road The
van overturned several times,
police said.
The students were in the
McGavock High School flag corps
and were returning from a competition in Dayton. Ohio.
Police said the wrecked van was
one of three on the trip, all traveling in single file. Police said there
were 21 students in the vans, plus a
director and several parent
chaperons.

Hog Market
F rderal %tale Market %rocs
tee F ebruar%
14. 111414 kostorky Purchase tres
Hos 111arkel
Report 1nh,4e.I Baying %tattoos ILereipts
4ct
432 Let 74111 Barrows I 1.11%. SS Walser
%am,
rol) stead) 1 IS kl giber
s I IMASS lb..
$41 .34 4! sel
S I 1/60-1
/11 lb.
IMO SI 41 31
IS 2-3 SIS4 lb.
1411 5541.34
311 3-4 ad rit
11441.111141.1111
Boom
1.24 1 2 3711 3Se Bs
331.1113
OP
US 1-3 31111 401 Ilts
538.110.12.4111
2.5 1-2 NOUN lb.
3311.1111,22.410
211 33 SOS sod up
112.55.1455
15 2-3 MO SOO Ma
MANI 30.0.
Boars Sr SO ID SS

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

gained two slower losers Later the
defense scored a trump and a spade.
sending the game one down.
'The chances of a 4-0 trump
break were less than 10 percent,'
complained South Nevertheless, he
had a surer play at his disposal.
On the third round of clubs. South
should discard a small spade from
dummy instead of ruffing either
high or low If West continues with
another club. South can control
East's trumps And if West leads
anything else, South. can manage a
spade ruff in dummy before he
draws all of East's trumps
NORTH
3-14-A
•8 4 3
•K J 7 3
•A 7 6 2
•8 7
WEST
EAST
•J 5
•Q 10 9 7 6
•10 9 8 4
•Q J 10 9 5
•8 3
4K(4.11093
4A 6
SOUTH
•A K 2
V A Q652
•KA

+542
Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South
The bidding
South
1•
4

West
2 NT

North
3•

Pass

Pass

Opening lead Club king
LEAD WITH THE ACES
South holds •A 5
K 109
•J 10 6 2
4J 9 3 2

East
South
West
North
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
ANSWER:Diamond deuce The lead
from J-10 offers more promise than
one from J-9
Send bridge questions to The Ares pi) Hos
U113 thilLas Texas 7522s 'rah set, addressed
stamped envelope for reply
copyright MO Vaned rattan Sradasts

*51 000.000

...Get The Best...

Major Medical—For Individuals
* Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Lite Insurance (Term-Business Ins Universal Lite-IRA-Annuities — We Have It All)
*Group-Igsurance Our Specialty
* Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates

753-7273

305 N. 4th Murray

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
CAA QUALITY
URVICE PARTS

Good
Netghbor
Chevy
Stars

141 1 5CouFF1
Murray
7 53

2617

Atterattoria & Winter Storage

4444.444**444
1984 Chevy Citation, ,.• •
▪

$15°

CC

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

2.50 "ad,

Murray, Ky. 42071
753-7575

31414

NEED INSURANCE?

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5242
Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
(Pleats Extra)

East

Pass
Pass

*unusual NT

at.au!cf

-011"..°4L

$3,500.00

-0-4-44420-4*****

Expires 3-19-88

THE TERMITE SWARM SEASON
IS COMING SOON!!!!!
Beware of door to door salespeople offering termite inspections
If you suspect your home may be infested with termites or
have a moisture problem, do yourself and your home
a favor
by calling us for an inspection. Our trained technicians
will
inspect the necessary areas of your home and tell
you the
results. Then, if by chance you do have a problem
that needs
correcting, our technicians will give you a complete
and exact estimate of treatment and explain the treatment
procedures.
Then, if you're not certain, get a second inspec
tion and
estimate.

We are certain that after comparing not only price,
but also
the service and the guarantee (which we
back 100% and in
writing), that you will be sure about having the
corrective
measures performed by our company.
Do not let yourself be pressured into a treatm
ent that you
do not need to begin with, or that is extremely too
high priced
for what you do need.
We have been serving the West Ky area since 1958.
We are
an established company, locally owned and operated,
and we
can service your pest control needs better than anyon
e else.

Murray's Oldest and Largest
No one does it better
Anywhere, Anytime,
at any Price
Call Us Today!

622 South Fourth St.
Murray, KY

at
200 South 4th St.

BOBBY WOLFF

FOR A FREE TERMITE INSPECTION
753-0414 or 753-3914
— We are the only termite and pest control company in the
Murray area with an Entomologist on staff.

Ocie McGee

Rick McGee

Mark McGee

Owner

Manager, Murray

Entomologist

Allison Can

- •-*4;1
erN
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Carr continues
• long .tradition
of'Miss Spring.
Murray's Allison Carr, a
senior at Murray High School.
continues the long tradition of
Miss Spring by earning the honor
this year. Carr takes over the
post from last year's queen Ann
Marie Hoke.
Carr is the .daughter of David
and Donna Carr of Murray. She
has a 13-year-old brother narlr'
,
Michael.
Carr's time is filled
numerous activities She has ,1
busy schedule in and out 0!
school.
She is the advertising edit
the Murray ;High Sch,
newspaper. a varsit%
cheerleader, and a member 07
the tennfk team. Carr is involved
in the Tri-Alpha student counti;
FBLA. hdnquet chairman of the
FHA, _a member of the Freni h
Club and the honor roll. She is
also a prom queen attendent and
football homecoming plover
attendent.
Carr was selected to the 19s7
Kentucky Youth Salute ,ind
Who's Who Among America::
High School Students_Sh aiso
was the recipient of Kentuck:,
Ambassador of Good will cer.
tificate from former Governor
Martha Layne Collins.
Aftet graduating from Murray
High, Carr plans to attend the
University of Kentucky in Lexington and major in journalism.
"Being Miss Spring has been a
very rewarding experience,"
Carr relayed. "1 have enjoyed
meeting and working with the
merchants."
Besides her newest title, (7arr
has also been named the 1987
Miss Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen, 1987 Kentucky Miss
Junior Teen and finished thild
runner-up in Young Miss-No
Nonsense National Model
Search. She was also, the 1986
Poinsettia Princess and the 1985
Miss Teenager of Kentucky and
second runner-up at the National
Pageant in Orlando, Fla.
Carr's first pageant experience came at the age of,.
Carr's plans for the summer
include being an instructor for
the Universal Cheerleading
Association at camps around the
United States.
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Miss Spring 1988

'Super Spring Fashions
Congratulations
•
Allison—
Spring into action
with our 100% Cotton
jam Set_b_
footwear,
be Reebok, can be
found in our shoe
department.
This sporty outfit •\
Perfect for any outing
is in our Junior's
department.

401'

.1.

•

••

gram or.

111

114

1
_ -1.4.6141.3
111

411,

Pictured is Allison
in a pretty floral print
100% Cotton dress
from Blondie and
Me—perfect for
that special occasion.
You'll find the
perfect accessories
in our complete
a jewelry department
featuring beautiful
14Kt. Gold
Look for Allison's
outfit in our Junior &
Misses department.

Jo nney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Contor
Murray, Ky. 42071

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1400-2224161

Allison %err. 17 year old daughter of David and Donna ('arr.
(iatesborough Circle. has been named Miss Spring 19.0 for 11w annual
Murray Ledger & Times special magazine section. 4 senior at Mur
ray High School, she is involved in the student council, the MRS ten•
nis team, a member of Tri-Alpha, the French Club, the FBLA and
banquet chairman for FHA.

Allison making the most
out of what started a a hobbN
The quality of the picture and
originality of the poses evident in
the photographs of Miss Spring
19M Allison Carr, throughout this
special section, are the work of
local photographer Harry Allison.

delicate procedures with a mixture of chemicals. lighting and
just the right amount of time. But
the tedious tasks don't dampen
Allison's enthusiasm for
photography.

Allison. who has a studio on
Fourth StreeLin Mqrray, says his
first exposure to the world of
photography was an introductory
class in black and white
photography in the graphic arts
department at Murray State
University. The course sparked
enough interest that he completed
a major in graphic arts, five advanced photography courses
within that department, and two
advanced photography courses in
the university's art department
He has since attended several
seminars and workshops with
Dean Collins, an internationally known portrait photographer from
San Diego, Calif

Of all types of photography a
professional deals with, Allison
says he likes weddings belt.
Another of his favorite jobs is
sports photography and he has
quite a bit of experience in this
area, too. He has taken team and
individual photographs for the
baseball and T-programs at the
Murray-Calloway County Park
and also basketball and football
photographs for city and county
schools. He is the official
photographer for Murray and
Calloway County high schools

Allison does all of the processing
and printing for the public relations department of-the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. He also
"What started out as a hobby does the photography for Kop.
has developed into a passion — perud Realty.
and now is developing into a profession," Allison said.
Allison is the son of Pearl and
But as it has developed into a the late Winfred Allison of Hardin.
profession. Allison didn't lose his His wife, Sue, is ,a teller at the
passion for the art.
Bank of Murray and also assists
Allison at weddings and sports
A large percentage of a
events. Cindy Chrisman-Veach
photographer's time must be
also assists Allison at many
spent in a darkroom performing
photograhy sessions,

•Alt
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Advice for parents in selecting sunglasses for
children, which can help protect their eyes
Many children spend a lot of time out rather than sunglasses by the U.S. Food from ultraviolet radiation, or the tint
ma)
side in the sun People who spend a lot of and Drug Administration, they do
not be too light or too dark.
time in the sun should wear sunglasses have to meet impact -resistance stand Therefore, children should wear sun • ards. Thai means the lenses could break
.
4 "I would advise parents to look for
gl#sscs Right's
and cut a child's eye yr face.
sunglasses that absorb ultraviolet radia-That's debatable.- sass Donald PinsIn addition, the lenses may'contath irn- tion from the low wavelengths up to
380
()D . Ph D . researcher at the University perfection
s that diston the child's vision. nanorneters. and have neutral gray lenses
of Houston College of Optometry and a
they may not provide enough protection so color perception is not affected.
member of the American Optometric As
sociation's Commission on Ophthalmic
Standards
"There is experimental csidence that
indicates extended exposure to v isible
light and ultraviolet radiation in sunlight
SKIN CARE
may damage the retina, which contains
the receptor cells used for seeing. as well
BOOKI.ET
AS the cornea and the lens of the eye.
AVAIIA
BI.E
"Although there is no definite proof,
research indicates that a person may be
Spring into summer with healthy,
able to delay or reduce this damage by
beautiful skin! It you or someone you
wearing sunglasses as a child
know suffers from psoriasis. dermatitis
Because of the possibility that sunlight
or eciema, a tree special report, Helping
may harm a child's eyes. parents may
Yourself with Emollient Creams, is as ail
able Call or write It's Relict. P
prefer that their children wear sunglasses
10h79, State College. PA lei*). t04-23I
outside It so. not .1%)%1 any pair of chil11410.
dren's sunglasses will do. the association
says
Since most children.
. sunglasses sold
in sariety stores are considered toy,

411ison Carr - Wigs Npring IARR

Congratulates!
Allison Carr

MISS SPRING 1988
Oa The *are Murray

_

The Shawe

753-4541

Miss Spring, Allison Carr,
is feeling elegant in one
of our many gowns.
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Follow blueprints for beautiful eyes
Give a
gift that
will be
treasured.

"k4

Choose from
our selections
at...

Ural

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Manor • Murray
Remember Easter, April 3rd

For spring.
the etc% hose it' ,he flattering shades of etc definer pent ml
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lushness Next, use the tip of a
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hs sweeping Lithes to glormitir
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liquid liner
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.c uctiner linifl
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,t lashes on isitth upper Jnyl ft,
*er lids
\ext. 'Joie biter int. outline with ore
ision tquid liner in a correspond*
-flatle,.r.or thy I mmntrte tou4:b. groom
'ashes mto 4 •ctitktoe, sweeping fringe
.is curling first, then apply ang seserai
toots ol mascara
etities creating two of the season's
,bst cuiting new eye looks. eve lining
. nbernents .an nelp perfect the shape (sr
c%rs ticrc some Clarion firm
• eses are dertnet Bring them out by
whcie eye
ssing J subtle shode of eye definer pencil
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ols so that tolor seems to hug the flaw tit
he upper bashes I
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• It etc. are small Liquid liner tan
help them appear larger when applied
rust under lower lashes. from inner to
ower,corners Apply lots of mast aid
'rustling lashes awas trims the tenter to
treate a wide-eyed look
• It eyes are too pronnnv•an Create
depth by applying eye definer pencil all
around thc eye, and precision liquid liner
flyer this outline Finish with seseral
coats of mascara ltlarnprdinating shade

Fashions more
soft in '88

Miss Spring,
Allison Carr,
is ready for Spring
with shoes in her
favorite styles and
colors from
The Shoe Tree.

the
shoe
tree
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
MURRAY

Short. shaped and soft sum up this
spring's trend in women's fashion FM%
renewed femininity is reflected in almost
ever) aspect of_fashion this season even office wear
Short skirts mean business, as hemlines continue to inch up this spring Al
Alcott & Andrews, a leading clothier to
executive women, it5 percent of all skins
will be shorter, ranging from one to two
inches above the knee, with longer pickets to complement the shorter styles
Though the emphasis is on the short
side. wardrobing options remain key to
this retailer "Almost anyone can wear
the shorter lengths... says Coleen Brady,
executive vice president of Alcott & Andrews "This is a flattering option that's
fresh and modern, refined and professional. However, we continue to offer a
variety of lengths to our customers
This season, traditional man-tailored
suits have been replaced by feminine silhouettes that draw .subtle attention to
curves . Lightly padded shoulders are
rounder and softer; collars are petal-like
and necklines are ems-crossed, cinched
and tapered waists outline and define;
and the slimmer lines narrow from the
waist down
Rich, soft fabrics and colors that reflect the romance of spring arc as important as the silhouettes themselves.
Colors are multifaceted, rangnig from
the palest pastels to neutrals to deep,
dark tones. Stand-out color combinations
are chocolate/black. hunter/ivory and
charcoal/pink.
Fabrics of linen, lightweight wool and
silk, particularly in unusual weaves or
accented with surface texture, are best
bets.
Especially luxurious are soft, sheer
georgette silk, silk pique and ancient
madder silk, which are most notable in
Alcott & Andrews' spring collection of
dresses and separates.
Also key this spring are printed fabrics. They abound in florals, from petite
buds to large blossoms, and in tiny checks
and plaids, for a truly feminine touch.
From shoes to hose, scarves to handhags. spring is the season for accessories.
Shoes get special attention with high heel
pumps and slingbacks prevailing.
Watch for the return of the shoe made
to match particular ensembles. Pale.
nude or white hose reiterates the femininity of the clothes, as do lacy scarves
and purses to clutch

MISS SPRING '88
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Italian fashion for spring 1988 features bold, yet elegant feminity.
Left, is a silk dress in an oversized floral of
fuchsia, yellow and gree. Pictured at right is a wood gabardine suit
consisting of a cropped gray jacket with
softly pleated sleeves over a pegged skirt.

Allison Carr — Miss Spring 19,418

-

•-.)141444zate

The purity of spring is epitomized in this white wedding gown. The high
Illusion neckline and elongated torso are of the finest hand-headed lace.
The full trumpet skirt and chapel train combine to make this satin gown
simply sensational. The groom's look is completed with pleated pants.
pleated front double wing collar shirt, matching vest and bow tie.

Allison Carr
Knows Spring
Starts Here!
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Subtlety is key

Classic silk 'tee' in for spring
colors that complement every woman's eologue will help you to spruce up your
wardrobe, from traditional to trendy.
warm weather wardrobe
This Yideo carefully explores insestWear it throughout the day, wider a
blazer or on its own. Classic Tee is easily ment dressing Whether sou're on Main
accessorized. too, making the most of Street or Wall Street. Royal Silk's "GREAT
eserything posh, from pearls to diamonds. LOOKS" %ideologue will show you how
For extra polish or added pizzazz, up- to maximize your fashion dollar for a
date your favorite tee with a flowing silk high-interest you
scarf sashed serenely at the neckline
learn how to aitl'1•Of1/C your
So clean-cut. Classic Tee drapes beau- classic collections with exciting silk actifully to top everything from suits to cessories See how easy it is to build a
sportswear. It's care-free and hassle- wardrobe around Royal Silk's fashionfree, hand-washable, pert and packable. able collection of delicate. yet durable
making it a great business partner and a silks And see it in hs ing color, from bedperfect travel companion. And it's just room to boardroom, in the world.s most
one example of Rosa! Silk's colorful clas- exciting city - New York'
sic collection of better silk separates.
Royal Silk's %ideologue and catalogue
Royal Silk's spring catalogues offer are both tull ot the newest styling sugyou a timelevs selectiim of natural weaves gestains tor today 's working.woman To
and beautiful blends of silk. v.osen into order, call toll-tree I- WO- 32l-SILK or
new, better-than-basic combinations
write Royal Silk. Clifton.
07011
Lookg for sensational ststing ideas'
What a great way to welcome spring'
Royal Silt's nev, -GRF AT 1 CiOKS" %id- Sensational sasings
and a smart silk tee

otter you the best of both s.4 mkt. I tic
Classic Tee hy Royal Silk is traditionally
tailored and tinel% .t)led in pure silk
crepe de chine with a beautitul boat neck
and tomfortablc cap ,len,c.

;

A SIGN OF THE TIMES
An almost oriental-looking crocheted sweater is shown here with a
full skirt ahich is gentl) dgraped. %round the araist is a gold coin
belt.
•

dell

PEOPLES
BANK
•
6 .'"atiar •
"- •

•

)
v!

'‘ww-Al•
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Joe Gupton, Vice President, is standing with Allison Carr, Miss
Spring 1988, in front of one of the homes most recently financed
through Peoples Bank. Joe,a real estate specialist, asks you to call
him at 753-3231 if you are purchasing a home or if you have any questions concerning the type of programs available at Peoples Bank.

PEOPLES
c/BANK
MURRAY

753-3231

Member F 0.1 C

KY.

Main Office
5th & Main

Shrader Sports
Calderon Belts
& Bags
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Just part of the job

Local photograher Harrs llison takes a picture of thii.year''s Miss Spring - Allison Carr.('arr takes over
the post from iast ,ear's queen Ann Marie Hoke. Allison is responsible for the pictures of Carr throughout
this special section. He has studio on Fourth Street in Murray.

Socking ii to the short
spring 88fashion trend
' hion Men theinin, ,1)1.1it accessory so: k Is drIed suiting.. and
I'
:or
• ,asoicot the ab tiser•thc-knee socks lead the as ant garde
bre% lated statclueni it you :en I crop along fashion 's cutting edge I,014, rot all
tt. drop it what's the newest news ott three from Ronnie Drron
Itke names 'Short shorter shirrs'
Classics still reign supiente. as ribbed
Shorts the oust direCtionel must knee highs and argyle anklets prose that
`laves tor spring. steal esery fashurnable sis le is always in fashion
scene Dressy. pleated shorts coordinate
the perfect partners for cos sleek
with tailored bolero lecke!. to signal the shortstm Neutral knit.- highs itry Anne
new urban sophisocatron
s
ISlein's "Claws: Rib- in Isom pearl slate
Fuller shorts llo s with short mini or buttercreami paired with reptile loaf
Lardigans and tee shois for spotty. Imo cr.
And because all eves are on the ankles
styk. And sleek %corm I skin c k. ling slums
rhigh on the thigh tor moKr wiry ptas when set kind -skin cycling gear rides
those. spt the 'x'X ptiamises the return of
spectator sports in Ilk fast lane
The achent of the short sell puts new
tocus ri legs For reak k hie. cits stir ris
need sell7heete4. accessories MIt Is
made it ultra-soft. fashion -right "()rlon acrylic
The theme is modern and minimal
thin is in. and flat's where it's at flat
knit, that is Flat knit socks come In a
length to polish every took
Anklets go well with strappy sandals.
kfte highs ot "Orion' become the ulti-

On' kit 401 sm sI

I lifer infliret hit' right Al»41Uni oh hulk
Iii complement a sleek silhouette. they're
asailahte in "Orlon:" from Wigwam in
is ud.
ivactom colors, including !tingle
green. mandarin. cherry, gold enlist and
sun yellow
AS fashion gets weak-kneed over the
new proportions. it's tune to celebrate
the return of the serious sock. It,the au
cessory of choice in the season of short

CORN-AUSTIN
for LADIES
This season,
Corn-Austin
for Ladies haF
everything forMiss Spring
& You!!

REMOVING INK
The scenario is familiar. You're at
work, pen in hand, when a clumsy movement results in an ink mark on your
clothes.
There's no need to despair. because
removal of the stain is but a spray away
The magic elixir? Ordinary aerosol
hairspray. Apply it to the stain, rubbing it
in. *cm 'when rt's been absorbed completely, put the mark under water, and
watch it wash away.

Congratulations Miss Spring Allison Carr!
402 Main

753-2472

40"
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National ring manufactuer to
help students in fashion trends
As a student v.ho ...ants to out:lass hut. sine.: then. ,iass ring st.les
eler.
.an offer .0.J protissional. sCr
others. there.
..no end to the problems :hanged :onsiderahl.
NCJI round
and
.ou 1))11,I sol.e Aside from
reading rn
lass r ub.:
College rings are a.ailahlc at ...ropy.
4-113erse
itklas•
a
Ing-•rithmetk riddles and career giral de
st. les is a.ailahle. ranging 11 tn he o er Nr..kst,ires. %%here trained per.ouuci ,at,
.isions. there are other que.tions to
jd„„,nai.• otai Cm,
„„, 4, ja tune,
popular
.insider Fashion. for Instame
Hemline'..intemporar. designs And v.ith
ensure
that sour lass in V.11. ;Ise
up or
'Shoulders padded or natu man. options' Cr
ho.IS,. a %,.r1 kt*Jr• and tears of fadu.,.nahle
'iii ValiCh
11aists belted or not'
.lass ring .an he Tushttimied to role.1 in k:. make stlri: II .0111Cs %Oh J ti;
ArIC
'
"
Cla" Rings- J lead the student's (mil personalii
Ir
time scarrants
ing •.chi.ol ring fTIJIM1J5 Curer. takes
.
These options in'. hide hill I•irst name.
The most .ornprehensise .0.h as -Art
the guessvorrk
ot making a lashbm
st-N 41 or h.in, wr sN, mhol Caned •V.ill include tree resi.eing re
statement ht suggesting one Jt•
.
s.ulpted on the side (tem
tan he finishing stone repla.ement...leaning
Chatsa/1%M%
lass ring
a flirt hstorie.
h.,. it'Ii ii stone or e‘en and changes in graduation sear
;day, ring is
mho' ot scholastic
c‘
. r
s
jro
Pmt
.i.hic.ement. pride in one's ..hool and a diamond i
ii frit ahout
P"' P
So. no need to v.orr
t r‘'In
-goAls - all Ill J tine pie.e lit
tashion -do.. and -don'ts
IJ•S ring
•
•
or
there are SI, man%
out.hine sour other
. stsles and
Ibis gferit AIM:Th.4n fIdailliAtfl /141.45 options ai.ailahle. high scLhool elass rings ties. ,Ahile ii reflects our personalit,„
4.ine4 ni,14‘15.11

Inc! Vi.esr Aura

".kicts s.h.iuLl hi purchased from Now IiicaliciA

taste and pride. in slide
,

Allison Carr - .Viss Spring 19SS

The time for fresh
new ideas. . .
See us Jt one of
Air convenient locations.
LT

VII
Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Illember

Every child's a pict ,r. of personality and. love, a
special 'someone Shaun& Waller. Carley and Chris
Faughn and Miss Spring know where to go to select
1r)rheS 10 sic,D0 play and
grow

lad cg ,Aaddee
Southside Manor

MISS $PKJN6
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It's 'in
All things American arc "in"
from Bruce Springsteen's -Born in the
S A leans to the Sunk. it I then% 's
facelift Across the I mted States. a
new spirit .4 patriotic consciousness
has hcen reborn ( hie .4 it: nuhdesta
nons ts an JNarCileS% kconsumers
that "buying American- makes good
economic wnse
"Americans don't apologue for Nho
and what they are anymore.- explains
Dr Ras Bri iss ne of the Center of Pop
Culture at R.vv. I trig (;reen State
Uni‘ersit%
It used to he tashioruhle to own
things that were made in Europe and
labelled that wav Now the label many
shoppers look for is "Made in I SA
according to June B Roche. Corporate
Fashion Dinsilor fiir Milliken & Company. one of America's largest textile
manufacturers "The American ap
parel industry is now on the cutting
edge of fashion It has grown up. lust
as the nation has.- deci#rgs Roche
"American fashion trends are tremendously popular both here and

if its U.S.-made
abroad:. states loan Karon. 1.P fashion and music in the world arc
Stesens & Co.'s Corporate Eashuin right hercLurthe I S And ifs not just
Director and -Iksign Director tor New lOrk Regionally. America has
Home Fashions Kamm notes the reached a cultural maturity
popularity of Hue jeans and gingham.
rhese changes have created a more
strong "All .Athencan- themes Hov. sophisticated Amen,an consumer cc ho
ever. Kam are no longer rust blue den compares quality and fashion And.
im Nov. we see prints flower and v.ith the new wavy of patriotism. many
animal. and several ranges of textures consumers prefer to huy American.
"The Liays of the American !Mery
Roche and KA rrim both -Cite-recentonty complex are long gone." explains ly published studies ((iallup. Roper.
Roche "A great deal of the finest art. NY Times CBS and LA Tunes polls)
that demonstrate this overwhelming
consumer preference. 'The labelling
law of December. I9S4 gave con
.411114..Ps the tool c.ith which to make
their ..hoice Now they can instands
identity I S. nude goods in a "Made
USA"in
label.
"We are gratified And challenged in
Americans' preference for U S pro
ducts and American fashions: sass
Robert Swift. Executive Director of the
Crafted ,With Pnde in U.S A Coun
a unified group of American cot
ton growers. textile manufacturers and
apparel makers.f
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Capture the feeling of spring
with a new car from us.

MADE IN THE

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main ConcernOldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac-Buick
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

Altered styles
lead to new,
bright fashion
Always changing. fashion oftt
results from altering previous styles
Most of the time when a really.- new
look is introduced. it takes a king tin).
for the public m accept it However.
once it becomes incorporated into the
existing styles. more people will ht
gin to wear and Appreciate the new
look.
A garment will become popular by
providing the following functions for
the consumer
1.1 Image. First impressions are
lasting ones, so clothing is a major
concern for most people. Our cloth
ing communicates to others our occu
pawn. social status and self-image
The desirable or acceptable image
people strive to maintain vanes get)
graphically but the focus is usually on
enhancing the attractiveness of the
wearer.
2.) Function. How a garment will
wear is determined by the fabric and
construction. These in turn depend on
how the garment will he used and in
what temperature. For example. gar
ments designed for active wear arc
more suitable if made to stretch his
combining Ira or spoitkx with a
Town or synthetic material.
3.) Structure. Apparel is three
dimensional, which poses many chal
lenges for its creators_ They must use
flat fabric to develop a flattering
shape. The silhouette therefore is the
most dominant visual element which
greatly affects the other elements of
design.
4.) Decoration. The decorative
aspects of an item of clothing arc
usually the first to attract a consumer.
The ctili)r or pattern, texture of thee
fabric and style of garment will determine whether or not a buyer will
decide to try it on.

. . . the ultimate
choice of today's
fashionable woman,
Clothes from. . .

Nuckingliani lay KO
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\\ ON-SKIN QUIZ
Hosi piten do sou esperiente Nat kheads or other failed hieinithe, '
I FreqUently. 2. Occasionally in the T-tone. 1 Not too often. 4 Very rarels
Hos% noticeable are sour pore%
I. Very obvious. 2 Readily noticeable in T./one. 3 Slightly noticeable in
T-zone. 4. Almost ins isible
Does sour skin ever flake'
I. Hardls es zr. 2 Sometimes in cheek area. 3 (kcasionally. 4 ()nen
is sour skin eyer oily
.... -.
I. Most of the time. 2 Often in the T-zone. 3. Occasionally. 4' Very rarely
Hou- does sour jutelinkfi"
I. Almost no lines: 2 Some laugh lines., 3 Visible hut not ohs ious lines around
mouth, eyes. bro.4 Deep lines in some areas, fine lines in others
Does your skin everfeel tight or drs'
I. Hardly eser, 2 Sometimes in cheek area. 3. Occasionally . 4 Much of the
time.
Sensitise Skin'
If your skin is prone to redness rashes. blotches or hives. your skin may also he
sensitise. so be sure to use a regimen intended for sensitise skin
If your total is:

6-9

Your skin type is
probably:

Oily, Oily
Troubled

10-14

15-19

Combination 'Normal

Avon
Clearskin 2
Pure Care for
Recommendations: or Pure Care Combination
for
Sensit Ise
Combination „Skin
Sensitive
Skin

Nurtura or
Pure Care for
Normal-toDry Sensitive
Skin

20-24
Dry-to-verydry
Acplade or
Pure Care for
Normal-toDry Sensitise
Skin

•

•

‘Illson Carr - tfifoi Spring 19XX

Miss Spring discusses travel plans
with Chuck Harrison
of The Vacation Station.
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Put a little spring
in your life. . . .
By putting a lot of t
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style in your closet,/
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MISS SPRING 'AD

Coping withfine lines, wrinkles
Numincr is aniund the
and niJ11.• tune. these fibers weaken and collapse.
women eagerls are looking forward to ultiniatels causing changes in the skin
longer Wis. and warmer weather Al contour
though more and more people now
Special's trained dermatologists and
wisels are adding sunscreens to their plastic surgeons hase
treated Mint' than
heath hags. prior exposure to the etc 100,000 patients since the
food and
mem% land time itself) already mas base -Drug Administration,appro
sed the appli
damaged the delicate surface of the Lawn tin marketing imectahle
collagen
skin-- causing tine lines and wrinkles to in Mil
.412
form
An initial series of two n)
Women are seeking V•ilS to eliminate .1.1t. might (NI S300 to S400, including
and not just coser up these problems. a skin test a month before treatment
starts
with procedures such as injectable col- Touch up treatments. usually
gisen with
,
lagen
in a %car. tspicalls require tesser ses
Creams can help keep sour skin sup %ions. and cost less
plc and %urgers can femme excess skin
Ansone considering treatment Mlih ii
Inlet table iollagen. however. .was devel- fectaNe collagen should consult
with
oped actualls to fill in depressaons an the phssician for complete informatio
n on
skin such as frown lines. crow's feet and the benefits and potential risk. insolsed
smile or hp lines
More information about injectable colCollagen is a natural protein found in lagen treatments and referrals to experiesers part of the hods. which prosaics enced local phssicians are asaiLable bs
structure and shape to the skW (her calling 1-800-227-4004 _

Spring fashion: Grin and bare it!
Spring fashion for 1988 could he said
to be bards there The trend started last
fall. when designers returned in droves to
the mini skirt
This season shoulders. hacks, chests.
arms, thighs and even midriffs will he as
bare as knees.
-With so much skin showing." says
Fncda Forsles, fashion consultant to the
leweIrs Industry Council. "rwelrl*will
he especially important And, for fashion
saluc and performance. you can't beat
gold filled jewelry "
Gold filled jewelry (also referred to as
gold overlay has the look and fed of fine
Jewelry at a mere fraction of the cost
This is possible he
a layer of real
karat gold has been bonded mechanically
In all the sisible surfaces of each piece
Plunging necklines, off-the-shoulder
looks and "slip dressing- make neckpieces an absolute must
For a demure look. try a delicately textured gold filled chain or a romantic

locket or pendant And, remember, hare
necks, chests and shoulders call for
shorter necklace lengths
For a bolder statement. try a substantial gold filled collar or heavy link chain
Look for earring sts les that complement
your neckwear choice
Coordinate collars and chokers at
shorter length necklaceskflutton tspe •
earrings that frame the lace and don't
drop too far Moss the law line:For longer
lengths, try a flirts dangle
For color accents, use sour imagination Mix and match gold filled neck
laces, bracelets, rings and earrings with
colored stones that go with sour clothing
and your mood.
Though fashion for spring will be
"barely there." you can still exercise
your options with a splendid arras of
gold filled ieweIrs
for more information write to Gold
Filled Association, PO. Box 2137. Attleboro, MA 02703.
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Bold patterns and bright colors characterize Bill Blass'
spring, 1988, collection. Here, two of his outfits make
that point. High heeled, two-toned shoes are the appropria
te footwear for both outfits.
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Appreciation Sale!
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10 tanning sessions
(th"$35 +

FREE VISIT

*Bring this ad and get 1 more free visit!
•
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411
.
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Allison Carr — Minn Spring IAVt

Proportioned to suii

*19 Wolff Tanning units for your Convenience
No waiting for Appointments
'Students & Senior Citizens 10% Discount

Come celebrate
with us!
Wolff System Tanning
Olympic Plaza
753-WOLF
*Complete line of
indoor tanning
products.

1111014
Oro
404P/04

This wool suit k definitely ladylike. It combines a short narrow skirt
with dropped waist and a cropped jacket whose scooped neck and
hold buttons add eye appeal. .4 glossy straw hat with a hroadsbrim
and a demure pair of white gloves complete the look.

MISS SPRING IS
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Sexy looks
inspire spring
fashion trends
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Wrinkles nwre meani III be erased
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buttons and gimes Belts are easv io
make limn Ultrasuede fabric. Ilea\ o
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.1 Singer conventional or merlok k sgoking
machine.
To add a finishing touch. purchase one
of the fancy buckles available at your local fabric or specialtv store
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your spring & summer
delightful with
merchandise for inside
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The evening hours,Wili never be the same again, with the advent of the newest fashion look — dress% snorts.
IVO Versions' are picihred aboVe. The one on the left is white silk crepe and satin, %%ith buttons up the sidit.
It is shown with a feminized tuxedo jacket. which is cropped and nipped at the waist. The one on the right is
a black embroidered camisole and evening shorts are pure luxe. with sequins -galore.

The Latest Fashions
And Styles For Less,
- Can Be Found
This Spring
At

Factory
/74 Discount
1,4 Shoes
' Conic In & checkout our complete line ofshoes in
eluding Connie, Fanfare,._Aigner, Aviva, AutrT
'Converse.

MID

Factory
Discount Shoes

,

Western boots in white, pastels, and other light colors aitan ideal
footwear choice for spring's new fashions and they are equall corn
fortable for warm weather wear.

Western boots for all fashions
h,r wortcn this spring. skirts are shorter.
NIciisyscar t.ir sprmg aiso at 10. on
fabrics arc stretchier and slinkier.. and cagier themes. team: mg Lid%sil: styles.
colors arc iVld and brieht. Attention is colors and silhouettes in refreshed combeing focused on legs. and Western hoots binations
provide striking complement to the
Khaki pants. indigo denims and button"leggy- look
ilovv n shirts matched with Western hi.ots
'Sew colors tor authentic l'inktxr, hoots'all classics derived from function Arc
,
include turqui use_
green.creams wtute, styled to envphasire omit art
honey. teal and metallic'.. with hoot uphtxus
in
new
exotic
skins
such
Western
pers featuring intricately stitched designs as stingray and sea bass arc 'or choice
and-rnuiti-colored leather
-

For All
Your Special Occasions..
• weddings
SiIk & Fresh
•Ij.ospital & Party
Arrangements
'Cut Flowers
'Potted Plants

16th & Main
753-9'119
Monday thru Thursday and Saturday-9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday-9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
6091
/
2 S 4th
7S34S14
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Inspired by Hollywood, new make-up collection
will make it easier than ever to look like a star:
Lights'.Carrie.ra Action' Spring. MK.
marks the 100th anmsersary of Holly
wood' To commemorate the glamour ot
the era. I.P.hICHP. this spring volt wilco a
resoal in distinctive most,- star looks
Styles will he more teminine and figure-flattering. with sweetheart neckhnes
and stainer skins making an erxore. col
ors will premiere holder and more but
hant than ese7'
5
Suune of AIlierlia .s most glam
• hlask women hase hecome tamous
through appearing in Hollywood mink
Classic greats. such -as Eanha Kitt and
Dorothy Dandridge. were among the
first Nack women to appear on •S men in
the earls tias ot motion pictures

Shoes are key

To took perfectly in step with spnng
drawing a thick line directly above your
lashes and extending it to just past the fashions, make sure you choose the appropriate shoes and hosiery for your atouter corner of your eye
tire of the day. This is particularly true
Under your lower lashes. draw a thin- for spring 'Kit, with short skirts the runner line that extends up to meet the top way- runaways. baring yards and yards of
line With the finishing touch of mascara,' leg everywhere you turn.
you'll he able to flutter your lashes like
While sophirsticated city suits are being
any true movie starlet'
shown with high heels and sheer hose for
• A distischw style of the early glam- an elegant look, more playful clothes de-our girls when wearing nail polish was to mand a different silhouette.
Flat sport shoes, both closed and
leave the moons of their fingernails unpainted To achieve this look, apply nail strappy. are special favorites, worn (deenamel, starting at the tops of the half- pending on the
colors of the clothes) with
moons of your fingernails and brushing either sheer or
opaque stockings
out to the tips
Some of the looks demand hare,
Apply two coats and, when dry, apply tanned legs sliding gracefully into sana protective top coat of Posner's Fabu- dals
lous Finish Clear Nail Enamel 'over the
Another alternative is the snappy
entire nail to prevent chipping
sock particularly with the new urban• The fashion of wearing matching lip ized shorts ---either anklet or knee-high
and nail shades is as popular today as it
With fashions as playful as they are for
was then And, just as Hollywood has spring '88. hosiery is in high-gear -an
created great duos, lkisner's "Hollywood area offering fashion fun with no holds
Shades" make-up collection contains two barred.

PAGE 15

Fabulous fashions that
flatter the feminine form
Spring is in the air. as stylish women step along in sprightly lashion, in the newest
hare fashions, whose wry. absence of escess labric makes their present(' known
.
Short skirts tocal knees alreadv exposed to the SS Inds of winter And, torm-fitting
tops flirty hustiers. and their more subtle sisters, shapels and soltly draped tackets
and blouses reflect a renewed flattery of the temmine form. with an emphasis on
Ur\ Cs
•
well not esery woman
' 1 here is, of course. a sprinkling of lunget skirts.
;
-and even thighs hut they, too. are
tomes the opportunity to display calves. kneetenimme. itt ly fit1% I ng and romantic
American yene with European chic
The other option i0 the short skirt
one tor which designers arc markedly pairing which incorporates the hest ot
slithusiastu.. is the draped trouser, with hoth fashion worlds,
wide legs, which offers a feeling of classr
With a passing salute to spring's IrasunPh‘il meant lo JPpeal to women dmonal nautical colors of red. white :Hid
"
SS h.' arc ',tingem in spirit than they are in Nue. crisp as ever. and a quick :top at the
shape
Landy shire for the Easter egg telly bean
Aiming thy,shunsilhouettes. the hems- pastels. the lolor , story ,tor spring 'Ks
up, hands down winners are the hill. tin seems to locus on the neW.
rich
tatious pout worn with a fitted, alluringly neutrals
revealing hustler. and the slick. narrow
These add a note of sophistication to
skirt. which ideally stops %literal inLhes even the most youiliful styles as on:callow the knee. and whith is tomple traditional play clothes make a dramatis
mented hest by either a tong. sir:nein top mote in the du-colon of the boardroom
or a short. sculpted one. though
HON% complete the takeover hy 'short
designers base suck ceded in draping this skirts and shilrls still he remains to he
skirt. and painfig it with a similarly draped seen howeser. J peek ahead at tall 'KX.
kct or N.Ill
indicates that designers and matitifaCtUl
the third standout choice is the it ers will he dropping hemlines, at least to
short a kicky alternative to the skirt some extent
whitti t-an he worn tor leisure. hut which
That's good news tor. those who have
also can look right in cottsiderahly wow opted- to remain tiohttil to their long
structured situamins
skirts
The ley here is the blouse, sweater. or
On the other hand, those who haw
maxt that's worn, plus the appropriate embraced the new -again short skins can
attessones a cleverly arranged scarf. feel confident that these ptn. perky and
for example. or a striking pin or user- slightfy impertinent sty leviatfl be flatter sued guild earrings and. what's abso mg youthful figures and attracting awn Intel) essential, the correct hosiery and tion if not ',inner, at least hit set erat
shoes All of these OprIt1fIs k 0,111hIlh. seasons to ,,oine

(her the decades. entertainers like
Diehann Carroll. Lena Horne and Diana
Ross hate kept pace with the sophistication and modernuation of film and kit-citron In addition. faith lena Horne. in
.Vornii Heather and Diana ito.s in nk,
have been able to incorporate their
singing abilities into their acting roles
Today. black wonveu..are making their
marls in esers area of HoIh WC01103 enter
tainment Phs Ilk ii Rashaad currently
holds thelsonor of being the Number One
mom ot prime-time network telesision
ISit Bonet has crossed met. from
starring in her in prime-time SO0111110
starring in the hii mosie .4necl Heart
And with today's hottest form ot music at entertainment the rod, side°
both Whitney Houston and Janet Jackson
base reigned with Number One videos'
In honor of these outstanding worneb
and Hollywood's Italth annisersary.
Posner has introduced its spring, 1988. (il its own shining pairs - Ultra Violet
make-up collection. "Hollywood Lip Color with Ultra Violet Nail Enamel.
Shades " No's your chance to share the and Hollywood Pink Lip Color with Holspotlight, by choosing livelier, more sisid Isv.00d Pink Nail Enamel --for a totally
colors that coord.nate with exciting new finished/look from hp to nail tips
fashions. asailahle in this full selection of
Posner 's complete "Hollywood
face make-up
Shades" color story consists of six new
You're guaranteed to he center-stage captivating shades of Moisturizing Lip
when you make a grand entrance wear Color. Ultra Violet, Hollywood Pink.
mg combinations like Ginger Plum lap Wild Cherry, Starlet Red. Very Berry
Color and dramatic Deep Plum Eye and Ginger Plum. with the suggested reLiner, with highlights of Orchid Flambe tail price of $2 95 each The two new
Soft Blush on your cheekbones
Nail Enamel shades are Ultra Violet and
Or, you may want
achieve some of Hollywood Pink. for SI h5 each
the classic silver-screen looks by followEye-opening Eye Liners conic in Deep
ing these Hollywood beauty tips:
Plum and Black Coffee. for SI 99 each
• To achieve the Hollywood "pour."ap- And, the new shades for Soft Blush PON ply your favorite shade of hp color Then der Blush are Orchid Flambe and Sunset
use a lighter shade of lip color or a clear Red. for $3 95 each
hp gloss on the ,-enter of your lower hp
In addition. Posner's regular cosmetic
only Try Starlet Red Lip Color and
line includes Custom Blended Liquid
Glossy Clear Protective Lip Gloss to creMake-Up. Translucent Loose and
ate that Hollywood look—making you
Pressed Powder. Eyeshadow and Fabuthe main attraction.
lous Finish Nail Enamel
• For a dramatic look that's guaran
teed to attract fans, line your eyes with
Black Coffee Eye Liner. Start with your
ripper lid at the inner corner of your eye,
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Miss Spring
is ready for fun in the sun.
emmeeseii•
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•T-Shirts
•Shoes
•Shorts
•Tops
•Swimsuits
•Tennis
Equipment
•And Everything
Else You N
For A Great
Spring Break.
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DENNISON-HUNT
1 203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

Murray
Kentucky
753 8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
aI
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MISS SPRING '88

Four themes
evolve from
Europe's sport
fashion shows

Oh

13) AMBER BROOKA1AN

411

Allison Carr — Miss Spring IOU

Four major themes esolsed brim ISPO
spring summer '88 Sixties Safari. Royal
American Yacht Club. Print Out and Assorted Sorts of Sports
Sixties Safari is a trend towards bright
colors and washed neon% used by Body
Club and Arena. tie dyed looks used by
Belk and Elless& and opt Kai or psychedelic effects used hy Fanatic and Sun ValThe American surf markets were a
major influence on the European markets
capitalizing on the surfer look
Royal American Yacht Club is yet another clearly visible American Influence
on the European sport markets.
The nautical preppy look popped up in
almost esery line at ISPO. especially
Ciolfino. Mistral and Sits), The use of
yachting signal flags as emblems. yachting inspired logos, and nits!, and white
stripes. was dominant
Sinceyfull array of prints was es idol!
at ISPO, this category was called Print
Out It ranged from ticking stripes to
wide color blocked stripes used by Belk
and Le Coq Sportif: from Southwest art
to tropical motifs used by Elho and
Arena: and from pop art racing checkerboard% to hot air balloons used by Reebok and Head
The newest, most interesting type of
printing was a print on print. as sten in
Steinehronn's collections
One of the most interesting, trends
seen at ISPO was cros,soss_r_dressing.
Lines such as Head. Fad, Belle and
Steinehronn design their clothes to suit
more than lust one sport attitude
Denim treatments are essential in the fashion forecast. They at,
Clothes go from golf to tennis, and
tennis to golf, and froth spring skiing to predicted to remain a hot item for spring and fall, according to leading
yachting and %ice versa. The noticeable fashion experts. Many jeans are washed with pumice stones, soaked in
inspiration came from crossing over to bleach, producing a soft. gven finish, as if the jeans have been brushed
other markets, especially from actise lightly with a coat of paint.
"sear to ready to wear.,

A Couple of Winners!
Miss Spring and our 1988 Mustang GT
Fun Flavored
For Four!
Like Miss Spring of l988
— pretty and vivacious
Allison Carr — our 1988
Ford Mustang GT also is an
exciting beauty. It's just
what you need for summer
fun Come in and see it as well as all of our other
exciting Ford, Lincoln and
Mercury cars and trucks.

Have you driven a Ford . . . . lately?
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

West Kentucky's Oldest
Volume Dealer

hotfor both spring andfall
Whether stonewashed, bleached or been brushed lightly with a coat (il paint
acid washed, your new pair of blue jeans The stones soften the jeans while the
is likely to be finished with ,a denim treat- bleach completes the denim's light finish
In addition to whitewashed denim.
ment. thanks to the explosion of denim
"finishes" in the fashion world.
• fashion-forward consumers can look for
According to Levi Strauss & Co mer- ward to seeing 11.,eviN 501 jeans in the folchandise . manager John Ermatinger. lowing fabric treatments for spring and
denim fabric treatments will continue to fall of 19/01:
be strong through spring and fall. 1988
•.Snaw washed - a lightly shaded jean
"Acid washed denim has paved the that has been whitewashed:
way for a host of innovative denim fin• Dark washed - a whitewashed jean
ishes." says Ermatinger "Finishing gives with a very deep blue
denim an interesting look, and it softens
• Striped whitewashed an indigo or
the fabric, which makes it more comfortgray striped jean that has been treated
able."
Levi Strauss & Co. first introduced its with pumice stones soaked in bleach.
• Galactic - -a white, speckled, "Milky
acid washed finish, which it has labeled
"whitewashed," to 501 jeans in the spring Way" effect produced on a dark jean.
• Snow washed in colors - Dark indigo
of 1987.
Whitewashed jeans are washed with fabric is dyed yellow, brick red, purple.
w
or black and then snow
pumice stones soaked in bleach, produc- teal,
ing a soft, even finish, as if the leans have

FORD
MERCURY

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

Denim freedmen's remain

Congratulations Miss Spring from

LINCOLN

(502) 753-5273

Murray, KY 42071

Willay Ledger ik Times
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Jewelry enhances sophisticated styles
Sweeping in with temininely ITtnatious
forms that range hum playful to sophist'
ated. spring fashion Kti features a WO
iUtk 1111 4111,1 swingy skirts. sporty
walking
shoos -suits.- and elegant (-wrong wear
in every 'rhos from taffeta and silk to
irinoline anti tulle
Thc case of cropped 'al krt. and the

soft. supple lines of silk eri, slasks
round out the myriad of options for the
latest spring look%
Vv ith summer's bared shoulders and
hustlers. proper accessories are increasingly important as the means of expressing a personal sense of
As appropriate is eVer. sultured pearl

jewelry is the pertect way to enhance
faith davtime and evening looks
The timeless appeal of cultured pearl
jewelry is easily apparent hut, in many
cases, consumers do not understand the
intricacies of selecting cultured pearls.
which are both high in quality and flattering to indisidual features and proportion%
1)istingui4hing between- a Lultured
pearl and an 'notation pearl is the first
step toward selecting a piece of iewelry
that will have lasting beauty and value
Like natural pearls. cultured pearls
have a soft inner glow, or lustre. which
emanates from deep within the pearl
Imitation pearls haw a surface shine hut
no lustre
Cultured pearls haw a gritty feel when
applied to the surface of the tooth. while
surkulated pearls feel smooth and have a
glassy. metallic look
Cltimately. the value of cultured pearls
is determined by sae, lustre. surface per
and color
Although most people think of pearls
as being - white.- most pearls actually
have rose, silver or cream overtones.
Cultured pearl necklaces should always he selected based on individual skin
color For fair complexions. pink-hued
cultured pearls are recommended. while
cream colored cultured pearls are most
flattering for dark skin tones
The strapless dresses and shoulder
wrap bandeau tops of spring and summer
are perfect for displaying cultured pearl
necklaces of one or more strands
Available in a satiety of lengths. from
discreet chokers to the elegantly regal
opera length strand, cultured pearl necklaces are all the more versatile when a
pretty gemstone clasp is added
A pair of feminine, cultured mahe
pearl earrings, perhaps edged in gold. is
the perfect complement to summer's
sleeked -back hairstyles and flirtatious
fashions.
The cultured pearl is a true chameleon
that adapts to any number of looks.
Accenting the playful or sultry when
A sophisticated, yet playful mood is created by this strapless taffeta combined with one outfit,
or looking
dress with ruffled skirt. Completing the ensemble is a magnificent classically, demure and sophisticated
10nun cultured pearl necklace with gold rondelles and a diamond and when accessoriting another. cultured
pearl jewelry combines beauty and veramethyst center pendent.
satility for long-lasting value and fashion
finesse.

Allison Carr — Miss Spring 19$8
•

For A Sun-Sational
Summer Look...

East Side of the Ct Square • Murray

KISS SPRING 11/1
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Spring'88styles in short:Sexy,sophisticated
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1.a1 Acts ar1 either low: and %Impels or
Noiltl 0%er
lopped bolero sts
Mid
7 skirts ttiat hoser at the knee or go as high
J5 mid thigh
I he peplum makes a big .iiinchack
this season, usualls short and sers full.
whwih assent.% the waist and the fit of the
tacket
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necklines
Italian designers balance the hare leg
this spring with wide necklines that haie
the shoulders Whether squared oft.
scooped. fastened at one shoulder, oft the
shoulder or strapless. spring's necklines
are spirited and youthful. eNen in dressy
daytime wear
"Oserall.- NI. Harris concludes.
"Italian women's wear .for spring P18
combines lemtrunits with wearahilit:
making it kkalls suited for the American
woman
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treatment t St: .1 pimme stone t,
soften and sinootli rough
feet. and then use a ttior pm.
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Spring's diverse fashion attitudes are represented by these two looks, both of which make use of the ubiquitous del hi violet i they for a special treat
mini — but in very different ways. Full French schoolgirl collars. curvacious padded shoulders and soft, flop- !I') for a protesstonal petits tire
more tips on preparing sour
py ties are very feminine. Slim, sexy camisoles are very stylish. They can be worn comfortably under many toiFor
the iipi.oming fashions. ss rite to Art,
clothes. Skirts are more relaxed now, fuller 14ithout the fussiness of the pouf.
Isoloner.
tor Preto. reel. 1)epi NM
417 Fitth ,Ventie. Nest lOrk. NY 10016
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Spring fashions for 1988
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You're Right Where You Belong...
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Congratulations
Allison!
North 12th St., Murray

Corner of
12th & Olive
C../r

753-7657
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MISS SPRING 'SS

"Welcome o Wal-Mart"
Where great selections,
friendly service and
LOW PRICES EVERY DAY
make us your
favorite place to shop!

Congratulations
Miss Spring
Allison Carr!

*Sporting *Clothing
*Shoes *Jewelry
*Toys *Pets
*Pharmacy
*Lawn & Garden
*Health & Beauty

Hwy. 641 North

*Housewares
*Electronics
*Cameras *Cards
Visit one of our
36 Full-Line
Departments
for more great values!
Open
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 &
Sun. 12-6

